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Solidarity: Unity of a people
with a common interest

L

ived experiences have demonstrated that although the efforts of international institutions have taken a
remarkable stride towards the achievement of sustainable peace and stability on the African continent, there
is a fundamental need to employ efforts that are directed towards reshaping and advocating for unifying
communities which have been disintegrated by years of conflict. Such concerted engagements are necessary
to harness the process for peace consolidation among communities to transform conflict into peace. Within this
context, the establishment of a culture of people-to-people solidarity will serve as a remarkable stride towards
African unity. A culture of people-to-people solidarity is one that assumes a communal identity, one that stands
united in addressing conflict and drivers of disintegration. This reinforces the greater notion of Ubuntu – African
solidarity in the efforts of finding African solutions to African problems. Through the realisation of a common
vision and a consolidation of national interests, a unified culture of people will support a long-term agenda for
transformation in Africa for the achievement of sustainable peace and integration on the continent.
In practice, building a culture of people-to-people solidarity should follow an established framework that is
centred on objectives of societal transformation; entrenching tolerance within and across communities; and
capitalising on differences as a form of social capital. Broader goals of this approach should be inclusive of
poverty eradication; equity and equality; and social cohesion as the pinnacles of sustainable development. In
the interest of building solidarity within Africa, and the broader global community, efforts need to be focused on
interventions for peacebuilding and social justice. To do this, organisations committed to solidarity initiatives will
need to continue to mobilise key stakeholders to invest in the development and sustenance of capable institutions
that place transformation, tolerance and inclusivity at the core of their operations. In addition, interventions need
to enhance investment in multi-lateral relations and partnerships at a local, regional and global level.
In order to achieve sustainable peace, development and economic growth, concerted efforts need to be
employed to ensure the progressive realisation of a regional culture of people-to-people solidarity. As Africans,
our humanity is deeply rooted upon the notion of Ubuntu. As such, the support and participation of organs of
state, civil society and even the business community in efforts to build a common identity that transcends physical
borders throughout the region and continent is a critical element of people-to-people solidarity.
In the efforts of establishing crosscutting linkages, building relationship and forging partnerships with our brothers
and sisters in the region and across the continent, we, the people of the Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum pledge our
continued commitment towards contributing to building a culture of people-to-people solidarity.
“Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu! A person is a person because of people!” - Zulu Proverb
ACTION for Conflict Transformation, host of the Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum in South Africa Johannesburg, South
Africa, 2013
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Insights on Solidarity and
Democracy
“I fully recognize there is an urgent need for constructing the _strategic we-nes-in-sameness_ and promoting the
_solidarity of sameness_. The sheer realization of the inextricable interconnectedness of I-ness/me-ness and weness/us-ness is the round for an authentic solidarity with one another in spite of and regardless of the difference.”
- Namsoon Kang, Cosmopolitan Theology: Reconstituting Planetary Hospitality, Neighbor-Love, and Solidarity in an
Uneven World
“Solidarity between women can be a powerful force of change, and can influence future development in ways
favourable not only to women but also to men.” - Nawal El Saadawi, The Hidden Face of Eve: Women in the Arab
World
“If solidarity is unity of purpose or togetherness, how to span this great divide of inequality, privilege, universal
rights, political agency, and even our seeing things completely differently? In constructing this great bridge of
international solidarity across the globe, where do we even begin?” - Ramor Ryan, Zapatista Spring: Anatomy of a
Rebel Water Project & the Lessons of International Solidarity
“If the workers of the world want to win, all they have to do is recognize their own solidarity. They have nothing to
do but fold their arms and the world will stop. The workers are more powerful with their hands in their pockets than
all the property of the capitalists . . .” - Joseph Ettor, IWW organizer
“Individual commitment to a group effort – that is what makes a team work, a company work, a society work, a
civilization work.” - Vince Lombardi
“There is one thing you have got to learn about our movement. Three people are better than no people.”
- Fannie Lou Hamer
“This is the duty of our generation as we enter the twenty-first century – solidarity with the weak, the persecuted,
the lonely, the sick, and those in despair. It is expressed by the desire to give noble and humanising meaning to a
community in which all members will define themselves not by their own identity but by that of others.” - Elie Wiesel
“The spirit of democracy is not a mechanical thing to be adjusted by abolition of forms. It requires change of heart.”
- Mahatma Ghandi
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Acronyms
ACRONYM

DESCRIPTION

AIDS

Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome

ANC

African National Congress
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African National Congress Women’s League
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ASC / ACTION ACTION Support Centre
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CSOs

Civil Society Organisations
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Democratic Republic of Congo
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Externally Displaced Persons
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Economic Partnerships Agreement

EU

European Union

FOSATU

Federation of South African Trade Unions

FRELIMO

Frente de Libertação de Moçambique (Mozambique Liberation Front)

GNU

Government of National Unity

GPA

Global Political Agreement
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Human Immunodeficiency Virus
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Human Rights Defenders

HURISA

Human Rights Institute of South Africa

IBSA

India, Brazil and South Africa (international tripartite)

ICTJ

International Centre for Transitional Justice
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IDAZIM

Zimbabwe Institute for Democratic Alternative

IDPs

Internally Displaced Persons

IG

Inclusive Government

IMF

International Monetary Fund

IPA

Inter Party Agreement

IPID

Independent Police Investigative Directorate

JOMIC
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LHRC
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MDC VAA

Movement for Democratic Change Veterans Activists Association

MDC-T

Movement for Democratic Change-Tsvangirai

MDC-TYL

Movements for Democratic Change-Tsvangirai Youth League

MISA-Zimbabwe Media Institute of Southern Africa, Zimbabwe Chapter
MP

Member of Parliament

MPLA
NANGO

Movimento Popular da Libertação de Angola (Popular Liberation
Movement of Angola)
National Association of Non-Governmental Organisations

NCA SA

National Constitutional Assembly South Africa

NCA

National Constitutional Assembly

NDP

National Democratic Party

NEHAWU

National Education, Health and Allied Worker’s Union

NGO

Non-Governmental Organisation

NUMSA

National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa

OSISA

Open Society Initiative of Southern Africa

PUDEMO

People’s United Democratic Movement

REMMOHO

Women’s group in the Anti-Privatisation Forum

SA FM

South African Frequency Modulation

SABC

South African Broadcasting Corporation

SACAWU

South African Commercial Allied Workers Union

SACC

South African Council of Churches

SACP

South African Communist Party

SACTU

South African Congress of Trade Unions

SADC

Southern African Development Community

SADCCNGO

SADC Council of NGOs

SAFIS

South Africa Forum for International Solidarity

SALO

Southern African Liaison Office

SAMWU

South African Municipal Workers’ Union

SANGOCO

South African Non-governmental Organisations Coalition

SAPS

South African Police Services

SASCO

South African Students Congress
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SASF

South African Securitisation Forum

SATAWU

South African Transport and Allied Workers Union

SATUCC

Southern African Trade Union Coordination Council

SAWIMA

Southern African Women in Mining Association

SCCCO

Swaziland Coalition for Concerned Civic Organisations

SECC

Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee

SWAPO

South West Africa People’s Organisation

TACCEO

Tanzanian Civil Society Consortium of Election Observation

TANGO

Tanzania Association for Non-Governmental Organisations

TARIRO

Health and Hope Organisation

TB

Tuberculosis

TUCOSWA

Trade Union Congress of Swaziland

UDI

Unilateral Declaration of Independence

UKZN

University of KwaZulu-Natal

UN

United Nations

UNHCR

United Nations High Commission of Refugees

UNTWO

World Tourism Organisation

WFTU

World Federation of Trade Unions

WOZA

Women of Zimbabwe Arise

YCL

Young Communist League

ZANU PF

Zimbabwe African National Union Patriotic Front

ZAPU

Zimbabwe African People’s Union

ZEC

Zimbabwe Electoral Commission

ZCTU

Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions

ZEF

Zentrum für Entwicklungsforschung (Centre for Development Research)

ZESN

Zimbabwe Electoral Support Network

ZIDERA

Zimbabwe Development and Recovery Act

ZIM ASSET

Zimbabwe Agenda for Sustainable Socio-Economic Transformation

ZINASU

Zimbabwe National Students Union

ZLHR

Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights

ZRP

Zimbabwe Republic Police

ZSF

Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum

ZYN

Zimbabwe Youth Network
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Foreword

A

Bishop Rubin Phillip

s the chair of the Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum,
I would like to add my word of appreciation
to all those of you who have taken the time
to read this comprehensive report of the work of the
ZSF.I believe that this will be both an informative and
interesting report back on what has been taken place
within the Forum. This also serves to account for all
the events that have been in partnership with many
organisations, civil society groups and unions.

There is a concentrated effort to focus on the way
forward and what should be done. There is also a
call to the powers that be to be accountable to the
people not just the power itself. ZSF has seen more
support and action taking place within and outside its
structures. A formidable number of groups have taken
initiative and are supporting the way forward. Those
are, but not limited to, South Africa; SADC; AU and
trade unions.

These have been exciting and hopeful times for
Zimbabwe with the elections that took place and a
chance to re-examine what still needs to work and
the things that have been trying to work. There are
still issues of unemployment, education, health and
ongoing violence. Most of all there are still issues of
the democratic process and rule of law.

Our biggest role objective is to build from the ground
up, to use a variety of tools to build that structure and
to do all that using Solidarity. The forms of activism
outlined in this report, the combination of people
to people solidarity, including campaigns, direct
lobbying; dialogue, discussion, awareness raising and
information gathering have laid a foundation. “No
man is an island” and that is what we should realise
about the current situation in Zimbabwe- we need
all parties to contribute to reconstruction. A better
Zimbabwe essentially means a better Africa and a
stronger African pride. Africans and the international
community must heed this calling.

Given these problems there is still hope and enough
of that hope to plan ahead for a better system of
governance. The ZSF realizes that this will not be
easy but chooses to focus on the Solidarity shown by
South Africa and other partners to make this a reality.
This report is largely on the elections what has been
the achieved and what is yet to be achieved. The
elections form a bridge to a desired destiny where
human rights are respected, where women form part
of policy making and children do not have to sleep on
hungry stomachs.

Thank you
Bishop Rubin Phillip
Chairperson,
Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum
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About the ZSF-SA
Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum
Building a Solidarity Movement
Background

•

B

ishop Rubin Phillip is the chair of the Zimbabwe
Solidarity Forum (ZSF) and it is led by a Steering
Committee made up of youth, labour, church
based, social movement and NGO representatives.
A network movement called ACTION for Conflict
Transformation hosts the ZSF secretariat. This includes
providing infrastructural support and day-to-day
coordination of activities including contributing to the
ZSF core activities by organising teams of volunteers
and staff members. The ZSF has a mailing list,
Facebook group and page and a Twitter handle that
share regular updates, news and information of its
activities. Central to the work of ZSF is deepening a
regional culture of people-to-people solidarity.
Objectives
The Forum’s objectives are:
•

•

•

•

•

To facilitate interaction and collaboration, and
where possible promote joint action between
South African and Zimbabwean civil society
organisations;
To consolidate the efforts and amplify the voices
of South African civil society organisations in the
promotion of sustainable peace, democracy and
human rights for Zimbabweans;
To create regular platforms whereby members
exchange and disseminate information on their
individual activities relating to the forum’s core
activities;
To engage principally in collective advocacy at
national, regional and continental levels with
the aim of influencing the policies and actions of
South African government, SADC, and the AU with
regard to Zimbabwe;
To reduce the overlap of activities and maximize
the use of resources through the exchange of
information and coordination of activities relating
to the Forum’s core activities; and

To develop and carry out short-term and longterm solidarity initiatives in Zimbabwe.

Strategies
Mobilising and organising
Much of the work of the ZSF is aimed at involving
as many people as possible in its ongoing work and
especially the events it organises. This includes pamphleteering and door-to-door type of work as well as
meetings with structures from within organised South
African and Zimbabwean civil society and representatives of groups whoare organising themselves and
wish to become involved in the solidarity movement.
The ZSF works with groups from across the country
and the region, but primarily in Durban, Cape Town,
Pretoria and Johannesburg and has structures in
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia, Tanzania, Angola,
Lesotho, Swaziland, Zambia and Malawi. A core
group of activists, researchers, trade unionists, and
concerned people from across the spectrum of South
African society and the region have remained involved
since its inception. The solidarity movement goes back
many years but has been formally visible in South
Africa since 2000.
Working with sectors and building structures in the
region
The ZSF works to organise groups and forms alliances
with organisations from within the trade union
movement, the youth and student sectors, faith based
organisations, social movements, research think tanks,
policy advocacy initiatives and NGOs. The complex
dynamics of South African Civil Society and the critical
role that the Tripartite Alliance civil society partners
play within South African policy formulation and
wider public opinion inform the strategies the ZSF has
used to build a broad umbrella body.
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The ZSF focuses specifically on formations of women
and youth, in recognition of the important role they
play in contributing to real change. Several meetings
are held with women and youth groups as part of
this focus. This has also included strengthening ZSF
structures in the region, especially in the following
countries, Botswana, Tanzania, Zambia, Malawi,
Mozambique, Swaziland, Lesotho and Zimbabwe.

Southern African Development Community (SADC)
and the South African Department of Foreign Affairs
to intervene more decisively in the process.

Working with the Zimbabwean Diaspora Organisations
as well as with South African branches of established
organisations in Zimbabwe forms part of the work of
the ZSF.

Rallies and festivals

Zimbabwe Solidarity marches and campaigns were
one of the first, and are still one of the few, shared
platforms on which one hears speakers from all of
these stakeholders agreeing for the most part on both
analysis and strategy, and listening to each other
when they disagree.
Learning and awareness raising
The ZSF has organised several Learning Seminars over
the last few years, and two in the period leading up the
election in 2008, at which leading political analysts,
researchers and activists have shared their analysis of
the situation, discussed possible future scenarios, and
engaged participants in discussions about how best
different stakeholders should be responding to the
Zimbabwe crisis.
These learning seminars have been reported back
to structures and there have been several local level
events at which the ZSF has arranged speakers.
Material produced by organisations within the ZSF
is also distributed through these seminars, including
reports, publications and DVDs. People are encouraged
to form discussion groups and to distribute the media
as widely as possible.

In all of these the ZSF worked to promote its campaign to build solidarity and develop long-term strategies for transforming Zimbabwe and the Southern
African Region.

In 2008 the ZSF has organised two large events each
attended by over a thousand people. On the day of
the election the ZSF organised a Solidarity Festival
at Walter Sisulu Square, which included performance
artists, political addresses and live telephone linkups with monitors and observers in Zimbabwe. These
events had significant media coverage.
Following Election Day, and as an opportunity to
express concern over the delay in announcing the
results, a Democracy Rally was held at the Library
Gardens in Johannesburg. Several speakers from
leading civil society groups used the platform as an
opportunity to call on SADC governments and the
African Union (AU) to speak out against the blatant
attempts to subvert democracy, to avert the rising
tensions by reviving the mediation process and making
it clear that violence would not be tolerated.
Calls were also made for an end to police harassment
of refugees, migrants and asylum seekers from
Zimbabwe in particular and for clear government
messages to be sent to Home Affairs and the South
African Police Services about their unacceptable
treatment of vulnerable people.
Concern was expressed over xenophobic media
coverage of Zimbabweans and the violent raids on
Zimbabweans at the Central Methodist Church in
Johannesburg that the police carried out.

Marches and campaigns
Media events
In 2008 two marches have taken place in which the
ZSF has directly challenged the Zimbabwean diplomatic missions in South Africa, both to the consulate in
Johannesburg and the Embassy in Pretoria. This was
led by COSATU and included a focus on Kenya and
Swaziland. Demands centred on creating conditions
for a free and fair election and for dialogue based
solutions to the deepening crisis that respected the
right for people to choose their leaders.
A third march, following the unacceptable delays in
announcing the results of the election, called on the

Regular press statements are released by the ZSF
throughout its work. In 2008 three press conferences
were held at critical points throughout the pre and
post election process. These were generally well
attended, and coverage in print and radio form was
useful, though gaining access to the state visual media
proved elusive. There was some international television
coverage of ZSF events. A number of interviews were
also carried out by ZSF spokespeople.
Engaging SADC and the African Union
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The ZSF has been part of lobbying and advocacy
efforts led by Zimbabweans at AU, SADC and United
Nations (UN) events for a number of years. This
engagement has been aimed at putting international
pressure that is African led on the Zimbabwean
government, and at influencing key African leadership
and policy makers within institutions to take stronger
action against violations of regional and international
laws, agreements and guidelines.
Migration and refugees
Working with Lawyers for Human Rights and the
CRISIS in Zimbabwe Coalition Regional Office, and
through its past links to groups like the Wits Migration
Studies the ZSF includes a domestic focus in its work
that engages Home Affairs and the South African
Police Services (SAPS) in a long term programme
to respond to several recommendations aimed at
reducing the vulnerability of Zimbabweans in South
Africa and recognising the obligation of the state to
afford them the same rights as everybody living in
South Africa. This is an ongoing campaign.

this the ongoing work of building a broad umbrella
that can facilitate, coordinate and support solidarity
initiatives will form the core of ZSF’s work.
The South African Liaison Office (SALO)
A specialist focus on direct engagement with key
people within the South African Government and
influential members of the Tripartite alliance is carried
forward by SALO, (a research, policy dialogue, and
media production organisation) that plays a critical
role within the overall strategic purpose of the ZSF.
Direct lobbying and advocacy
In recognition of the paramount role South Africa play
within the region, and in facilitating solutions to the crisis
in Zimbabwe, SALO builds on its strong relationships
within these structures to provide information, promote
informed discussion and analysis and link key people
together at high level political and policy making
levels. It also facilitates access to these structures for
the ZSF and other key stakeholders from within the
International Community.

Xenophobia and criminal violence
International policy dialogue
The xenophobic attacks prompted urgent action by
the ZSF who worked with a cluster of Zimbabwean
and South Africa groups to assist displaced groups
and facilitate dialogue processes in communities from
which people had been chased. This work is only really
beginning and will form much of the future focus of
the work of the ZSF as it attempts to get to the roots of
the violence and build local level peace committees.
Exposing and challenging xenophobia in the media
forms part of this work. Local Peace Committees have
been established in Soweto, Alexandra, Orange Farm
and Yeoville and they continue to engage with issues
related to xenophobia in South Africa.
The way forward
The long-term intention of the ZSF, that is to build
democracy and a culture of people-to-people
solidarity amongst civil society groups across the
region, remains central to the work of ZSF.An ongoing
process of monitoring the difference we are making,
learning from our experiences and developing
adaptive strategic responses as the political shifts and
changes will inform how we move forward. Within

SALO also organises private and public functions at
which representatives of the diplomatic community,
representatives of the South African government
and civil society groupings come together to share
ideas, discuss and look for areas of commonality and
consensus on how best to move forward recognising
the diverse contributions of different actors.
Policy documentary media production
SALO produces DVD documentaries of its events and
of the issues that arise during these discussions in an
attempt to take the discussions further and to assist in
ensuring that over time the discussions begin to build
on each other as people begin to better understand
each others positions, needs and interests.
In depth research and analysis
This aspect involves teams of researchers who work
collaboratively to produce policy briefs and analytical
papers that feed into and inform the other areas of
their work.
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Media Coverage Summary

ZSF Press Briefing, Johannesburg, South Africa

Media Source

Electronic Media (National and Commercial
Radio Stations)

Television Stations

Newspapers

Description

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

702 Talk Radio
Jacaranda FM
Khaya FM
Umhlobo Wene Radio Station
Lesedi FM
Ikwekwezi FM
Ukhozi FM
SA FM (Polokwane)
Y FM
Highveld Stereo
East Coast Radio
SABC Africa
AP TV
eTV
The Citizen
Mail & Guardian online
Zim-Daily online
The Zimbabwean
Sunday Times online
Rapport Newspaper
The Star
SAPA
City Vision
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Media Source
Community Radio Stations

Foreign Media in South Africa

Freelance Journalists

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Description
Botlokwa Community Radio
Rainbow Community Radio
Cape Community FM
Bush Radio
ARV German TV
Voices of America
Swedish News Agency
CNBC-Africa
Channel Africa
CNN
BBC
Reuters
Trans World Radio
RFI Radio France
JHB Photo Market
Eric Miller Photo Journalists
Frantz Kruger
I and eye Production
Picture Net
Yazeed Kamaldien

Picket against NIKUV, Church Square, Pretoria, South Africa
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Hamba Kahle Nora Tapiwa-Rusike!
A Special Tribute to my Fallen Hero and Comrade in Arms
together that i grew to consider her as more than a
friend and comrade. We have over the same period
worked together that I ended up regarding her as my
own beautiful elder sister. Nora became my family.
This then explains why I am in so much grief at her
passing away. Yet even death cannot rob me of all the
wonderful memories that I over the past years shared
with Nora. Death cannot steal all the inspirational
experiences we shared together.
Most of those moments we shared can largely be
drawn from our shared patriotism and total love for
our beautiful motherland, Zimbabwe. Nora and I
loved Zimbabwe with all our heart.

D

Most of our love for our beautiful motherland has
over the years been clearly documented in our tireless
activities under such civil society initiatives such as
the Concerned Citizens Abroad, Crisis In Zimbabwe
Coalition, Zimbabwe Political Victims Association,
Zimbabwe Exiles Forum, Zimbabwe Diaspora CSOs
Forum, Zimbabwe Diaspora Development Chamber
and perhaps most crucial of all via the Global
Zimbabwe Forum.

Nora Tapiwa, Global Zimbabwe Forum

eath has once again reared its cruel and
ugly head and stolen one of the most gallant
daughters of not just Zimbabwe but also mother
Africa. I am really sad that one of my favourite
activists and comrade in arms Nora Tapiwa-Rusike has
passed on.
To say that I will miss Nora is such a huge understatement!
I will definitely more than miss her! I will miss her
determined and passionate commitment. I will miss her
very loud and enthusiastic voice. I will miss her honesty
and frankness. I will miss her self-sacrificial nature! In
fact the list can just go on and on!

For me Nora was not just a Zimbabwean but she was
also a pan-African hero and legend. We will forever
be grateful to her for her invaluable contribution to
struggle for a new and better Zimbabwe but also a
respectable Africa.
I would like to express my deepest condolences on
behalf of the Zimbabwe Diaspora community to both
the Tapiwa and Rusike families. In particular my heart
goes out to her surviving children Kuda and Kundai.
May the peace and comfort of the Holy Spirit be with
you all! Amen.

I knew Nora for almost ten years and I can confidently
say that during the same period we grew so closely
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By Daniel Molokele

National March for Democracy on Zimbabwe, Johannesburg, South Africa

From Building Partnerships
To Solidifying the Struggle

T

he Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum (ZSF) emerged as a network of progressive South African civil society
organisations including youth, women, labour, faith-based, human rights and student groups that are
engaged in the promotion of solidarity for sustainable peace, democracy and human rights in Zimbabwe.
From its inception in the year 2000, the ZSF has employed a strategy to mobilise Zimbabwean civic movements
to influence change or shift Zimbabwean policies through advocacy, awareness raising and mobilising people
behind key demands. Through its work, the ZSF has been able to create crosscutting linkages, build relationships,
empower communities and also develop and establish a shared solidarity agenda with like-minded civil society
organisations in Zimbabwe.
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ZIMBABWE CIVIC AND REGIONAL SOLIDARITY
CONSULTATION FORUM
HARARE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTRE, HARARE, ZIMBABWE
20-21 July 2009

Draft Report
Contents
Introduction
Background
Overview
Day One 20th July 2009
Summary of Key Issues Arising on Day One
Day Two 21st July 2009
Outcomes of the Working Groups
Introduction

T

his report provides an overview of the process and content of the Zimbabwe Civic and Regional Solidarity
Consultation Forum. It includes a brief background to the Forum, the main points of the addresses given by
the key note speakers and presenters within each session, a summary of the main issues arising on the first
day, the outcomes of the Working Groups that looked at the way forward and some concluding remarks.
The purpose of the report is to serve as a stimulant for the report backs and broader discussions amongst
solidarity formations across the region and within Zimbabwe. It is not intended as a comprehensive record of
everything that was said and discussed nor does it provide a work plan for solidarity activities moving forward.
As is the nature of an emerging formation like the network movement that the Regional Solidarity Movement is
becoming, various groupings will choose to place more emphasis on some aspects of the strategic direction that
emerged while de-emphasising others. Within this diversity the areas of common focus that surround the potential
for Regional lobbying and advocacy actions are expected to provide a strong basis for joint action.
It is expected that delegates to the forum will use the emerging direction to stimulate and add vigour to solidarity
actions in each SADC member state, including a strong focus on actions surrounding the forthcoming SADC
Summit, aimed at calling SADC to account and give substance to its role as the guarantor of the Global Political
Agreement.Strategies were also developed in response to the ongoing humanitarian needs of the Zimbabwean
migrant community and the longer team advocacy intentions and organizational strengthening needs of the
solidarity movement. Collective direction in relation to the controversial issue of sanctions and civic responses to
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the critical economic recovery of Zimbabwe was also
formulated.
This direction is articulated in the reports from
the Working Groups on Day Two. The Zimbabwe
Solidarity Forum in South Africa and the Botswana
Coalition of Civil Society Organisations on Zimbabwe
were mandated to play a leading role in taking these
outcomes forward.
In the review meeting held by the organisers immediately
following the Forum, a strong recommendation was
made for a follow-up gathering of Forum delegates
within six months to monitor progress and add further
impetus to the implementation of the emerging
direction. This would be aimed at strengthening the
Regional Solidarity Movement and consolidating the
relationships that were built between Zimbabwean
civics and their counterparts from across the region.
Background
The concept note that galvanized support for the
Forum recognized the new terrain facing Zimbabwean
civics and the regional solidarity initiative that had
emerged since the signing of the GPA in September
2008. In an effort to enable civil society to engage
more effectively within the new condition, the following
objectives defining the purpose of the Forum were
developed:
•

•

•

•

To discuss the consequences of the GPA for the
Zimbabwean people, the state, and the civic
movement and the implications this has for
Zimbabwean Civics and the Regional Solidarity
Movement.
Re-affirm and strengthen existing solidarity
networks, national civic and solidarity formations
and deepen efforts to build a regional solidarity
movement.
Develop strategies that inform practical regional
and local solidarity actions that will impact
positively on the material, social and political
lives of Zimbabweans, informed by past solidarity
actions.
Provide stakeholders from different sectors who
operate at different levels with an opportunity to
interact, network and share perspectives.

A joint organizing committee consisting of the Zimbabwe
Institute, the Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition, the Feminist
Political Education project and the ACTION Support
Centre (ASC) was established to drive the process. The
Southern Africa Liaison Office through its support to
the Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum in South Africa also
formed part of the organizing team.

A key to the success of the Forum lay in the preparation
work that was done by the regional solidarity
initiatives in the days preceding the meeting in
Harare. Preparation meetings were held in Botswana,
Lesotho, Mozambique, South Africa, Swaziland and
Zambia. Each of these meetings produced a report
that is available on request, aimed at informing local
solidarity groupings and mandating delegates to
the conference who will be reporting back to their
broader constituencies.
Special provision was made for the specific inclusion
of women in the Forum. A strong focus on ensuring
gender parity in the identification of speakers, and
Forum participants, kept the gender aspects of the
transition process sharply in focus throughout the
proceedings.
Overview
A total of 314 participants attended the Forum over
the two days, including 57 people from nine African
countries beyond Zimbabwe borders. These include
delegates from Swaziland, South Africa, Namibia,
Lesotho, Tanzania, Zambia, Kenya, Botswana and
Mozambique. Last minute cancellations and poor
communication left delegates from Malawi and
Angola unable to make travel arrangements in time.
Nevertheless, they will be included in the follow-up
discussions that take place.
In total over 60 different organisations, networks
and movements were represented, including several
umbrella groupings. During the Forum inputs were
received from a wide variety of academics, activists
and policymakers including Priscilla Musgonga from
the Joint Monitoring Committee, the Minister of
State – Gordon Moyo, and SADC mediation team
representative – Sydney Mufamadi. Within the
constraints of time, space was made for as much
engagement with the presenters as possible. The
dialogue that was begun through these engagements
informed the working group discussions that took
place on the second day.
While Day One focused primarily on exploring and
understanding the current transition, Day Two looked
more closely at the state of the Regional Solidarity
movement and was more forward looking in its focus.
An addendum that summarises the various inputs
from the speakers is attached as an addendum to
this summary report. This includes a full transcription
of the session in which former Minister Sydney
Mufamadi, from the SADC mandated mediation team
that facilitated the signing of the GPA, gave input and
answered questions. This addendum is available on
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request.
Day One 20th July 2009
Topics
1. Understanding and exploring the Global Political
Agreement
2. The Economics of Transition
3. Additional Key Transition Issues
4. The Social, Economic and Political Impact of the
GPA on ordinary people
Summary of critical issues emerging from the first
day:
»» Zimbabwe is in a political transition that predates
the signing of the GPA.
»» The transition is IRREVERSIBLE. It may be tortuous,
may be able to be stalled, or slowed down, but it
cannot be stopped.
»» The rules of the political game have changed.
»» Civil society must disengage from partisan party
politics and begin to engage with policy platforms.
»» Three scenarios emerge from the current state of
transition:
• Forward movement toward economic and
political reform – Recovery; feasible but not
guaranteed – most desirable.
• Backward slippage towards political
disorder and economic collapse –
Regression; omnipresent, not inevitable.
• Political deadlock and stalled reform –
Stalemate; most likely scenario. The scenario
currently prevailing.
»» The transition is supposed to deliver a free and
fair election through institutional and legislative
reform and constitutional reform and the creation
of a violence free environment.
»» An exclusive focus on constitutional reform allows
backsliding in other areas – like media reform,
the behavior of the police, etc.
»» Remember that at all times and in all these
processes there are issues specific to the needs
of women that need to be taken into account and
pushed for.
»» As the public face of the GPA JOMIC is a contested
terrain, a continuation of the negotiating forum
that is aimed at making the agreement work will
take place.
»» The language and actions of people within JOMIC
will reflect this, the aim of those within JOMIC is to
keep the GPA process alive, and moving forward,
however difficult this may seem at times.
»» The economic crisis is a crisis of desperation and a
crisis of accumulation.

»» The economic recovery of Zimbabwe and the
related issues of sanctions and investment are
part of the regional economy and its growth and
recovery.
»» Within the SADC region Zimbabwe is extreme,
but it is not exceptional.
»» Winning elections and winning state power are
not the same thing. We need more nuanced, more
strategic and more varied range interventions to
shift power. No single intervention can achieve
this.
»» Meaningful civic and civil society participation in
the process of reform, in whatever form this takes,
is a critical part of the process.
»» There are risks associated with occupying the
democratic space that has become available.
»» The struggle is far from over, it is tougher than
diamonds, and it is not going to be easy.
»» It needs commitment, good faith in implementation,
human and financial resources, and the managing
of spoiler, rent seekers and opportunists.
»» The alternatives to maintain the momentum of the
transition are too ghastly to contemplate.
»» In the view of some it is better to participate
in official reform processes than not to, but it is
critical to respect the views of those who are not
participating.
»» This is a time to be listening to people and
recording their stories, other issues of transitional
justice may be difficult to push at this time.
»» For as long as sanctions are there we are not going
to get the support we need, but our language on
the sanctions issue should be about addressing the
issues underlying the imposition if sanctions, not
necessarily calling for the sanctions to be lifted.
»» Within the context of the GPA and the words
that describe how the process is supposed to be
happening people have still become victims of
state violence, including, beatings, illegal arrests,
abductions and detention.
»» The actions of the police and the state security are
still brutal and the police act with impunity.
»» Prosecution is used by the state against activists as
a tool for demobilization.
Key areas to focus on include:
•
•
•

Sanctions
Institutional reform that goes beyond the
legislative reform of the GPA
Making the state and regional institutions
accountable

Critical issues for the Regional Solidarity Movement
•
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There are four signatories to the GPA – SADC

•

as the fourth signatory has an obligation as the
guarantor of the agreement
The crisis in Zimbabwe is no longer confined to
Zimbabwe, now, more clearly than ever, it is a
regional and even a continental crisis.

Day Two 21st July 2009
Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.

Inputs from regional delegates
Regional roles and responsibilities
Positioning the civic movement in times of transition
Strategies, tactics and programmes of action

Working group outcomes
Developing longer-term advocacy and lobbying
strategies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

There is a need to reaffirm the vision and mission
of our advocacy agenda around Zimbabwe
This should be led by the need to create a
democratic and violence free environment
We also need to develop young leadership that
can play a role in building a new Zimbabwe
A strong focus should be in opposition to the
privatization of social services and the need for
social justice
Advocacy and lobbying should be complemented
by workshops, conferences and exchange
programmes
We should work together as regional solidarity
formations to harmonise the approaches to
Zimbabwe by SADC member states
Strategic alliances between solidarity formations
should be forged that can engage the private
sector
We should be sharing the documented abuses
of perpetrators of violence, keep a record of
the victims of rights abuses and seek ways of
promoting healing
There is a need to set up a reliable information
base on conflict early warning that strengthens
existing initiatives at community level, and devolves
information from the national level in Zimbabwe to
the grassroots
Longer-term advocacy will need to focus on conflict
management and peacebuilding

Building the solidarity movement
The solidarity movement notes the importance of
creating information sharing platforms such as this one,
and other alternative spaces that may open up as well.
This is where we discuss, analyse, reflect and inspire
one another. We must at this point harness the SADC

region and our continent at large into an all-round
and effective force for people-to-people solidarity in
the true spirit of the idea that YES WE CAN!
However, the solidarity movement will continue to
guard against trends that seek to replace popular
solidarity initiatives by highly fragmented and
sometimes bureaucratic initiatives, largely driven by
those who have means at their disposal and attempt
to influence the direction of the solidarity movement,
without any popular mandate of grassroots people
and the affected.
We must make sure that there is full participation of
the people of Africa in the activities of our solidarity
movement. Efforts to unite and harmonise regional
solidarity activities of different structures should
be encouraged, through the principle of building
a coordinating structure that will bring together all
the solidarity initiatives and activities to maximize
cohesion and avoid competition and in some instances
duplication of activities that could be done collectively.
This translates into sharing and pooling together
our resources, capacity, sharing of experiences and
lessons, as well as support for smaller solidarity
initiatives by those with much bigger capacity.
In this regard, the following issues are critical to our
work in building a string solidarity movement in our
region:
• Contact details coming out of a gathering such
as this must be circulated to everyone to every
strategic partner in the solidarity movement
(come up with a database of organisation that
are critical to the solidarity work).
• We must develop a clear and all encompassing
media campaign strategy including utilization of
the broader cyberspace at our disposal.
• We must learn to draw lessons from successful
solidarity initiatives surrounding us.
• It must be led and be rooted in those acting in
solidarity with those in need of support. In the
case of Zimbabwe - South Africa, Botswana,
Kenya and many other countries must lead the
movement. In this regard, it shall always be
guided by the momentum in the actual countries
pursuing the struggle, and respect those in whose
name solidarity is waged.
• There is a need to develop a common
understanding or approaches within our networks
in the true tradition of our people-to-people
solidarity.
• Irrespective of country-issue-focus, we must
develop strong coordination mechanisms into one
movement. ZSF and BOSCICOZ have the capacity
to lead on this aspect.
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•

•

•

•
•

•

In many instances, our solidarity work is not resultorientated, but activity-driven, e.g. marches,
border blockades, pickets, demonstrations.
However, a lot more could be done (capacity
building of fighting forces in various countries,
exchange programmes, documentation, food
and material support, shelter for refugees,
research and policy development, etc.), which
could increase the number of those involved in
supporting different struggles and broaden the
understanding of the issues involved.
Solidarity requires clearly defined goals; shortterm, medium-term and long-term, that will assist in
building common themes and a flowing momentum
between those involved in solidarity and those in
the actual struggle in the particular country.
It is very imperative that the region is mobilized
to demonstrate real solidarity with all that are
oppressed. In this regard, it is key that we conduct
consistent political education among the masses in
order for them to understand the importance and
need for regional solidarity with other peoples.
The solidarity movement must be nation-wide,
fully organized in all strategic corners of Africa.
Regional solidarity must be unconditional, with no
expectations for personal gain and glory. It must
be an act of love and care for others, with full
respect for the people in whose name solidarity
is waged.
It must have a defined character; progressive,
democratic, accountable and involving all people
interested in participating.

Key findings:
1. Set up a database of all the organisations
involved in the solidarity movements
2. Set up country solidarity structures
3. Strengthen and transform solidarity forums into
broader solidarity groupings
4. Organise exchange visits between countries to
enable people-to-people solidarity and contact
at grassroots level
5. Build capacity that equips and sharpens
advocacy, lobbying, peacebuilding and economic
transformation skills
6. BOSCICOZ and ZSF to continue to play a
supportive role to assist in building movements in
other SADC countries.
Regional responses to the humanitarian needs
emerging from the crisis
Key focal areas:
1. IDPs, EDPs, structural violence, HIV/AIDS, collapse
of health sector, TB cases are increasing, loss of
means of production and livelihoods, collapse of

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

education, collapse of the social welfare support
system of the government, breakage of the social
fabric, loss of human dignity – mortuaries not
operating, massive unemployment, Zimbabweans
in the Diaspora affected by issues of xenophobia
etc., collapse of the informal sector, corruption,
infrastructural collapse, deteriorating standards
of living, collapse of the judiciary system, brain
drain, human trafficking;
Repatriation of refugees;
Poverty is a regional problem – people need
empowerment, not food handouts;
Comprehensive agricultural support;
Need for mobile clinics;
Need for grants to support community-based
organisations
especially
women
headed
organisations;
Need to develop a coordinated effort for
reaching the Diaspora;
A task team that can influence the SADC;
A civil society committee should be established to
work alongside the SADC Humanitarian Assistance
Framework that should aim to coordinate
humanitarian support.

Preparations for the SADC Summit – developing a
common advocacy focus
Current information suggests that while the DRC is
eligible to take up the chair of SADC from the date
of the next summit, currently scheduled for September,
South Africa may offer to continue in its current role
if the DRC does not have the capacity. The summit
may be held in Gaborone, Botswana, however this is
still not conformed. Local delegates are requested
to provide support for the attendance of regional
delegates at the summit. The ZSF was requested
to confirm the venue and dates and keep regional
delegates informed.
Delegates agreed to organise around a common
regional advocacy programme to coincide with mass
action in all SADC member states.
The following key issues emerged as critical lobbying
focal points:
• The GPA has to be implemented fully.
• Attendance of the president to the summit, all
principals must attend the summit.
• Outstanding issues to the GPA must be addressed.
• The issue of shared ministries should be reviewed
at this conference.
• Continued violence and human rights abuses
should be addressed at this summit and SADC
should speak out on the removal of all charges
against human rights defenders.
• Retirement of the service chiefs should be discussed
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•

•
•
•
•
•

•

at the summit since they refuse to acknowledge
Tsvangirai.
The failure if the GPA to recognize vulnerable
groups, including women, youth and the disabled.
Where provision is made for the participation of
women in the GPA, the extent to which this has
been implemented should be reviewed.
Judicial, media, electoral and security reforms
are needed, priority should not only be given by
SADC to constitutional reforms.
Constitution should be people-driven – grassroots
should be consulted in the making of the constitution.
Sanctions could be used as an excuse for failure to
implement the GPA at the summit – this should be
guarded against.
Delegation to see the principals individually
and hear the challenges they are facing in
implementing the GPA.
JOMIC should report back to SADC on the
adherence to time frames and implementation
and where there have been transgressions SADC
must speak out clearly and take decisive action to
ensure compliance.
Zimbabweans themselves should be involved in the
advocacy programmes for regional solidarity.

Towards a regional civil society position on the
sanctions issue
The background and history of the sanctions was
outlined and the distinction made between:
• Penalties imposed on Zimbabwe in 1997 as a
result of Zimbabwe failing to pay arrears of debt
to the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
• European Union and Australian targeted sanctions
restricting the movement and international
investment opportunities for individuals.
• ZIDERA – the Zimbabwe Development and
Recovery Act, a United States law which imposed
a number of punative and incentive measures
including:
-- Restrictions on financial institutions lending
money to Zimbabwe
-- No support for Zimbabwe in the field of
defence and military spending
-- Support to democracy initiatives
There was a grudging consensus in favour of the

removal of economic restrictions, especially those in
ZIDERA, which had an impact on the recovery of the
Zimbabwe economy. This was based on the argument
that the success of the GPA depended very much on
economic recovery and that continued sanctions would
threaten the survival of the GPA.
There was strong opposition to the removal of targeted
restrictions against individuals on the grounds that
these did not affect the economy as a whole. This was
bolstered by the immediate argument that suggested
that Mugabe would never have come to the negotiating
table without the imposition of these measures and a
fear that if they removed any pressure to honour the
GPA, the GPA would be removed.
There was agreement that civil society should develop a roadmap on sanctions that linked a partial
removal to benchmarks of reform.
There was a recommendation that the conveners of
the conference should begin a process of civil society
engagement to develop such a roadmap.
■■ The failure if the GPA to recognize vulnerable
groups, including women, youth and the disabled.
Where provision is made for the participation of
women in the GPA, the extent to which this has
been implemented should be reviewed.
■■ Judicial, media, electoral and security reforms
are needed, priority should not only be given by
SADC to constitutional reforms.
■■ Constitution should be people-driven – grassroots
should be consulted in the making of the
constitution.
■■ Sanctions could be used as an excuse for failure
to implement the GPA at the summit – this should
be guarded against.
■■ Delegation to see the principals individually
and hear the challenges they are facing in
implementing the GPA.
■■ JOMIC should report back to SADC on the
adherence to time frames and implementation
and where there have been transgressions SADC
must speak out clearly and take decisive action to
ensure compliance.
■■ Zimbabweans themselves should be involved in
the advocacy programmes for regional solidarity.
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ZSF Update Seminar, Johannesburg, South Africa

Address by the COSATU 2nd Deputy President, Comrade
Zingiswa Losi at the Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum (ZSF) Regional
Update Seminar
17 July 2013
Salutations to all present;

I

am honoured by your invitation to address this
gathering. On behalf of the leadership of COSATU
and our 2.2 million fighting members, I convey our
revolutionary greetings to the Zimbabwe Solidarity
Forum (ZSF) and all its invited guests and delegates.
First let me share with you the history of COSATU
international perspectives and solidarity work.
COSATU has from its beginnings, in the midst of
apartheid, emphasised the centrality of international
solidarity as a core founding principle. COSATU’s
internationalism was built on the traditions, struggles
and legacies of its predecessors (SACTU and FOSATU)
for which internationalism played a central role. In
the mid 1980s FOSATU coordinated its struggles to
link up with other international political movements,
through an approach it termed “direct links”.
“Direct links” emphasised international worker-toworker contact – in line with FOSATU’s tradition of
worker control. When FOSATU merged to form
COSATU in 1985, many of these novel features were
incorporated into the new formation, which was likewise
actively involved in the struggle to end the apartheid
regime. The hostile environment in which COSATU
was formed required that COSATU look beyond
the borders of South Africa, and seek economic and
political solidarity from its sister unions internationally.

In this period, COSATU’s internationalism was
relatively small and fragile – given the primacy of
building and organising internally under an extremely
repressive state.
COSATU’s vision is set by the larger (and fundamentally
interconnected) principles of the federation as
outlined in the constitution and elsewhere. Like our
objectives therefore, our principles stem from our
holistic understanding of the social reality from a
working class perspective and cannot be considered
separately.
COSATU and affiliates received support in various
ways from the international trade union movement,
which in many instances extended beyond financial and
material support, including study visits and exchanges,
workshops and seminars and other practical actions
aimed at supporting COSATU’s struggle for the
overthrow of apartheid.
Although COSATU was on the receiving end of a
lot of international solidarity, it also played a part
in supporting struggles elsewhere, for example
by supporting Namibia’s first democratic elections
through mobilising resources and support for the
South West Africa People`s Organization (SWAPO)
and the Namibian trade union movement. It was active
in the mobilisation of resources for Cuba, particularly
because of the reality that with the demise of the
Soviet Union, Cuba lost a lot of material support.
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At the core of our international work are seven
principles guiding COSATU perspectives and solidarity
work:
1.

Working Class internationalism

Our internationalism reaffirms that the interests of the
domestic and international working class, despite the
uneven development of capitalism, are fundamentally
aligned; they are part of the same struggle against
one global system. COSATU envisions a culture of
internationalism that is politicised and class conscious,
democratic, participatory, and worker-controlled.
2.

Practical and concrete solidarity activism

International solidarity is just one component of
internationalism; it entails supporting and linking up
with struggles for rights and against exploitation
and oppression, sharing ideas and experiences,
promoting working class culture, and building
networks, organisations and structures to facilitate
collaboration and contact between workers. Ours is an
internationalism that seeks to instill within the working
class a sense unity and militancy by involving workers
in each other’s struggles. The international solidarity
we practice must therefore be expressed in these
terms; by building mass campaigns, by creating living
and vibrant worker-to-worker contact for sharing
and learning, and by promoting combined action –
including in basic trade union struggles and collective
bargaining – at the international level. This type of
practical and concrete solidarity activism is driven
by shop stewards and workers at the workplace and
surpasses, while not excluding, “political” solidarity
based on symbolic activism.
3.

Anti-capitalism and anti-imperialism

All our international work is guided by a firm
commitment to the realisation of our primary objectives
of abolishing capitalism and imperialism, and all
the forms of exploitation, inequality, oppression,
domination and aggression inherent in them.
4.

Working class unity

The power of the working class rests in its unity.
COSATU believes that it is only through the combined
action of the united and international working class
that its ultimate vision of a new socialist world order
can be achieved. We stand by the international
working class slogan “Workers of the world unite. You
have nothing to lose but your chains!”
5.

A rejection of racism, sexism, homophobia

and all other forms of inequality and oppression
We reject, in principle, all forms of racism, sexism,
homophobia and other oppressions as abhorrent in
their own right. We recognise that the nature of our
struggle will determine the outcome: only though the
collective struggle of the united, global working class
against all forms of oppression and division will the
liberation of the working class become a reality.
6.

Democratic worker control and leadership

COSATU strives for worker control of all of its
activities. Worker control is fundamentally about
maximising participation in activities at the shop floor,
which necessitates transparency and accessibility of
information at the workplace. It is also about ensuring
that all decisions, programmes and activities are
driven from workers operating at the workplaces,
and ensuring the accountability of leaders through
rigorous mandating and reporting. In a similar way,
COSATU strives to broaden control by workers and the
poor to control of industry and communities, nationally
and at the international level, as a fundamental part
of building worker power for a different world,
informed by the type of internationalism that we
strive to practice.
7.
Alliances with other progressive social
forces
COSATU understands the broad and varied nature of
the working class, especially in the current period of
globalisation. While we recognise the important role
of workers and trade unions in the struggle for a new
world order, we believe that this struggle must take up
issues affecting the broader working class, and must
be carried out in alliance with other progressive social
forces. This entails linking workplace and community
struggles – building on COSATU’s founding tradition.
Our history is rich with lessons of practical, concrete
and meaningful solidarity. No struggle can be fought
and won alone. As South Africa learned, the unity of
the working class is indeed a force to be reckoned
with. Trade unions were very key and relevant in the
fight against apartheid for SA and they are relevant
in the fight and struggles against any and all injustices
made worse by suppression of human rights and
workers rights. Organised and unified peoples are
better than unorganised.
The trade union movement in the region needs to
develop a common vision and agenda in it pursuit
for an alternative to the current world, a world free
from oppression and economic exploitation, and
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a just and equal world. This can be done through
practical people to people solidarity using education,
exchanges, sharing of information, and physically
participating in each other’s struggles. One way
to make people understand what others in other
countries experience is for them to actually go to those
countries and practically experience their situation.
We at COSATU practice this. These exchanges will not
only help in the work environment but it will assist in
trade union participation in policy making, tripartite
structures and as well as strengthen to organise civil
society in its entirety.
We believe that the basis in which COSATU builds its
international work does not only apply to COSATU
alone but to the trade union movement in the region, the
continent and globally. Unfortunately fragmentation
of the trade union movement and mushrooming civil
society formations that have no agenda or basis on
which they work are becoming a key problem in the
region.

to vote, incidents of violence against opposition
are growing therefore recognise the need for the
forum to advocate for the creation of the conducive
environment for the holding of peaceful, credible
and fair election. The civil society has a responsibility
to offer its solidarity through participation in the
Zimbabwe election even as observers whether in
person or through their governments participation.
The critical lesson derived from the Zimbabwean
crisis is that without a continuous struggle to deepen
democracy, provide profound alternatives to the
failures of neo-liberalism and restore the centrality of
the people as the sovereign in any country, there can
be never be sustainable progress and improvement
in the quality of lives of the people. In the same vein,
we are convinced that the struggle for democracy at
home is at the same time a struggle for democracy on
a global scale, hence the importance of understanding
the real meaning of anti-imperialism and the
revolutionary outlook of any liberation struggle.

The case of Zimbabwe is an example currently
where fragmentation of the trade union movement
has destabilised the working class and the poor and
completely undermined the programs seeking to
address the situation on the ground. The issues of human
rights violations, lack of democracy, unemployment,
are common issues that support can be rallied upon
therefore they need to be driven forward led by
formations from inside Zimbabwe and supported by
everybody else. Fragmentation of any kind impacts
negatively on all programs at hand. Therefore we
believe fragmentation must be confronted and we
must build unity and class-consciousness. We continue
to call for “one union one industry, one federation one
country” “One world, one united international trade
union movement”

The critical role played by the SADC governments and
community can not go unnoticed and the role played
by the facilitation process through the leadership of
our President Jacob Zuma. We call upon SADC to
maintain and even strengthen the firmness of principle
in dealing with deviants and saboteurs of democracy
in any of the countries under its jurisdiction, without
fear of reprisals

We were disappointed when the election date was
announced despite the directive from SADC. This
disadvantages everyone in a sense that the state of
readiness to hold meaningful elections is questionable.
As Zimbabwe prepares for its elections we note how the
clamp characterised previous elections in Zimbabwe
down on free political activities, dangerous political
environment and political violence. We recognise
the hard sacrifices, determination and resilience of
the working and poor masses of Zimbabwe in their
decisive struggles for democracy that created a
regional momentum not seen since the anti-colonial
and apartheid struggles.

In closing we believe civil society and the trade union
movement should among other things:

It is sad to learn of the current problems already
affecting the progress towards the election processes
where some are not allowed opportunity to register

Recognising that finances are always an issue in
succeeding in our work, resources need to be pulled
together to campaign vigorously through the elections
and post elections to ensure sustainability of peaceful,
politically free and democratic environment post
elections. Trade unions with their mass base and civil
society mostly their financial muscle.

1. Build forms of solidarity that go beyond symbolic
acts, diplomacy and bureaucratic processes,
and into concrete campaigning work that builds
awareness within the class of its own international
identity and helps enable the emergence of an
internationalist working class culture.
2. Reorient and reprioritise resources and efforts
towards the African continent.
3. Place a conscious and deliberate focus on Southern
Africa. This entails strengthening the Southern
African trade union movement, including SATUCC
as a regional body able to drive a progressive
and effective working class agenda.
4. Confront the current fragmentation within the
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5.

6.

7.

8.

African trade union movement, and expanding
unity and class-consciousness.
Share resources, knowledge and expertise to
deepen working class power and ensure greater
cohesion of international work across the global
South.
Deepening participation in international forums,
organisations and networks that provide a
platform for South-South co-operation and
horizontal networking.
Self-awareness and reflection with regards to the
type of solidarity we offer, and committing the
necessary resources and energies to ensuring that
our solidarity work is meaningful and practical.
Mass education on various issues related to our
international work. Not only will this capacitate
workers to be able to participate confidently, but
it also allows them to identify the struggles of
others with their own in a way that adds meaning

to international campaigns at the grassroots and
builds class-consciousness
9. Prioritising and promoting worker-to-worker
and people-to-people contact, solidarity
and combined action. This should underpin all
international visits and missions, but also the
most basic aspects of trade union work, including
collective bargaining, for the purposes of sharing
revolutionary and practical perspectives and
lessons.
COSATU further calls for the commitment to a
practical, genuine community and shop floor based
solidarity and an active campaigning and responsive
approach. This has a potential to reveal to workers,
through their direct experience interconnectedness of
all their struggles.
AMANDLA!!!!!

ZSF and COSATU led march on Democracy in Zimbabwe, Sandton South Africa
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Regional Consultation Forum, Gaborone, Botswana

BOCISCOZ Press Statement on the situation of the
Media in Zimbabwe
DITSHWANELO

O

n 17 October 2013, The Botswana Civil
Society Coalition for Zimbabwe (BOCISCOZ)
met representatives from the Media Institute
of Southern Africa, Zimbabwe Chapter (MISAZimbabwe). Mr. Thabani Moyo, the Advocacy Officer
and Ms. Jacqueline Chikakano, the Legal Officer
shared their concerns about the situation of the media
in Zimbabwe.
Recognising the serious situation with in which the
media is operating in Zimabwe, BOCISCOZ strongly
advocates for media freedom in Zimbabwe. This
includes the right to have access to and share
information. BOCISCOZ calls upon the Government of
Zimbabwe to ensure that:
■■ Media policy and laws are reformed in line
with the Constitution of Zimbabwe 2013,
which guarantees media freedom, freedom of
expression and the right to access information.
■■ There is reform of the broadcasting sector in order
to promote a diverse public, private and community
broadcasting sector. Reform of the broadcasting
sector should include a transformation of the
state broadcaster to remove the monopoly that
currently exists.
■■ The safety and security of journalist and media
personnel is protected. This includes protection of
journalists’ sources. This is in line with the 2013
Constitution of Zimbabwe.
■■ Professionalism, ethics and capacity building in

the media industry are promoted. This includes
providing mechanisms to ensure transparency and
accountability to the public.
■■ Independent self-regulatory bodies are promoted
as they are vital in enabling high standards of
reporting amongst the media.
BOCISCOZ calls upon the Government of Zimbabwe
to make media law reform a priority, as the media
is essential for the development and maintenance of
democracy, and for enabling access to information.
BOCISCOZ is concerned by the lack of legislative
reform in the media. There are no bills tabled before
Parliament dealing specifically with media reform.
BOCISCOZ believes that without statutory reform,
the media freedom guaranteed in the Constitution of
Zimbabwe will not be affected.
BOCISCOZ calls upon the South African Development
Community (SADC) to ensure that the rights guaranteed
in the Constitution of Zimbabwe 2013 are respected,
promoted protected and fulfilled. This will be in line
with the SADC standards on media freedom as well as
the protection of the freedom of expression provided
for in the Declaration of Principles on Freedom of
Expression in Africa. This Declaration was adopted by
the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights’
during its 32nd Session on 17 - 23 October 2002 in
Banjul in The Gambia.
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24 October 2013
Gaborone

Women of Zimbabwe Arise (WOZA)
Consultation Report
Preparation for 16 Days against Gender Based Violence Campaign
Report Theme:
Zimbabweans beat the drum of peace and development to break the silence on violence

Members marching in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe, on International Day of Peace 2013

Executive Summary

T

o mark the 16 days of gender based violence
in 2013, WOZA chose to look beyond sphere
of physical violence to consider the position of
women in a society which perpetrates systemic violence
and socio-economic disadvantage. WOZA conducted
a brief survey amongst its members to test their
perceptions of women’s position in their communities
and specifically with regards to their economic status
and whether it is improving or deteriorating. The survey
consisted of 7 questions that were arrived at through

a focus group discussion. The first two questions were
“True” or “False” questions, and the last five questions
could be answered on a scale of five from “strongly
agree” to “strongly disagree”. For each of the
question, respondents were asked to elaborate and
justify their choice of answer.
The survey was administered orally by direct interview
by WOZA facilitators. In total 7180 members
answered the questions, of whom 6428 were women.
This survey report concentrates on two main urban
centres, Bulawayo and Harare. In Bulawayo 4493
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responded and 2687 respondents were Harare
based. Of the 7180 members 31% were below the
age of 25.
The first statement was twofold but asked for one
true or false answer – “In Zimbabwe there is respect
for women and violence in the home is almost zero.
Of the respondents 19% felt this was true, and 81%
answered false, but it is evident from the “reasons”
given that in some respects they believe that women
are respected – because there is legislation protecting
women, women have leadership roles, and women are
more aware of their rights than they used to be. Those
who answered false were referring mainly to violence
against women and girls, continued sexual harassment
and discrimination, especially in view of traditional
beliefs, and the fact that although we have legislation
that protects women, it is not implemented by corrupt
law enforcement agents.
When asked to indicate whether the indigenization
campaign benefits ordinary Zimbabweans, 89%
answered in the negative, giving as reasons the
inability of the vast majority to access any benefits,
which accrue to the few ZANU PF adherents, the lack
of transparency, the demand for collateral for loans,
the lack of information about benefits. Those 11%
who answered that people do benefit generally knew
someone who had received some benefit, but also
linked the beneficiaries to ZANU PF.
The first statement, which had to be answered on a
rating scale, held that women are playing the role of
providing food security for their families and grow
or buy enough nutritious food. The high number of
those who were neutral cited the severe challenges
affecting a women’s ability to play their role denoting
a crisis of expectations. Only 19% agreed or strongly
agreed, 42% were neutral, while 39% disagreed
or strongly disagreed. While women are trying very
hard to provide for their families and the majority do
manage, they barely put food on the table, have to
work very hard to do that, and have nothing left over
to save or to afford anything beyond the absolute
necessities.
The next statement received a more definite response.
It stated that a good social security system must first
legalise informal trade. Over 90% agreed or strongly
agreed, indicating that the informal sector is what has
saved them and enabled them to survive with their
families, but it has been very difficult because they
are always harassed by the police and lose much of
their potential income through confiscation of their
goods. Those who did not agree generally felt that it
would be better for government to provide jobs since

not everyone can be a vendor.
Statement 5 presented the observation that natural
resources are generally used for the development of
the community in which they are found. Here again,
there was a marked tendency for the responses to
fall at one end of the scale, with 93% disagreeing or
strongly disagreeing. Those who did agree generally
knew of one area where people had benefited,
while those who disagreed also cited examples
of communities which had not benefited. They also
pointed to the fact that budgets are centrally
controlled and a large chunk of the funds accruing
from natural resources is often misappropriated to
corrupt purposes.
On the question of confidence in ZANU PF to implement
the new constitution, there was a trend towards
lack of confidence, with 64% disagreeing that the
new constitution would be implemented. In this case
Bulawayo respondents had more positive expectations
of implementation than did those in Harare. The final
statement asked respondents to indicate whether or
not development in their community had deteriorated
since the year 2000. 65% felt there was deterioration,
but some did give examples of improvement in their
communities, so the news was not all bad.
This survey only showed the impressions held by
WOZA members in Harare and Bulawayo and are
not based on systematic research or data collection.
However a conclusion is apparent - WOZA members
do not believe that women are respected nor that
violence against them has ceased. Responses indicated
little confidence in ZANU PF’s indigenization policies
as far as women are concerned, and frustration at
the criminalization of women informal traders and
their resulting harassment by the police. All believed
that women were working very hard to create food
security for their families, but many noted that this
was done against all odds. The vast majority believes
the development situation in their communities had
deteriorated. They do not believe that ZANU PF
will implement the new constitution effectively. The
responses show great disillusionment with and distrust
of government and a keen sense of the disadvantages
felt by women in spite of their hard work to provide
for their families. The scars that women bear today
are not just a result of physical violence but are deep
rooted in years of poor governance by the state,
emotional and psychological manipulation in the
home, community and workplace as well as deliberate
marginalisation of women in all spheres of life. It does
not need to be physical violence for women to bear
the scars of abuse.
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Report Background
In September 2013 consultation before the UN
international Day of Peace 21 September 2013,
Women of Zimbabwe Arise (WOZA) conducted
peace marches under a theme selected by members Peace must deliver freedom and development for all.
Following on from these activities and expanding on
the theme, a further civic education programme and
survey were conducted in November 2013.
As Zimbabwe moves into a new dispensation, it
was important to gauge member’s perceptions
about the capacity of the ZANU PF Government to
deliver development programmes equally for all
Zimbabweans. Additionally, this new state is built upon
propaganda as to whom beneficiaries are from the
past land reform programmes and the indigenisation
programme. Zimbabwe also has a history of partisan
control of food aid and farming input aid as political
functionaries’ control the beneficiary lists.
As WOZA plans campaigning around the 2013 16
Days against gender based violence, it has been
important to unpack the aggravations of domestic
violence widely perceived to be attributable to
economic challenges and the culture of violence that
prevails in Zimbabwe.
Members were asked to comment on a series of
statements on how women were fulfilling their role in
their homes and in society and if they were benefitting
from government development programmes. This
consultation was linked to the releasing of the economic
blueprint “Zimbabwe Agenda for Sustainable SocioEconomic Transformation” dubbed (ZimAsset), which
include 4 thematic areas:
1. Food security and nutrition
2. Social services and poverty reduction
3. Infrastructure and utilities
4. Value addition and beneficiation.
Discussions also incorporated the ZANU-PF election
campaign theme which was: “Indigenise, Empower,
Develop and Create Employment.”
The civic education aspect of this consultation was
on the constitutional clauses for gender equality
and developing women’s access to development
empowerment requirements. The specific clauses that
were cited from the constitution were as follows:

Chapter 2
Section 13 - National Development
Section 14 - Empowerment and employment
creation
Section 56 -Equality and non- discrimination
Chapter 4
Section 80 - Rights of women
Participants by gender
of Under 25
Female
86.4%
Male
13.6%

Participants by gender
of over 25
Female
90.9%
Male
9.1%

The Consultation Focus
During this consultation, 7180 members of WOZA
from Bulawayo and Harare participated.
The rural edition of the consultation is still being
assessed.
The respondents were broken down into two main
age groups - those below 25 years of age and those
above 25 years of age. The following was the age
group breakdown.
Bulawayo
Harare
Overall Total

37.3%
21.1%
31.2%

62.7%
78.9%
68.8%

Findings and Recommendations to the Government
of Zimbabwe
1. Devolution
Having a devolved system of governance will bring
some solutions to the challenges that communities face.
A lot of communities have failed to develop because
decision-making and budget allocations are made at
a centralised level. In most instances, the communities in
which natural resources are found remain the poorest
as these resources are shipped off to benefit the
capital and areas surrounding it. The communities in
these areas remain poor and are not even employed
in the extraction and production process.
Devolution will also ensure that local authorities have
more power to implement developmental programmes
and they become answerable to the local community
that they serve. As the situation is currently, it is
difficult for communities to hold their local authorities
accountable because they are far removed from the
centre where all major decisions are made.
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Bulawayo
Harare
Overall
Participants

Overall Participants Table
Female
Male
4009
484
2419
6428

268
752

example, the Human Rights and the Anti Corruption
Commissions, have a clear mandate and role to play
in curbing corruption and the violence that has taken
place in the past. And ensuring that violations are
brought to light and dealt with decisively.

Total
4493
2687
7180

4. Community involvement and civic education

2. Activation of the constitution
There are a lot of expectations from the people on the
current government. The constitution making process
put a lot of hope in communities that for once they
could input into the way in which they are governed.
However, having a good constitution that is a product
of consultative process is not enough. There needs to
be a clear plan of action through which the state will
enforce this constitution and make sure that public
institutions and offices respect this supreme law. For
issues that affect women, there is need to ensure that
women’s empowerment ceases to be just a campaign
message but that women are truly empowered as they
have proven that they can rise above socio-economic
challenges to ensure that their households remain well
taken care of.
3. Working public institutions
While Zimbabwe may have the right and necessary
legislation, there is need to ensure that there are
actually institutions that work to ensure that these
laws and policies are put into practice. In addition to
this, there is need to ensure that the commissions, for

As a follow up to devolution, community involvement is
an ideal which needs to be fostered. The communities
need to feel that they are responsible for the well
being of their families and their areas. Communities
that have worked hard to build something will be less
likely to destroy it. This role of civic society needs to
be broadened so that every member of the community
understands that they have rights they can demand
but that they too have responsibilities to build stronger
communities.
5. Justice and fairness
One of the reasons that has caused so much discord and
mistrust in communities is that the national leadership
has not been true to its word when it speaks about
unity. Communities are still divided along political
party lines and benefits have been awarded only
to people who hold specific political views. In order
to regain the trust of the communities, it is important
to address issues such as the inequitable distribution
of the national cake, gender based discrimination in
access to opportunities and political biases in food
aid.
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ZSF Initiatives and Partners
Activities: 2009-2013

T

he Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum (ZSF) has through
its work demonstrated that change should be a
process that is driven by the people, and that if
the people are afforded the spaces and platforms to
articulate and amplify their concerns, they gain agency
and generate momentum to become active agents of
change. It is through mobilising and organising people
around a shared vision of solidarity that the ZSF has
been able to raise awareness, build relationships
and establish crosscutting linkages among the people
of Zimbabwe so as to empower them. In essence,
building a culture of people-to-people solidarity is the

foundation upon which the ZSF works to bring about
the change that is needed by the people in Zimbabwe
by allowing them to take ownership of their roadmap
to peace and transformation, and the realisation of
an open and democratic society where human rights
and dignity are equally protected and respected.
Through its work, the ZSF remains committed to
promoting gender equality throughout its activities
in the efforts of allowing equal representation in
dialogue platforms for both men and women. Some
gender parity statistics are highlighted in some of the
activities listed in this section.

Memorandum
26th January 2009

Released by a collective of Zimbabwean, South African and Regional civil society organisations

I

n light of the inconclusiveness of the Zimbabwean inter-Party Talks held in Harare under the auspices of SADC
representatives on 19 January 2009, the scheduling of a SADC Extraordinary Summit on Zimbabwe to solve
the political impasse, and the opening of the AU Ordinary Session of the Assembly of Heads of State and
Government on 26 January 2009.
We, Civil Society Organisations, churches, social movements and individual members of the Save Zimbabwe
Campaign are:
Concerned about the worsening humanitarian and economic crisis in Zimbabwe;

Appalled by the preventable and unnecessary cholera epidemic, already the cause of nearly 3 000 deaths and
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over 50 000 infections;

necessary pressure on the Zimbabwean political
leaders to comply with and protect the will of the
people; and to desist from giving the Mugabe
regime a lone mandate to govern Zimbabwe
which the regime failed to get via the ballot,
an arrangement which will be rejected by
Zimbabweans;

Aware of the fact that in the context of a dilapidated
health system, and the lack of access to health for
millions of vulnerable people across Southern Africa,
this is now a critical threat to the SADC region;
Disturbed by the imminent collapse of the Zimbabwean
educational system which has jeopardised the nation’s
future by curtailing access to education at all levels;
Worried by the rapidly deteriorating security and
human rights climate which has seen the abduction
of civil society and political activists and has made it
increasingly difficult for humanitarian and human rights
organisations to dispense life-saving support services
to the most vulnerable and to speak for democracy;
Recalling the continuous calls by civil society doe
democratisation, the rule of law, the repealing
of repressive legislation and a people-driven
constitutional reform process;
Bearing in mind that the deepening crisis is a
consequence of disastrous and failed political
leadership which has also failed to respect the rights
of all citizens and poses the greatest threat to peace,
security, democracy and development in Zimbabwe;

•

Acknowledge that the de facto ruling regime in
Zimbabwe has failed to protect and provide for
its citizens as can be seen in the acute humanitarian
crisis and unabated human rights violations;

•

Call upon the Mugabe regime to stop the
continuing abductions, torture and other violations,
to drop trumped up charges and to release
illegally detained activists, opposition leaders
and all prisoners of conscience;

•

Ensure that the Zimbabwean people’s verdict as
expressed in the 29 March 2008 Harmonised
Elections be respected in any outcome of the
Zimbabwean inter-party dialogue;

•

Guarantee that the protracted and continuous
Global Political Agreement negotiations,
regardless of their success or failure to establish a
Unity Government, come to a decisive conclusion
by 3rd February 2009, the closing date of the
AU Ordinary Session of the Assembly of Heads
of State and Government;

•

Consider that should the SADC Global Political
Agreement fail to provide a viable way forward
for Zimbabwe, we demand the setting up of a
new alternative process that is more democratic,
broad-based, inclusive, non-secretive, and
people-centred, as a way of finding a longlasting and durable solution that is owned by all
the people of Zimbabwe;

•

Ensure that roundtable discussions involving all
stakeholders, a conference for a democratic
Zimbabwe, using a CODESA-type model, are
a critical part of this. This process should run
alongside an AU appointed Interim Authority
that serves as a caretaker government backed
with the authority of the AU to work with civil
society in the country and the region to respond
to humanitarian needs, re-establish health and
education systems and provide the political
conditions for the effective implementation of the
outcomes of the inclusive dialogue process;

•

Acknowledge that the SADC mediation process
has failed to bring the parties into an agreement

Recalling that the fragility of the crisis in Zimbabwe
poses enormous risk and challenges to the rest of the
Southern African region and is indeed a regional crisis;
Emphasising the urgent need for much bolder
regional and continental interventions to assist the
people of Zimbabwe;
Recalling Zimbabwean civil society’s reservations of
an elitist power-sharing agreement that does not take
cognisance of the will of the people as expressed on
the 29th March 2008, and the inadequacy of the
current constitutional regime; and
Identifying with the legitimate demands and
preconditions set out by the MDC-T for getting into the
inclusive government.
Therefore demand,
That the Southern African Development Community
(SADC) and the African Union (AU) as guarantors
of the 15 September 2008 Zimbabwean Political
Agreement:
•

Stop the tacit support for the illegitimate Mugabe
regime and urgently set up efforts to exert the
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that is viable and that former South African President Thabo Mbeki has lost the confidence and trust of
some parties to the dialogue and that future alternative Zimbabwean dialogue processes will need fresh
leadership.
Delivered to the SADC Heads of State Summit and the SADC Secretariat, Tswane, South Africa, 26 January 2009

Zimbabwe Civic and Regional Solidarity Consultation Forum, Johannesburg, South Africa

Zimbabwe Civic and Regional Solidarity Consultation Forum
Background

P

articipants largely saw the Zimbabwe Civic and
Regional Solidarity Conference held in Harare,
Zimbabwe as a success. Different stakeholders
ranging from regional solidarity networks, human
rights groups, youth, women, farmers and student
organisations attended the conference. Therefore,
in line with this, and with a broader focus on our
solidarity activities, the ZSF convened a report back
meeting in Johannesburg to review the outcomes of
the Consultation Forum and develop a concrete way
forward.
Outcomes of the report back meeting
After some discussion the participants at the meeting
recommend the following:

highlighted in our solidarity works.
2. Regional solidarity movement must identify and
prioritise issues that cut across internal divisions
within the Zimbabwe civil society movement
(this demands focus on real issues happening in
Zimbabwe).
3. Regional solidarity movements must develop
clear and result based solidarity programmes/
activities.
4. Platforms that promote the participation of
women and youth must be created. This will mean
embracing women and youth leadership and
therefore build their leadership capacity in the
long run.
5. Information sharing and analysis remains critical
in our solidarity work, therefore, we recommend
a series of public and grassroots awareness
seminars (of Managing Transition in Zimbabwe).
Focus can revolve around the following topics:

1. The regional solidarity formations must closely
monitor the dynamics that are taking place
at grassroots level in Zimbabwe. Students
are persecuted and that is not captured and
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•
•

Zimbabwe sanctions, Economic recovery and
sustainable livelihoods
Economic reform and humanitarian aid

•
•

Transitional justice, national healing and
reconciliation in Zimbabwe
Launch a Zimbabwe solidarity GPA monitoring
framework/analysis of the state of the
Zimbabwe inclusive government.

•

Zimbabwe; we must make use of this space.
The solidarity movement will prepare a report
on areas of concern and outstanding issues in the
Zimbabwe GPA. This entails making a critic of the
JOMIC. Munjodzi Mutandiri and Piers Pigon will
lead on this issue.
It’s women’s month therefore the solidarity
movement should partner with women organisations
in South Africa and offer solidarity to the women
of Zimbabwe.

The solidarity movement has organised a number
of seminars in Johannesburg and a few in Durban,
organising some in Cape Town will help the solidarity
movement grow and keep the momentum.

•

•

In this follow up meeting a Working Group was
established and is made up of: Sipho Theys (ZSF),
Lucian Segami (SACP), Munjodzi Mutandiri (ZYN),
Brian Mazibuko (SANGOCO, Malefo Mosimanye
(YCL), Nomthandazo Sikiti (NEHAWU), Ethel (MDC
VAA), Piers Pigon (ICTJ), Edith Tsamba ( ZEF), and
Bunie Matlanyane Sexwale.

•

JOMIC report to SADC is a critical document to
engage with. We need to interrogate what the
JOMIC says before and in the SADC meeting. This
means getting the report or advocating for it to
be a public report/document.
The SADC C NGOs will run a meeting before the
SADC Summit, on Madagascar, Swaziland, and

ZSF Solidarity Visit to Zimbabwe 2009

A

s part of its strategy of entrenching
people to people solidarity, the ZSF sent
a delegation comprising of YCL, UJ, ZSF, and
NCA SA to Zimbabwe to witness Roy Bennett’s
trial and engage with the leadership of civil

society on issues that related to the GPA. Also,
as a gesture of solidarity the ZSF participated
in the cleaning and prayer campaign held
at Central Methodist Church as part of the
Mandela Day celebrations.
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Gino Govender addressing delegates during the Regional Solidarity Update meeting, Johannesburg, South Africa

Southern Africa Social Forum (SASF) 5th Edition Forum

“Southern Africa’s peoples unity against economic crisis and oppression”

A

delegation made up of ACTION, ZSF, SATAWU,
SECC, APF, Magamba, Amandla A.C.O.Z,
REMMOHO, Uhuru Network, and TARIRO attended
the 5th Edition of SASF in Lesotho held under the theme
Southern Africa’s peoples Unity against Economic crisis
and Oppression on the 7th-9th October 2009.

On the opening session:

Objectives for participation in the forum were:

•

---

--

To re-affirm and strengthen existing linkages,
networks, and collaborations that exists between
ACTION and the grassroots people.
To ensure effective engagement and development
of collective strategies that inform practical
regional and local solidarity actions that address
grassroots peoples’ challenges.
To ensure that the Swaziland and Zimbabwe issues
are effectively debated and reflected the overall
resolutions of the social forum.

Some keys
discussions

recommendations

on

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

thematic
•
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There remains a need to continue creating a
common social change agenda, build regional
solidarity against neo-liberalism and oppression.
This also includes creating frameworks of
alternative policy positions.
High profile meetings remain barricaded and
response to social movements’ protests during such
gatherings remains brutal as well.
Therefore, independent forums such as this social
forum are imperative.
The financial crisis and oppression are a threat to
human survival.
Decisions that affect ordinary and poor people
are made without effective consultations and
engagements with them and crucial policies remain
in posh offices.
What about a United States of Southern Africa?
The future of Southern Africa lies in the strength of
our movements.
But the challenge is that of building effective

•

grassroots organisations.
We must not ignore the fact that women have been
mostly affected by the recent global financial crisis,
and oppression including overarching context of
patriarchy make them remain vulnerable and
marginalised.

•
•

must open up doors of education to them.
Governments must offer lucrative incentives for
rural school teachers.
Governments must recognise civil-society
empowerment and skills development initiatives.

Economic Partnerships Agreement (EPAs)
Global Financial Crisis
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to engage with mining companies in
order to find optimal solutions to mining job losses.
Reduce impact of financial crisis on exploration
companies by introducing reforms that will include
measures such as increasing tax credit.
Create an economic stimulus package that targets
the mining sector that includes, among others,
deferring royalties, reducing taxes and providing
incentives to all mining companies.
Improve national benefaction, value addition,
and downstream processing capabilities of raw
materials.
Consider the formation of agency to be jointly
managed by business, labour and government in
order to invest economic development in mining
towns.
Invest in power generation, transport networks,
telecoms, and public works’.
Fast track government mining projects.
If possible increase government social spending in
order to assist retrenched workers.
Rein in political ambition to drive the investment
agenda.
Diversify economy away from its dependence
on a narrow volatile commodity dependence
revenue system.
Invest in agriculture.
Promote
political
stability
and
sound
macroeconomic management.
Continually invest and expand power generation.
Improve downstream processing capabilities.
Develop
and
implement
environmental
management programme.
Introduce and improve national revenue
mechanism through improved fiscal management.
Continue to work with mining companies to reduce
the Impact of HIV/AIDS in the work place.

•

•

Food, Land and Farmers
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

It is important to note that land is the only
asset that rightfully belongs to black Africans
and dispossessing them of it is equivalent to
disempowering them.
Governments must protect the people from
multinational corporations’ acquisitions of land
for mining, farming and other businesses mostly
destructive to the environment.
Climate change is linked to food insecurity in
Southern Africa, therefore national governments
and the people must adopt practices that preserve
the environment.
Grassroots people must be consulted when
formulating land policies, and such policies must
be written in languages that grassroots people
understand.

Gender and Women rights

Education
Early childhood education must be mandatory.
We must look into the idea of developing a
common regional curriculum.
Educational services must not be privatised.
Governments must take action on institutions that
charge exorbitant school fees.
SADC countries hosting non-citizens’ nationals

There is a need for continuous engagement with
existing and proposed EPAs.
Therefore, organisations such as Economic Justice
Network must take a lead is such engagements
and strengthen linkages with relevant stakeholders
involved in EPAs.
Civil society needs more information and
training on EPAs and thus regional dialogue and
information exchange on EPAs is vital.

Societies must continue to reverse patriarchal
tendencies and oppression that marginalise
women and the girl child.
Women must have access to land and other
resources that are vital to them realising their full
potential.
There is a need for increased participation of
women in politics and decision-making processes.
What about a gender and women right social
forum?
Women and girl child abuse must be exposed
and effect penalties be instituted.

Youth
•
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Generally, there is no confidence in supporting
and funding youth initiatives.

•
•
•
•
•

In most cases, youth are not included in decisionmaking process but are rather used for political
gains.
Youth need to compile and share what they are
doing in their communities with others.
An effective media strategy for youth initiatives is
required.
Youth must create information sharing platforms
and engage with issues that affect them.
Support, be it financial or other ways is needed
for youth programmes.

•

In this regard, the following should constitute our key
focus;
•

•

Social service delivery
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This speaks to, among other things, access to clean
environment, air and water. Water, education,
transport, communications and health must be
affordable especially to the poor.
Grassroots people must come up with other forms
of direct engagement, other than violent mass
protests.
Communities must be allowed to recall corrupt
and incompetent local government officials and
national government must to protect such officials.
No to privatisation of social service delivery.
Governments and NGOs must support grassroots
initiatives that seek to protect the environment
especially in the field of refuse collection.
Governments must speed their response to peoples
grievances in social service delivery.
Civil society and social movements must share
common social service delivery issues and develop
response strategies that cut across the region.
Social service delivery must be depoliticised.
Current social security policies must be reviewed.
Focus on Swaziland and Zimbabwe
There is a need to strengthen regional people to
people solidarity with the people of Swaziland
and Zimbabwe.
National governments in the region must partake
in civil society and solidarity networks forums so
that they keep themselves abreast with the plight
of the regional masses.

•

•

•
•

•

Despite certain fundamental progress in the
implementation of Zimbabwe Global Political
Agreement (GPA), social movements, and civil society
observe the following:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Un-banning of political parties.
Scrapping of the draconian Suppression of
Terrorism Act.
Scrapping of the Public Service Bill, which denies
public sector workers the right to organise and
speak out against corruption and abuse of state
resources.
Right to free trade union organisation.
Free media and an independent judiciary.
End to the abuse of culture.

Intensification of mass struggle within and outside
Swaziland through the creation of an effective
and co-ordination of a united and popular
campaign for democracy in Swaziland
Building the fighting capacity of Swazi
organisations by prioritising those means that
would enhance their ability to make a difference
on the ground
Using every forum and platform to raise issues
of the Swazi people, particularly to harness the
massive energies of the global movement for
democracy into a mighty militant wave
Intensifying the isolation of the Mswati regime and
ensuring that every member of the royal family is
targeted everywhere, particularly here in South
Africa and not afforded any service or respect
Calling on the South African government to end
all forms of co-operation with the Swazi regime
Building and sustaining the Cultural boycott
campaign and the smart sanctions campaign
against the ruling regime and the royal family as
a whole.
Forcing SADC, AU and the UN particularly to
discuss and take decisive steps on the issue of
Swaziland.

On Zimbabwe the following calls were made:

On Swaziland, the following calls were made:
•
•

End to Royal extravagance, corruption and
militarization of society.

•
•
•
•
•
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Wanton politically motivated violence, or violence
driven by politicians or petty officials.
Harassment and deprivation of freedom of
individuals through contrived arrests on spurious
charges.
Widespread corruption involving senior public
and uniformed figures.
The deprivation of the freedom of expression
and the abuse thereof
Violent, unconstitutional invasion and seizures of
property and farms.
Deliberate attempt to derail the constitutionmaking process.
Open subversion of legal or administrative
processes for political benefit.
Deliberate non-cooperation with the other parties

to the GPA or deliberate undermining or abuse of
other person or parties for political ends.

•

To this end, the social forum says:
•
•
•
•
•

Zanu-PF must stop unlawful seizure of farms.
Zanu-PF must commit to the fundamental
benchmark stipulated in the GPA.
The Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) must stop
wanton arrests of political and human rights
activists.
SADC must effectively engage with all the parties
involved in the GPA.
Of all the outstanding GPA issues, Mugabe has
become the major concern and the region must
continue to engage with Zimbabwean politics to
get rid of the dictator.

On another note, the social forum:
•

Acknowledges the decision adopted by Nestle
International to boycott dairy products from
Grace Mugabe’s farms in Zimbabwe.

Celebrates a rare victory for justice campaigners
in Zimbabwe after the ruling by the Supreme
Court Justice that granted renowned human rights
activist Jestina Mukoko a permanent stay of
prosecution.

The idea of the South Africa Social Forum
Emerging from Lesotho social forum ACTION intends
to initiate the idea of a South Africa Social Forum.
Consultations have already begun and a concept
paper is available. There are suggestions and debates
circulating at the moment in social movements’ networks
that South African must host the 2010 Southern Africa
Social Forum. Zambia, Zimbabwe, and Malawi have
hosted this event before, and it is imperative for South
Africa and other SADC countries to follow suit. This
will enable South Africans to discuss critical issues that
affect them and be able to articulate these issues at
different forums like the Southern Africa and World
Social Forums being fully prepared. Massive support
for this initiative is required. Another South Africa is
possible.

Make Some Noise Cultural Group – A Concert for
Freedom in Zimbabwe at the Lesotho Social Forum,
University of KZN and in Johannesburg
The concerts were successful as nearly 800
people in total attended the three events.
The UKZN event attracted 200+ people: a
diverse crowd ranging from community activists
to well known academics. The Baseline event
got a crowd of 300, also a very divers group
ranging from music lovers, activists, poets, etc.
The mood was very positive and receptive.
The line up of artists was popular including
top artists such as Zonke, Zubz, Tidal Waves,
Comrade Fatso, Kwani Experience, Outspoken
& the Essence and many more. The master of
ceremonies, Karabo radio presenter from SA
FM raised awareness about Zimbabwe through
out the concert and most performers conveyed
messages of solidarity to the crowd in a way
raising the Zimbabwe issue.
The event attracted great media interest as it

garnered positive coverage in SABC, SAFM,
The Mail and Guardian, The Sowetan, Durban
Community Radio and other media. A great
success was that the event was filmed and
screened on SABC several times. Many South
African civil society activists and Zimbabwean
Diaspora activists attended as well as many
journalists, promoters, artists and the general
public. The event was successful considering the
short time span in which it was organised.
The Make Some Noise concert in Lesotho raised
awareness about xenophobia and the plight
of Zimbabwean migrants in South Africa. The
concert brought together South African and
Zimbabwean artists. About 300 people at
each function attended the event and there
was positive media coverage including local
newspapers in Lesotho.
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ZSF Special Solidarity Visit to Harare, Zimbabwe

ZSF Special Solidarity Visit to Zimbabwe

F

rom 11-12 November 2009, the Zimbabwe
Solidarity Forum embarked on its first special
solidarity visit to Zimbabwe after the inception of
the inclusive government in Zimbabwe. The overall
objectives of the mission were to:
•

•
•
•

•

Familiarize the solidarity movement with the
challenges and opportunities in Zimbabwe’s
democracy movement after the signing of the
GPA based on meetings with civics
Facilitate interaction and networking between
critical civic groups and the solidarity movement.
Expose the solidarity movement to Zimbabwe’s
political, social and economic conditions in the
aftermath of the GPA signing.
Development of a report on the mission’s
impression of the trial of MDC Treasurer General
and Deputy Minister of Agriculture designate Roy
Bennet.
Develop Solidarity recommendations to Regional
Leaders (this has been done on the follow up
meeting held in Johannesburg Devonshire on the
17th of December 2009)

•

The trip highlighted the need for Zimbabwe’s prodemocracy movement to coordinate and improve
its relations with dominant political groups within
the region, and in particular SA. This will help in
sharing of experiences, building of alliances, and
enhancing cohesion in the fight for democracy.

•

The Zimbabwe youth movement seems particularly
weak and in need for political education. This
weakness hinders its ability to narrate its own story
and give definitive answers to the many political
questions that surround Zimbabwe’s complex
crisis. This could be done through facilitation
of stronger membership based civic groups. A
proposal has been made for the NCA, Zinasu,
MDC and ZCTU to convene a roundtable on
youth issues that will come up with a goal defined
way-forward in taking up regional advocacy
matters as well as facilitating political and civic
education amongst members of the organizations.

•

Given the relative success of the mission as an
entry point to further engagements, there is also
need to facilitate another mission comprising
of those who were involved in the constitution
making exercise in South Africa. This mission is of
particular importance now, with the promise in the
political settlement on prioritizing constitutional
reform. This mission will help build linkages and
networks between Zimbabwe’s constitutional
reform movement and that of SA, engendering the
sharing of experiences and knowledge transfer.

Activities revolved around
•
•
•

Meetings with civic society groups.
Attending the Roy Bennett’s Trial.
Meetings with the opposition political party,
MDC-T and the Prime Minister’s Office.

Resolutions and Recommendations
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ZSF Solidarity Consultation Meeting, Braamfontein, South Africa

ZSF Solidarity Consultation Meeting, Braamfontein
Summary of
presentations

critical

points

emerging

from

•
•

O

n 17th November 2009, the ZSF convened
a Solidarity Consultation Meeting at the
Devonshire Hotel in Johannesburg, South Africa. Below
is a summary of critical points that emerged from the
discussion.

•

The Zimbabwe Global Political Agreement (GPA),
prospects and challenges (Presented by Takura
Zhangazha (MISA-Zimbabwe)

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

MDC led by Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai
disengagement was as a result of genuine
fundamental challenges facing the Zimbabwe
GPA.
Apart from other well known outstanding issues
(such as the issues of Reserve Bank governor
and attorney general) revival of persecution of
civil society activists and the re arrest of Roy
Bennett sparked the Prime Minister led MDC’s
disengagement.
There is a need of fresher and deeper
understanding of political realities in Zimbabwe
and strategic engagement with them.
The most important pillar of the democratisation
process, people driven constitution making process
has been abandoned.
The signing of the GPA and the prospects of
economic recovery did not and will not, any time
soon translate to popular fundamental reforms
in the overall economic sector, including health,
transport and education sectors.
Basically, the economy suits those that have
foreign currency.

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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There is no structured approach to issues of
national healing and reconciliation.
MDC needs to revisit the people that head the
ministry of national healing as most of them need
healing.
Media reforms in Zimbabwe have been politicised
instead of being democratic.
We must guard against an emerging regional
trend of negotiated elections, GPAs, Inclusive
Governments and many other related issues.
Fake settlements are being forged to make sure
that the soccer event coming to Africa in 2010
takes place in a ‘peaceful’ environment.
Civil society in Zimbabwe and solidarity
movements must desist from compromising their
principles for the sake of MDC.
The solidarity movement needs to continuously
redefine its principles and strategies.
Solidarity movements must be more people driven
than political driven.
SADC’s approach to political crises must
be transformed and the regional solidarity
movements have to play a significant role in this
issue.
Solidarity work must not neglect issues of refugees
and xenophobia especially in South Africa and
Botswana.
Zimbabwe democratic process has specific
principles that are enshrined in the Zimbabwe
People’s Charter, and such principles must not be
comprised.
There is a need to note that the discourse of
opposition politics in Zimbabwe was shelved when
the GPA was signed.
We need to constantly remind ourselves of the
following question, do we have a Global Political

Agreement or an Inter Party Agreement in
Zimbabwe.

•

The labour movement in Zimbabwe, prospects and
challenges (ZCTU-Michael Kandukutu)

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Only 10% of the people in Zimbabwe are in the
formal economy and this has affected the labour
movement membership.
As a result of diverging principles, ZCTU has
withdrawn participation in NANGO and CRISIS
platforms.
ZCTU continues to mobilise and draw strength from
the Tripartite Alliance Negotiating Forum made
up of business sector, government and labour in
Zimbabwe.
Fear of persecution is still heavily deposited in the
people of Zimbabwe and ZCTU leadership and its
affiliates have endured most brutal experiences in
Zimbabwe.
ZCTU meetings are heavily monitored by the state
and most meetings are interrupted by security
forces like the recent arrest and detention of ZCTU
leadership.
ZCTU maintains that the GPA will not work under
the prevailing political environment, a transitional
authority that usher Zimbabwe into internationally
monitored elections is needed.
People of Zimbabwe must not be demobilised by
flowery language echoed by political leaders in
Zimbabwe.

Roy Bennett’s case and its implications (Professor
David Moore-University of Johannesburg)
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Roy Bennett is MDC treasurer and Deputy Minister
of Agriculture.
Roy Bennett is charged with possessing weapons
with the intention to commit insurgency, sabotage,
terrorism and banditry.
Zanu PF is fully convinced that Roy Bennett is guilt.
Johannes Tomana, the country’s attorney-general
whose unilateral appointment by Mugabe is one
of the MDC’s key complaints, is personally leading
Bennett’s prosecution.
Many in the upper echelons of Mugabe’s party
genuinely believe their propaganda that the
MDC is a tool of the West, bent on recolonising
Zimbabwe by force if needs be, and see Bennett
(a White Rhodesian according to Zanu PF) as a
key figure in such schemes.
If found guilt Bennett could face a life sentence, let
alone condemned to death, the maximum penalty
for the alleged offences.
MDC says Bennett case says is a trumped-up
attempt at keeping him out of government.

The state’s relentless pursuit of Bennett was a
trigger for the MDC’s recent three week boycott
of government.
The case is flooded with huge ramifications
for the future of Zimbabwe’s fragile coalition
government.
If the trial is abandoned Zanu PF fears that the
land audit will go on but sanctions can also be
dropped.

The situation of refugees in South Africa (Bishop
Paul Verryn-Central Methodist Church)
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
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Central Methodist Church is good thermometer
to analyse the situation and the challenges the
refugee community is facing in South Africa
There is a serious concern for the increase in
number of children from eight years that continue
coming to CMC.
The number of women is also increasing especially
those that are fleeing growing anxiety relating to
their political safety and repression in rural areas
re-organising against ZANU-PF.
There is anxiety around recurrence of xenophobia
given a sense of growing intolerance in SA.
There is constant use of the term amakwerekwere
in the inner city.
Attitude of SA government representatives
(example Mrs Bopape) in dealing with the CMC
situation perpetuates a culture of intolerance.
The Portfolio Committee have oversight role but
cannot violate property rights of others without
going through the proper channels and processes.
CMC does not only open its doors to foreign
nationals also houses about 300 – 400 South
Africans who are poor and marginalised in a
country with such widening disparities between
poor and rich.
The minute anyone walks through the CMC doors,
one loses one’s nationality as the CMC cannot
discriminate if it wants to keeps it integrity intact.
Hence, Zimbabweans and many other nationalities
are welcome.
The CMC is not overwhelmed by foreign nationals,
the numbers are quite reasonable under the
circumstances. We must make people feel that
they actually are human beings.
Radio 702 recent programmes that feeds into
the profound vulnerability of South Africans
to prejudice and xenophobia. It should rather,
empower people to integrate with dignity into
society.
The CMC School has about 300 South Africans
and foreign national children being taught by
Zimbabwean teachers have just won the Inner
City Schools Drama Competition to participate in

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Botswana.
It is not just the educated that have value –
everyone does.
There are probably another 30 000 Zimbabweans
and other non South Africans hidden away in
discreet buildings in the inner city living in more
appalling conditions than that of CMC.
Hospitals around Johannesburg have no
compassion for not just foreign nationals, but also
for South Africans who are poor and marginalised.
When we talk about solidarity we need to stand
in solidarity with the most vulnerable.
CMC is being targeted quite relentlessly as they
are seen to be working with foreign nationals in
way that is disrespectful to others. Some of this is
perpetuated by the media who amplify difficulties
in keeping the place clean
The CMC feels its premises should be decongested,
but will not stop working with and supporting
foreign nationals.
The CMC feels that more pressure should be put
on those responsible for changing the situation
that is those who can offer alternative shelter and
social services.

Summary of critical points
discussions and input sessions
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

emerging

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

commitments and framework of negotiations
The reality is that the GPA must work until 2013
New strategies that response to persecution in
Zimbabwe must be developed
We must move away from an only victim oriented
discourse
The role of the people of Zimbabwe must not be
negated in the GPA
The GPA alone will never solve issues of
governance in Zimbabwe
Is our approach to challenges facing the GPA
sustainable or we are just delaying the inevitable?
We need to note that the Zimbabwe issue is no
longer about the GPA alone but about global
capital accumulation as well
SADC must understand that sovereignty is not how
an individual wants to rule a nation
We must expose institutions that bank roll Zanu
PF including the issues of politicised/militarised
mineral extraction in Zimbabwe
In Zimbabwe, there is only succession by death,
and this aspect must be challenge
The issue of national healing and reconciliation
must be located outside the state/government
structures.

from
Way forward

MDC has a strong feeling that it does not really
have a grip on power and is being treated by
ZANU-PF as junior partners in decision making
and implementation processes
Lack of simple resources and authority makes it
difficult for MDC to do execute its mandate
There is over reliance on SADC to resolve the
Zimbabwe issues other alternatives must be
considered
The process of resolving the Zimbabwe crisis must
involve more people.
There are notable incidences of torture of students
and little attention lack of essential resources and
services at universities
The Movement for Democratic Change needs to
be astute in the inclusive government
Civil society needs to get out of MDC politics and
remain guided by its principles
MDC must be able to define its struggle within
any context
Chances for elections in Zimbabwe are very slim
Zanu PF has demobilising and splits are becoming
more pronounced whereas MDC fears persecution,
and in the event that they happen, they will never
be democratic, what we will see are continuous
power struggles in the inclusive government.
The GPA will never resolve the outstanding
issues in 30 days, what we will see are further

1. There is a need for party-to-party engagements
outside government structures in Zimbabwe
including the African National Congress.
2. Pressure must be put on South African government
to prevent Zanu PF officials to enter into the
country.
3. There is a need for an urgent security reform in
Zimbabwe.
4. Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum must continue
entrenching people to people solidarity
5. ZSF must develop two briefing papers, one to
be submitted to President’s Zuma office before
he leaves for Zimbabwe and the other to
minister Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma on the Lindela
repatriation centre.
6. ZSF must make a follow up on the Special
Dispensation Permits to Zimbabweans from the
South African Department of Home Affairs.
7. The solidarity movement must continue expanding
especially increasing the participation of
grassroots people, social movement and
community based organisations
8. Solidarity meetings and campaigns must be
organised where the ordinary people can access
them
9. On Central Methodist Church – media focus is
on social problems and not on the positive gains,
therefore ZSF must take a leading in reversing
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negative publicity of the refugee situation in South
Africa.
10. The solidarity movement must continue calling for
the democratic media reforms in Zimbabwe.
11. ZSF-COSATU must start looking into issues of

workers rights that includes non-South African
workers rights and refugees rights as at the
moment non-South Africans are being abused at
work places.

ZSF in collaboration with SAWIMA women’s seminar,
28 November 2009, COSATU House:
Consensual Way forward emerging from the women’s seminar

Jonas Lukoki Visi during a Women’s Seminar, Johannesburg, South Africa

O

n 28 November 2009, the ZSF in collaboration
with the South African Women in Mining
Association (SAWIMA) held a women’s seminar
focusing on developing a consensual way forward
stemming from the outcomes of the women seminar. The
key areas of discussion focused on Zimbabwean and
South African women organisations working together
on challenges and issues affecting women. Further,
it was raised that women organisations should get

connected and inform each other of their meetings,
workshops, demonstrations and other social activities.
As an outcome of the seminar, the participants agreed
to engage in collaborative work. Anti-xenophobia
was sited as an immediate joint activity to be taken.
As a result of the seminar, a South Africa-Zimbabwe
planning committee consisting of all the organisations
that were present at the seminar, was established.
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ZSF Consultative Meeting, 4 December 2009, Cape Town
Summary of the outcomes of the meeting:
First Session

T

he first session was chaired by comrade Zico
Tamela (SACAWU/ZSF).

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
A SALO DVD was screened. It showed discussion
and analysis of xenophobia in Cape Town.
Introductions by participates was moderated by
comrade Sipho Theys.
It was the first time for ZSF to organise a meeting
in Cape Town and the beginning many initiatives.
The meeting was part of strengthening people to
people solidarity work in all the regions of South
Africa.
This meeting was a build up from a series of
solidarity consultation meetings that have been
taking place in South Africa and Zimbabwe.
These solidarity consultation meetings are part of
ZSF’s initiative that feed into long-term strategies
for solidarity work with the people of Zimbabwe.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The situation of refugees in South Africapresentation by Braam Hanekom
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Most Zimbabwean refugees and asylum seekers
are not unified and able to organise themselves.
In most cases Zimbabweans and many other
refugees focus on daily struggles for life ignoring
other crucial issues.
Therefore there is no collective voice for the
people of Zimbabwe in South Africa.
Strategies to address xenophobia are far
removed from the aspect of human issues.
Most refugees are vulnerable to being exploited
in the labour markets and industry.
Diaspora solidarity strategies have a direct
impact in Zimbabwe and many other countries
experiencing crisis.
With regards to the De Doorns issues, the South
African labour movement has done tremendously
well in trying to resolve labour related issues in
the area.
But more effort needs to be done in unionizing the
refugee and asylum communities.
Causes of xenophobia relate to labour broking,
political tensions between political parties.
However, labour markets must not be used as an

•
•

•

excuse for xenophobia, political influences exist
and this explains why in most cases the police
watch or react late when refugees are being
displaced.
The proposed special permit for Zimbabweans
must be issued out immediately.
There is also continued need for advocacy and
lobbying including serious investment in the
humanitarian issues.
Short terms strategies-such as food packages are
necessary but long-term strategies of addressing
xenophobia must be developed.
More pressure must be directed on South African
and Zimbabwean authorities, for the failing
mediation process.
Zimbabwean issue and many others involving
African nations must not be viewed as a foreign
issue but rather a domestic one.
In addressing xenophobia, few allies exist; the
most visible ones are Red Cross, UNHCR.
Effects of xenophobia are very unpleasant; in
most cases the government argues that comfort
will hinder integration.
Civil society monitoring is denied in temporary
shelters provided for those affected by
xenophobia.
The Department Home Affair’s response to
xenophobia is sporadic and ineffective,
Strongest allies such as solidarity movements,
COSATU representatives, the Human Rights
Commission, and many others must be applauded
for shaping the discourse of the re-integration
process.
Several organizations are also advancing the
issue of human rights, such initiatives must continue.

An analysis of the Zimbabwe Global Political
Agreement-presentation by Regis Mtutu
•
•
•
•
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Its now 15 months since the signing of the Global
Political Agreement in Zimbabwe.
Despite certain fundamental changes the GPA has
brought, it has however not removed structural
fear within the people of Zimbabwe.
Security sector reforms remain neglected.
The question of the land issue/question remains a
bitter one.

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Flawed as it is, the agreement is on the table and
the opposition had no option.
The economy has recovered, the violence has
been reduced, travel bans are being lifted,
discussion around re engaging with Zimbabwe in
the common wealth are starting, the world Cup
trophy passed through Zimbabwe recently, these
are some of the positive things that has happened
in Zimbabwe so far.
The redeployment of hundreds of youth militia in
schools is very worrying.
Health, transport and communication sectors are
being resuscitated, however at a slow pace,
investments are trickling in.
Health sector reform for those that are HIV/AIDS
positive is still not efficient.
On the surface things improved, the recent
budget presentation cited 7.5% growth, basic
commodities are now available in abundance, but
the issue of affordability is another one.
ZANU PF is starting counter formations like the
trade union movement, teachers’ movements and
youth movements.
Solidarity movements must note that the police and
army are still in control of the security structures.
Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) is
ignored the issues of grassroots mobilization
MDC is relying more on the SADC and other
nations
Its quiet disturbing to note that the Prime Minister
has never addressed the people on national
media in Zimbabwe.
MDC has somehow lost touch with the grassroots
people.
Most Zimbabweans agree that there have been
tremendous changes, but they express that are
still not confident with a government that has
Mugabe in it.
The deadline for the constitution making process is
December 2010.
The parliament has been tasked to do the
necessary constitutional reforms but the questions
have been asked as to why the parliament must
drive the process?
The content of the constitution is important and so
is the process.
MDC must get into the ideologies of ZANU PF.
It is, however very difficult to keep politicians off
in the constitution making process.
There is need for clear principles of governance
in Zimbabwe.
Civil society should push for a donor conference
agenda.
The political terrain in Zimbabwe is complex,
and therefore stops civil society and solidarity
movements from developing collective strategies.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Civil society and solidarity movements must
develop a strong vision for SADC, as a basis of
strengthening our solidarity work.
We need to collectively address the issues of
humanitarian challenges, across the SADC region.
We need to develop strategies that decimate
violence in Zimbabwe.
There are no alliances arranged along party and
labour perspectives’ in Zimbabwe.
MDC, NCA, ZCTU, ZINASU must redefined their
relationships, and make it clear that divisions are
there but must not be exaggerated.
SADC, AU reform is needed.

Afternoon session
The afternoon session was chaired by comrade
Richard Smith (ACTION/ZSF)
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Civil society is disorganized in many different
forms and that must be addressed.
We need to develop collective strategies that
tackle challenges that we face as the region.
The are two sets of solidarity that is going aroundpolitical messages (influencing SADC, ANC, SACP,
COSATU), and solidarity with the oppressed,
migrants and refugees (humanitarian issues and
home affairs)
There is lack of information and minimum messages
that relates to what is happening around us.
We need to develop strategies that maintain the
solidarity momentum that we have built.
We lack cohesion in our solidarity work
The ordinary people of Southern African want:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Information
Regional integration
People to people to solidarity
Accountability/transparency
Freedoms and basic rights
Grassroots power
Peace (security, social security net, shelter and
basic needs)
8. Progress
(education,
employment,
participation, justice, democracy, freedom)
9. Prosperity (wealth, ubuntu, happiness)
•
•

•
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Therefore, we need to energize ourselves around
the concept of freedom.
Every society has a quest for constitutionalism
that speaks to fundamental issues of checks and
balances, legitimacy, and respect for human
rights including. Accountability, transparency, and
rule of law.
The major challenge we have is that, the people
must understand all these things, and we must

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

ask ourselves why freedom has not brought us
benefits.
The concept of solidarity and organizing people
takes more than what is mentioned above.
We need to establish a database of community
and grassroots organizations.
We need to expose illegal business operations in
Zimbabwe.
We need unification our strategies, address the
issue of youth militia, constitution making process
in Zimbabwe.
Grassroots support is very necessary in all these
processes.
South Africans need to come on board as well to
give value to solidarity.
Links, communications and solidarity relations
need to be maintained
Zimbabweans must also participate in South
African issues or platforms that deal with South
African issues (protests, marches, picketing and
many others)
Thus among other issues, entrenching the spirit of
Ubuntu / Pan Africanism.
We need to continuously utilise community and
local medias
Including entrenching people to people solidarity
Campaign type ideas may include (work on
Old Mutual, Elections in Zimbabwe, Constitution
making process, youth militias, xenophobia and
many other issues)
Diaspora participation in the constitution making
process in Zimbabwe is crucial.
Solidarity meetings must happen at grassroots
level
Justice and reconciliation issues must not be

ignored in Zimbabwe.
Recommendations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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We need to challenge MDC and ZANU PF around
what do they mean when they say the GPA is
working.
We need to question the role of the SA government
in the Zimbabwe GPA.
We need to re-examine the role of the civil society
in the GPA, at the moment it remains divided, and
lacking of resources.
Efforts must be made to keep SACP, COSATU, and
YCL in the solidarity work.
MDC must focus on grassroots mobilization,
The GNU government must be hold to account.
The must be a clear distinction between MDC the
party and the MDC in the government.
There is over investment on issues that had been
done before like the land audit and constitutional
reform.
Protests must start to be directed to the MDC as
well.
We must look at other alternative media
campaigns, as this area remains restricted in
Zimbabwe.
We need to re-look at the agreement as a whole
and see if it’s really working.
Civil society must redefine their principles
The question of humanitarian assistance must be
considered as well.
The GPA must not be viewed as the solution for the
people of Zimbabwe but rather perhaps as step
towards the freedom of the people of Zimbabwe.

‘Ubuntu Derby’

T

he “Ubuntu derby”, a soccer match between Jomo
Cosmos FC and the Zimbabwean Highlanders FC, on
the 25th July 2010 at Johannesburg Stadium became
the first activity which launched a series of communitydriven activities such as interactive performances,
peacebuilding workshops and forums for communities
to engage with service providers/local government
and provide platforms for deeper discussions
between diaspora Zimbabweans and local community
representatives on the threat of xenophobia, the
conditions faced by Zimbabwean communities and on
the need for a regional programme of solidarity.
This campaign emerged as a result of threats that
xenophobic attacks will start after the 2010 World
Cup in South Africa. The events of May 2008 raised
alarm in the region and globally and were largely
condemned. A call was made for the Zimbabwe
Solidarity Forum to act in partnership with local
groupings in support of a campaign that mobilized
against xenophobia, and used this to broaden

awareness around the ongoing concerns surrounding
the constitutional outreach programme and to involve
diaspora Zimbabweans in discussions that linked the
constitutional debate to local issues of concern around
safety, identity and related forms of violence.
In the build up to this event, the ASC hosted a number
of planning meetings which drew in a number of local
organisations including the South African Council of
Churches, COSATU and some of its affiliates such as
NEHAWU, SATAWU and SAMWU. Further, regional
consultations with organisations such as BISCISCOZ
(Botswana), SCCCO (Swaziland), COPA (Mozambique
and Kenya), CBC (Zambia), Missão Evangélica do
Chilume (Angola) also built support for the event and
the linked campaign. A result of the event was the
establishment of the Anti-Xenophobia Action (AXA)
campaign. Concerns raised by AXA were also used as
an entry point to influence government policy towards
Zimbabweans at the local level, and across the region.
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Learners participating in the Anti-xenophobia Campaign, Limpopo, South Africa

Anti-Xenophobia Strategies Seminar

O

n the 30th July 2011, the Crisis in Zimbabwe
Coalition Regional Office partnered with
Human Rights Institute of South Africa, the Zimbabwe
Solidarity Forum, Solidarity Peace Trust, the South
African Council of Churches (SACC) and SANGCO to
host a seminar at the University of KwaZulu-Natal in
Durban.
The seminar was attended by over a 100
Zimbabweans and South African. The seminar sought
to inform people on the current political situation in
Zimbabwe, revive activism and discussions on ways
of combating xenophobia. Dewa Mavhinga, Crisis
in Zimbabwe Coalition Regional Coordinator, in his
presentation noted that the GPA had failed to resolve
the political conflict in Zimbabwe as instruments of
violence remained intact and polarisation remained
entrenched. He further noted that the proposed
elections roadmap being developed under the SADC
auspices had so far been rejected by both the ZANUPF and MDC-T political parties, leaving the entire
process uncertain.
On the constitutional making process, participants at
the seminar indicated that they preferred a genuinely
people-driven process as opposed to the current
process run by political parties in Zimbabwe. Citing the
recent violence and disruptions of parliament business
by ZANU-PF supporters who were not arrested, one
Zimbabwean lamented that it is very difficult, if not
impossible, to have a people-driven constitution with
the current environment in Zimbabwe of intimidation,

state sponsored violence and extreme intolerance.
The solidarity from South Africans within the
participants was powerful as speakers urged
Zimbabweans to be resolute in their struggle for
democracy and justice. In relation to the issues of
xenophobic attitudes and attacks on Zimbabweans
in South Africa, most Zimbabweans in the seminar
expressed their fear due to the expiring amnesty. A
consensus was reached that a lot needs to be done at
community level in South Africa as a way of curbing
xenophobia to enhance social cohesion and coexistence. Dr. Lucas Mogoetjana, Provincial Head of
Advocacy of the SACC in Durban affirmed that the
SACC together with the South African Police Services
(SAPS) in Durban were going into communities to raise
awareness and promote social cohesion through using
language and culture as forces for social cohesion, to
build understanding and mutual respect and to dispel
feelings that give rise to xenophobia.
The seminar developed recommendations and
mandated the organising committee to forward
the recommendations to SADC, the government of
Zimbabwe, as well as the South African government.
On the recommendations, the participants aired their
request for a clear action plan from the South African
government on undocumented Zimbabweans, allowing
Zimbabweans outside the country to vote and also
on increasing community based activities among
foreigners and South Africans.
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Managing Transition in Zimbabwe Seminar, Newtown

The general consensus at the meeting was that three
years on after the signing of the GPA in Zimbabwe,
there still remained several obstacles in the path to
reform, and with talks of elections escalating both
within and outside Zimbabwe, there seems to be an
urgent need to address issues affecting a successful
transition as outlined in the GPA. Elections are seen
as the only logical conclusion to both the GPA and
the Government of National Unity formed as a result
of the agreement. Various organisations represented
at the seminar drawn from various SADC countries
including, South Africa, Botswana, Mozambique
and Zambia, echoed sentiments relating to the issue
of the Zimbabwe crisis and that the crisis is not for
Zimbabweans alone to resolve, but requires concerted
efforts to bring about the reform that is needed. The
delegation reach an agreement that civil society
organisations need not work in isolation but must
engage each other in order to successfully influence
political, social and economic policies that favour
ordinary citizens. A representative of the ACTION
Support Centre – Richard Smith, also encouraged the
need for a “regional expression” that is informed by a
sold strategy and is a shared reality between all civil
society organisations in the region.
Sehlaphi Sibanda during a Managing Transition in
Zimbabwe Seminar, Newtown, South Africa

The ZSF in collaboration with the Crisis in Zimbabwe
Coalition held the Managing Transition in Zimbabwe
seminar in Johannesburg, South Africa on the 27th
September 2011, with other civil society organisations
to discuss the challenges they are facing and ways
of dealing with such challenges against the backdrop
of seeking lasting and useful strategies of managing
Zimbabwe’s transition.

An outcome of the seminar was reaching a bold
consensus that although meetings, seminars and
conferences were necessary, ultimately it was the
common people on the ground who could make things
happen through action, and making the necessary
demands for reform. It was noted that building a
regional culture of people-to-people solidarity was
an essential element to generating the necessary
momentum to bring about change for the people of
Zimbabwe.

Various organisations represented at the seminar drawn from various SADC
countries including, South Africa, Botswana, Mozambique and Zambia, echoed
sentiments relating to the issue of the Zimbabwe crisis and that the crisis is not for
Zimbabweans alone to resolve, but requires concerted efforts to bring about the
reform that is needed.
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Ernesto’s family in Mozambique

Special Visit to Ernesto Alfabeto Nhamuave’s family:
A practical example of people-to-people solidarity

T

he ACTION Support Centre (ASC) – under the
auspices of the Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum, joined
the Black Management Forum (BMF) (Mpumalanga)
on a special visit to the family of the late Ernesto
Alfabeto Nhamuave. Ernesto died tragically in the
xenophobic attacks of 2008, the image of his burning
body becoming a horrific symbol of the extent of the
violence. On the 24th of March 2012 in the Vuca
village of Mozambique a group of South Africans
embarked on a solidarity visit to his family.
The special visit included the handing over of a house
built by BMF students with the support of Sasol, the
Shanduka Foundation and BMF National and the
delivery of basic humanitarian support mobilised
by Gift of Givers - South Africa to more than 300
people in the Vuca village. Several organisations
participated in this humble initiative, including the
Migrant Community Board, Habitat for Humanity, Show
Me Your Number, Tshwane University of Technology,
COSATU, and Foundation for Human Rights, e-TV, and
ACTION for Conflict Transformation.

ASC joined this initiative as part of its contribution
to the long-term responses to xenophobia in South
Africa. This response seeks to build and strengthen
communities of peace and an appreciation of diversity
in South Africa, through activities that promote peopleto-people solidarity and Ubuntu.
Using a conflict transformation approach, the ASC
within the ambits of the ZSF has been working with
communities and schools around South Africa that
are affected by xenophobia to find more effective
ways of responding to this complex form of violence.
By analysing and understanding the dynamics of
xenophobia, communities are better able to develop
strategies that can harness the energy of conflict and
use it as a transformative force.
This visit formed part of the many practical peopleto-people solidarity initiatives to which ZSF and its
members have a long-term lifelong commitment.
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Ernesto’s village in Mozambique

COSATU International Policy Conference

H

eld under the theme “Building and Deepening
International Working Class Solidarity to Confront
the Global Capitalist Crisis”, ZSF was invited to
participate in this important policy conference on 1618 May 2012. The participation of ZSF in COSATU
led Congresses and Conferences is significant. The
outcomes of policy conferences and congresses play an
important role in shaping socio-economic and political
lives of the people of South Africa and the region.
The South African labour movement recognises that
solidarity movements play a strategic role in not only
influencing South African policy matters but in giving
direction and impetus to solidarity campaigns in South
Africa. ZSF continues to build strong relationships with
the labour movement of South Africa led by COSATU,
including important structures of the South African
Tripartite Alliance, ANC and SACP.
Policy Conferences and Congresses offer an
opportunity for open discussion and debate on key
South Africa policy issues and equally important, are
discussions and subsequent resolutions on issues of

xenophobia, criminal violence and local government
challenges, and above all resolutions on international
solidarity campaigns focusing mostly on Burma,
Palestine, Swaziland, Western Sahara and Zimbabwe.
In the COSATU Policy Conference, ZSF played a
significant role in influencing resolutions on Zimbabwe.
Key resolutions that were adopted were that the
South African labour movement continues to support
the SADC-Livingstone report on Zimbabwe and
support the call by Zimbabwean people for a genuine
process towards free and fair elections. This includes
fundamental electoral reforms, demilitarization of
Zimbabwean politics, a smooth and people driven
constitution making process, a referendum and a free
and fair plebiscite.
Finally, ZSF’s close relationship with the South African
labour movement adds value to its solidarity work on
Zimbabwe. Thus enhancing and sustaining this unique
relationship remains critical.
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OSISA Open Forum

A

CTION participated in the Open Forum, a
conference on the paradox of unequal growth
in Africa organised jointly by the four Open Society
Africa Foundations from 22-24 May 2012 in Cape
Town. The event was of significant importance as it
brought together leading intellectuals, civil society
members and social activists to discuss key challenges
facing the continent.
Participation in this forum contributed to advancing the
short-term results of the ASC. The ASC arranged for the
ZSF to co-host the “Emerging Democracies and Human
Rights Leadership” workshop looking at the India,
Brazil and South Africa (IBSA) trilateral relationship.
The meeting also looked at their economic and political
influence and the enormous potential this alliance
holds for effective global diplomacy on human rights
and democratic freedoms. The workshop examined
the successes and failures of the IBSA trilateral as far
as leadership on human rights is concerned.
This included an exploration of the impediments that
prevent proactive diplomacy on human rights by
the IBSA trilateral and how civil society in the three
countries leverage opportunities to get the IBSA
trilateral to play a more active role in protecting

and promoting human rights globally. ZSF used this
platform to mobilise more support for Zimbabwean
people in their struggle. Participants at the workshop
included CIVICUS, the South Africa Forum for
International Solidarity (SAFIS), Conectas Direitos
Humanos, Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative/
Voluntary Action Network India, and several other
Southern African civil society organisations that has
not traditionally formed part of the ZSF network in
the past.
Organised under the themes of ‘Money, Power
and Sex’ all of which are relevant to the persistent
inequalities, democratic deficit and suppression of
individual sexuality in Africa, the Open Forum provided
opportunities to debate solutions to contentious and
often times divisive issues for all those who live in or
have an interest in the continent.
One immediate issue that the delegates had to deal
with at the start of the conference was to contextualise
common and integrated struggles within the breadth
of continental diversity. Importantly, the conference
began on a positive note with faith in what the future
holds for Africa particularly in economic terms.

ZSF / NEHAWU Roundtable Discussion
“Building and strengthening communities of peace and appreciation of diversity in Africa: A civil
society response to Xenophobia!”

O

n 25th May 2012, the Zimbabwe Solidarity
Forum in collaboration with the National
Education, Health and Allied Worker’s Union
(NEHAWU) held a roundtable discussion titled
“Building and strengthening communities of peace
and appreciation of diversity in Africa: A civil society
response to xenophobia!” In his presentation to the
gathering Philani Ndebele from the ACTION Support
Centre made strong connections between the plight
of Zimbabwean Diaspora in South Africa and the
conditions that form part of the context in Zimbabwe.
Philani highlighted a few key lessons that have been
and continue to inform the work ACTION through the
ZSF does. The analysis of the 2008 attacks requires
a healthy bigger picture perspective and that it was
time to reflect, and extrapolate the present and future
using the rear view mirror. Philani called attention
to the fact that a short-term approach to issues of

xenophobia, occurring during the aftermath of the
attacks, was necessary, but that now there is a need to
develop a long-range strategic approach.
In support of the medium term result of developing
a shared set of objectives and a common purpose
amongst civic actors and the short term results outlined
above Philani outlined the longer-term response to the
tensions between local communities and migrants from
Zimbabwe. ACTION’s focus was on going back to
communities and schools, establishing Peace Clubs that
are constituted of all stakeholders that looks into the
socio economic issues within their areas. Support and
interest was also raised regarding a social movements
led march that was organised.
During the discussion it was mentioned that there is
a need to use the memory of Sipho Madondo who
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COSATU and its affiliate congresses are strategic spaces for policy debates in South Africa

was killed in Alexander, a township in Johannesburg,
for refusing to participate in the attacks to promote
peace in the area. Africa Day should be used to break
the artificial borders that were imposed on us. He said
there is collective approach needed to challenge
these xenophobic attitudes and move communities
towards sustainable peace and development. Others
stakeholders like government departments, the police,
churches, youth social groups schools and many more
can be involved in problem solving dialogue which
encourages discoveries of innovative and non violent
forms of advocacy that draw attention to the needs
of communities and begin to promote solutions that

are structural, systemic and institutional and promote
peace and understanding.
This input was well received, and in the discussion
that followed considerable support for the regional
solidarity agenda surrounding Zimbabwe was
expressed. In particular groups of youth who attended
the gathering have subsequently signed up for the
social media forums of the ZSF. The participation of
women in this event was also markedly higher than at
many similar gatherings, creating useful opportunities
for the ASC in their pursuit of the relevant results in
this regard.
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State of the Nation:
An assessment and response to the balance of forces in Zimbabwe

T

he ZSF in partnership with Crisis in Zimbabwe
Coalition Regional office hosted a public awareness
meeting entitled “State of the Nation – An assessment
and response to the balance of forces in Zimbabwe” on
30 May 2012, wherein the Deputy Minister Women’s
Affairs, Gender and Community Development, The
Honourable Jesse Majome MP – MDC-T addressed
the meeting.

key civil society representatives and served as a key
opportunity to contribute to the achievement of the
following results:
Medium-term:
•
•

In her presentation she gave a brief background to
the present situation in Zimbabwe, and explored in
some depth how the people of Zimbabwe are in a
difficult transition process under the current Inclusive
Government. The component parts of the process
have not yet been fully achieved in particular the
constitution making process, the creation of credible
institutions, and having free and fair elections.

•

Short-term:
•

The honorable minister also mentioned that Power
is based on violence and fear/coercion force; those
in power (ZANU-PF) do not have the support of the
majority of the people. She reminded the audience of
the election in 2008, it appeared fairly free but there
was voter apathy that caused unsatisfactory public
confidence in the electoral system.
In direct acknowledgement of the important role that
the ZSF is playing she requested the ZSF to send
observers to Zimbabwe to monitor the all stakeholders’
conference and constitutional referendum that might
take place in November or early January 2013.

Direct and indirect participation of civil society
groups in regional policy formulation
A shared set of objectives and common purpose
amongst regional civil society actors that will
contribute to consolidating and strengthening the
building of a regional solidarity movement
A vibrant culture of people-to-people solidarity
between civil society groupings

•
•

•

Creation of a vibrant network of civil society
groups in the region that is focused on sharing
experiences, learning and collective action
A measureable increase in the number of youth
and women representatives in solidarity processes
More informed and empowered civil society
contribution in support of the lobbying and
advocacy initiatives of the Crisis in Zimbabwe
Coalition
Greater awareness of the work of the ZSF and
the work of the Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition and
the sharing of lessons and good practice that
can feed into the building of solidarity formation
across the region.

This meeting was attended by approximately 100

ZSF Partner Consultation Meeting

C

oming out of the key issues raised at the State
of the Nation briefing meeting, ZSF convened a
partner consultation meeting of the forum on 6 July

2012, to look in-depth on some of the issues raised
during the Zimbabwe state of the nation seminar
held on the 30th May 2012. After robust discussions,
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the meeting agrees on that ZSF has been good
in mobilizing and implementing a programme of
action on Zimbabwe. However there is still a need
to strengthen and revisit some of the strategies that
worked in the past to ensure full participation of South
African and Zimbabwean civil society in the present
developments in Zimbabwe, the following action
points were highlighted:
•

•

•
•

ZSF-led Exchange Programmes (such as Youth
Learning Weekends, Peace and Repression
Monitors etc.) must be revived. Targeting the
Zimbabwe Referendum, Elections and other key
dates.
MK Veterans must be mobilised for participation
in the ZSF activities to increase their level of
consciousness on regional challenges. Some of
them are fueling xenophobic tendencies in local
townships.
Convene an all stakeholders’ consultation meeting
in Johannesburg. This will be a broad consultation
meeting to renew the mandate of ZSF.
Organise monthly meetings for the ZSF local

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steering Committee to reflect on implemented
activities and strategise on the way forward.
Convene a media team meeting to plan on ZSF
media strategies ahead of the referendum and
elections in Zimbabwe.
Develop and consolidate a comprehensive
Programme of Action of ZSF and share it will
relevant organisations and movements.
Convene a Diaspora Task Team meeting.
Organise formal meetings with the following
key organisations; COSATU, ANC, SACP, SACC,
ANCYL, ANCWL, SASCO and many others.
Maintain active participation of ZSF in union
congresses and policy conferences and other
important meetings.
Re-print the ZSF comprehensive Report.
Identify significant dates in the Zimbabwe
Calendar where Zimbabwe people could be
mobilised around, with the support of the region.
Produce media and campaign materials for ZSF.
E.g. Fliers/Banners for the regional chapters, and
posters in support of local initiatives in Zimbabwe
(WOZA events).

The First Tanzania Advocacy Mission

Z

imbabwe and South African (ACTION Support
Centre) civil society leaders under the Crisis in
Zimbabwe Coalition banner engaged in an advocacy
mission in Tanzania targeting key policy and influential
people in the country. The advocacy mission was from
the 1st to the 4th of August 2012, in Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania. The mission was largely successful judging
from the media coverage and interest in pursuing
Zimbabwean issues by the officials met. Regardless
of the denied meetings with the president’s office,
Foreign Affairs ministry and the Prime minister’s office
the advocacy mission was largely successful. The
meeting with the biggest opposition party Chadema,
secretary general gave hope that the Zimbabwean
issue will be discussed in the Tanzania parliament.

Historically Tanzania supported Zimbabwe from
the liberation struggle until now the ruling party in
Tanzania enjoys a good relationship with the ZANUPF. The President of Tanzania, Mrishu Kikwete was part
of the SADC leaders responsible for the formation
of the Government of National Unity in Zimbabwe.
Generally the Zimbabwean issue is not popular in the
Tanzanian media circles, people and in civil society. A
follow up meeting with civil society was planned for
the end of September 2012 by the ACTION Support
Centre in partnership with the Tanzania NGO Forum
to brief and mobilise more support from the Tanzanian
civil society and media since they constitute the current
Troika Chair.
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COSATU’s 11th National Congress:
The Workers’ Parliament
Representatives from the ZSF were invited to attended
the COSATU 11th National Congress held at the
Gallagher Estates, Midrand from the 17th – 20th
September 2012, under the theme “A Call to Action,
Workers Parliament” the participation of ASC and
ZSF in COSATU led Congresses and Conferences
is significant as the outcomes of congress play an
important role in shaping the socio-economic and
political lives of the working class of South Africa
and the region. The South African labour movement
recognises that solidarity movements play a strategic
role in not only influencing South African policy matters
but in giving direction and impetus to solidarity
campaigns in South Africa. ASC and ZSF continue to
build strong relationship with the labour movement
of South Africa led by COSATU including important
structures of the South African Tripartite Alliance, ANC
and SACP.

The 11th Congress again offered an opportunity
for open discussion and debate on key South Africa
policy issues and equally important, are discussions
and subsequent resolutions on issues of xenophobia,
criminal violence and local government challenges,
and above all resolutions on international solidarity
campaigns focusing mostly on Burma, Palestine,
Swaziland, Western Sahara and Zimbabwe. ASC and
ZSF again played a significant role in the lobbying of
affiliates to support a resolution on Zimbabwe and
Swaziland i.e. support the call by the people from
both countries for a genuine process towards free and
fair elections, due to the time constrains it was adviced
that the resolutions be submitted to the COSATU CEC
which then adopted it at their first meeting on the 26
November 2012.

Zambia Social Forum held in Chibombo district, Lusaka

O

n the 5th October 2012, the ZSF in partnership
with Zambia Council for Social Development
based in Zambia hosted a Civil Society Briefing meeting
alongside the Zambia Social Forum. This platform
created an opportunity for the Zambian people to
be briefed on the developments in Zimbabwe and to
revitalise the solidarity movement in that country. Over
50 civil society participants attended the meeting

and resolved that the Zambia Council for Social
Development be the lead organisation in mobilizing
civil society around the Zimbabwean issue and come
up with strategies of engagement with other regional
players. The meeting agreed that with the support
from the ASC/ZSF activities towards the upcoming
elections would be undertaken in 2012 as part of a
regional programme of action.

Musina Civil Society Briefing Meeting

O

n the 28th October 2012, hundreds of people
from all walks of life attended the Zimbabwe
Transitional Dialogue Series organised by the
Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum and Crisis in Zimbabwe
Coalition in Musina, South Africa. The central message
was:
1. President Mugabe and other Principals in the
inclusive government must not unilaterally change
the content of the draft constitution; a referendum
must be held for the people to decide on the
constitution; problems bedeviling the Diaspora
are rooted in Zimbabwe’s bad politics and that

the Diaspora must vote in the next watershed
election.
2. Regional solidarity movements like the Congress
of South African Trade Unions (COSATU), that
attended the meeting lamented the divisions
between the National Constitutional Assembly
(NCA) and Movement for Democratic Change
(MDC) but resolved to continue to build sustainable
solidarity movements across Africa until Zimbabwe
is a free and democratic country.
This meeting was well covered by the local media, the
SABC, Capricorn FM and Musina Community Radio.
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The Second Tanzania Regional Advocacy
Mission

F

rom the 26th -30th November 2012 the Zimbabwe
Solidarity Forum hosted by the ACTION Support
Centre led a regional advocacy as part of its
continued engagement with civil society and strategic
government officials in the region. This mission,
was aimed at reconnecting South African and
Zimbabwean civil society representatives with various
Tanzanian partners who have not been well informed
on the Zimbabwean crisis, this was done in an effort to
raise awareness of the current situation in Zimbabwe
regarding the upcoming constitutional referendum
and elections and also to ask for support in their call
for the completion of the constitutional review process
prior to going to elections. The support of Tanzania
is particularly important as the country is the current
SADC Troika Chair and has a mandate to monitor the
inclusive government and ensure that Zimbabwe holds
peaceful, free and fair elections in 2013.
The delegation met with the Media Institute of
Southern Africa (MISA), Tanzania in Dar Es Salaam
Chairperson, Mr. Mohamed Tibanyendera and
Director, Tumani Mwalenge in an effort to lobby the
media in Tanzania to continue reporting accurately
on the Zimbabwe transition such that the public,
government and civil, the delegation later met with
Dr. Helen Kijo-Bisimba, Executive Director of the Legal
and Human Rights Centre (LHRC) who also promised
continued support by her organisation for Zimbabwe.
The delegation also met with Honorable Tundu. A.M.
Lissu, opposition party, CHADEMA’s Chief Whip in
Parliament in Dar es Salaam, the Mozambique High

Commissioner to Tanzania together with the First
Secretary, the Tanzanian Civil Society Consortium of
Election Observation (TACCEO) director, Advocate
Merick Luvinga about the possibilities of setting
up a regional civil society early warning team to
monitor and observe the referendum and up-coming
elections in Zimbabwe and the British High Commission
representative to update them on the political situation
in Zimbabwe and also requesting the British Mission to
continue to persuade the Tanzania government which
is the Chair of the Peace and Security Commission of
SADC to give the Zimbabwean issue the seriousness it
deserves.
On the 28th of November the delegation left Dar es
Salaam and travelled to Arusha for a Media Briefing
and a chance to address a Civil Society Forum taking
place in the city. This was a good opportunity to
inform the Tanzanian media and civil society about
the situation in Zimbabwe and share with them the
similarities between the challenges faced in Tanzania
and Zimbabwe. The platform was used to begin
talking about how regional civil society can address
the issues, approach the government and use the
media to raise awareness of each other’s struggles.
It was agreed that together we need to pressurize
our governments to transform the oppressive systems
in place and ensure that all citizens are included in
the policy making process. The meeting also resolved
that ACTION and TANGO sign a Memorandum
of Understanding that will further strengthen the
relationship between ZSF and Tanzanian civil society.

Women’s Regional Solidarity Consolidation and Strategy
Analysis Meeting

A

s part of ZSF’s strategic objective of sectoral
engagements, a Women’s Regional Solidarity
Consolidation and Strategy Analysis Meeting was
held on 12 December 2012, to revive women’s
solidarity for women in Zimbabwe. This meeting
brought together women from Zambia, Malawi,
Botswana, Tanzania, Zimbabwe and South Africa as
well as representatives from many regional Diasporas
in an effort to consolidate Women to Women regional
solidarity and develop strategies through which to

expand this into 2013. A platform was created for
people to discuss the challenges women are facing
at a regional level, particularly in Zimbabwe; the
oppressive role of structural violence and the way in
which patriarchal structures, poverty and inequality
across the region work to fuel violence against women
and children; as well as the solidarity role of women’s
movements in a transitioning Zimbabwe.
However in spite of the critical role woman play in
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their respective societies, specifically in Zimbabwe, we
continue to see high levels of victimization and abuse.
Historically woman’s issues have not been taken very
seriously in Zimbabwe despite the draft constitution
that partially attempts to correct this. From the various
presentations and facilitated dialogues that took
place during the meeting it was clear that women are
facing very similar issues across the region. There was
a call for individuals and organizations addressing
women’s issues across the region to collaborate more
frequently.
Exchange programmes were suggested as a means
through which the sharing of information and
experiences would allow for support and learning.
The meeting also resolved that there is a need
for a regional woman’s programme in support of
Zimbabwean woman before, during and after the
upcoming referendum and elections. This programme
would be coordinated through ACTION/ZSF but
would be implemented by the various individuals
and organizations across the region. Suggested
actions include identifying observers from woman’s
organisations in the region to be present in Zimbabwe
during the election period; the use of the media to
disseminate clear and accurate information on the
situation in Zimbabwe and raising awareness within our
own countries of challenges woman are facing during
these critical times in Zimbabwe through mobilization
and collective action.

shifts at regional level that consolidated the strategic
agenda regarding the role of SADC and regional
governments in support of the calls from civil society
formations. The endorsement at the Special SADC
Summit of the critical issues around developing a
road map on Zimbabwe and holding the signatories
accountable for the agreements enshrined in the
GPA was seen as a victory for civic groupings. These
outcomes affirmed the value of the stronger language
used by regional leaders against delays in the
implementation of the GPA and are in direct line with
the demands and recommendations that have been
put forward by civil society groupings, including Crisis
and the ASC.
Efforts to unite and harmonise regional solidarity
activities of different structures in the region has
always been promoted by the ZSF. The principle
of building a co-ordinating structure that will bring
together all the solidarity initiative and activities
to maximise cohesion and avoid competition and in
some instances duplication of activities that could be
done collectively has been one of its key strategic
approaches. This translated into sharing and pooling
together of resources, capacity, experiences and
lessons, as well as support for smaller solidarity
initiatives. In furthering this strategic approach ZSF
revived and initiated partnerships in Tanzania, Lesotho,
Mozambique and Zambia. This initiative will be taken
further in Namibia, Swaziland, Botswana and South
Africa’s Western Cape and Limpopo Provinces.

The period under review was marked by significant

COSATU International Department Special Strategic Planning
Workshop

T

he Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum (ZSF), as hosted
by the ACTION Support Centre in South Africa
participated in the COSATU International Department
Special Strategic Planning Workshop. The ZSF’s
participation in this workshop served as a contribution
to the ACTION Support Centre’s continued commitment
to strengthening and building a relationship with the
labour movement in South Africa – COSATU, as well
as including important structures of the South African
Tripartite Alliance, the African National Congress and
the South African Communist Party.
On the 4th-6th of February 2013, the ACTION
Support Centre, under the auspices of the ZSF,
attended the COSATU Special Strategic Planning
Workshop held at the Elijah Barayi Memorial Training
Centre, in Midrand Johannesburg. The overall aim of
the workshop was to determine the key priority areas
of the labour movement COSATU for 2013, and to
establish the most effective method for implementing

the developed strategies with key stakeholders.
The discussions prioritized efforts to ensure that the
international work of affiliates and the federation
were complementary; the maximization of COSATU
member’s involvement in international solidarity work
through interacting with key stakeholders – including
key solidarity campaigns; and the development of a
clear plan of action for 2013 that relates to Affiliates
and the Federation. COSATU created a platform
which harnessed the opportunity for open discussion
and debate on key South African policy issues and,
equally important, an opportunity to reiterate the
resolutions made at the COSATU 11th Congress that
focused on addressing issues relating to xenophobia,
criminal violence, local government challenges, and
also resolutions on international solidarity campaigns
focusing mostly on Burma, Palestine, Swaziland,
Western Sahara and Zimbabwe.
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A queue to vote at the Harare Central Polling Station, Zimbabwe

The Zimbabwe Referendum

T

he ASC, as part of the South Africa Forum for
International Solidarity (SAFIS), sent an accredited
delegation of observers, under the banner of the
Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum (ZSF), to observe the 2013
March 16th Zimbabwe Referendum. The delegation
comprised of South African civil society and various
Diaspora’s movements representatives, including two
ASC staff.
Apart from observing the Referendum, the visit sought
to re-affirm and strengthen existing regional solidarity
networks, national civic and solidarity formations and
deepen efforts towards building a culture of regional
people to people solidarity. This was also taken as an
opportunity to consult with Zimbabwe civil society on
the implications of the Referendum for the people of
Zimbabwe and the regional solidarity movement.
Coming out of this visit, a comprehensive report
providing useful and credible alternative information
on the Zimbabwe Referendum and the general political
situation in Zimbabwe has been developed. The report
includes practical recommendations and strategies
that inform regional and local solidarity actions that

have direct impact on the people of Zimbabwe.
An outcome of this visit was the development and
production of a comprehensive report providing
useful and credible alternative information on the
Zimbabwe Referendum, and the general political
environment In Zimbabwe was initiated. The report
included practical recommendations and strategies
that informed regional and local solidarity actions
that would have a direct impact on the people of
Zimbabwe. Further, several sectorial consultative
meetings and information exchange sessions were
organized with key stakeholders and like-minded
organisations and institutions such as the Zimbabwe
Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU), the office of
the Prime Minister, Ecumenical Support Services,
Women’s Coalition, Constitutional Parliamentary
Co-chairpersons (COPAC), the Crisis in Zimbabwe
Coalition (CRISIS), Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human
Rights (ZLHR), Movements for Democratic Change led
by Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai, Youth League
(MDC-TYL), the Zimbabwe Electoral Support Network
(ZESN), and the National Constitutional Assembly
(NCA).
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Press coverage of the 2013 Zimbabwe Elections

COSATU International Relations Workshop

T

he Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum (ZSF) is hosted and
coordinated by the ACTION Support Centre that
plays a Secretariat role in organising and mobilising
solidarity initiatives for the solidarity movement.
From the 4th-6th March 2013 COSATU held the
International Relations Workshop at the Elijah Barayi
Memorial Training Centre in Midrand, South Africa.
The purpose of the workshop was to determine
COSATU’s key priority areas for the year 2013, and
to ensure that the international initiatives that are
carried out by the labour union movement would be
complementary to the work of the Federation.
The main objective of the workshop was to provide
innovative ways of collaboration with significant
stakeholders, including international solidarity
campaigns and key movements such as the Zimbabwe

Solidarity Forum, the Palestinian Solidarity Campaign
and the Swaziland Democracy Campaign. Further,
a decisive plan of action for the year 2013 was
developed. It was concluded that the plan of action
would be presented to the COSATU Central Executive
Committee during the course of the year.
The outcome of the workshop resulted in the call for the
reinvigoration of relations between COSATU and the
Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU). Further,
on the solidarity agenda, the Zimbabwe Solidarity
Forum was tasked with hosting an all stakeholder
forum to consolidate all the work that had been done
across the solidarity movements within the region,
and to make preparations for the 2013 Zimbabwe
election.

BRICS Civil Society Organisation’s Strategic Meeting

A

s an affiliate member of the South Africa Forum
for International Solidarity (SAFIS), the ACTION
Support Centre in collaboration with ActionAid
International, the BASICS South Initiative (BSI), Vasudha

Foundation and GroundWork-South Africa, hosted a
BRICS Civil Society Organisation’s Strategic Meeting
on the 25th March 2013. The meeting was scheduled
to commence alongside the Fifth BRICS Summit that
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took place in Durban, South Africa from 26th-27th
March 2013.
The BRICS Civil Society Organisation’s Strategic
Meeting sought to address the rapidly growing
economies of Brazil, Russia, China and South Africa
that could be viewed as a major force influencing
the evolving landscape of the global economy,
environment, governance structures and geopolitics.
As a result of the influence that the economies of
these developing countries have had on the global
economy, the countries have been perceived to have
the capacity to confront the current world order,
through the challenges and opportunities that are
coupled with the BRICS formation. During the meeting
four key themes were identified as the pillars around
which a civil society programme of action would be
developed. These pillars included the promotion of
transparency within BRICS countries; the closure of the
information gap between civil society organisations
and national governments; the development of tools
for monitoring and furthering basic human rights
through BRICS policies.
The meeting presented an opportunity for networking
and relationship building between various international
civil society organisations – each of which advocated
for civil society to be recognized as an integral
stakeholder in the BRICS coalition, and demanded
adequate representation within associated decisionmaking arenas.
In addition, resulting from the relations forged at
the BRICS CSO Strategic Meeting, the Zimbabwe
Solidarity Forum participated in a joint media briefing

on the 27th March 2013, at the Sunnyside Park Hotel
in Parktown, Johannesburg, South Africa. The briefing
was organized by the Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition
regional office based in Johannesburg, South Africa,
the International Commission of Jurists and the Human
Rights Institute of South Africa. Speakers for the briefing
were drawn from the Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum, the
International Commission of Jurists, the Human Rights
Institute of South Africa, and Zimbabwe civil society
leaders from the Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition, the
Zimbabwe NGO Forum and the Zimbabwe Institute
for a Democratic Alternative.
The Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum took this opportunity
to present a report by the regional election observers
that participated in the Zimbabwe Referendum.
The ZSF representatives provided an informative
briefing focused on unpacking the motives behind
the continued arrests of human rights defenders and
opposition members in Zimbabwe, and also debated
the prospects of Zimbabwe embracing the new
constitutional dispensation and creating a conductive
environment for free, fair and peaceful elections.
The ACTION Support Centre – functioning as the
secretariat of the ZSF affirms its commitment to
working towards the achievement of a culture of
people-to-people solidarity across the region. The
ACTION Support Centre joins progressive civil society
organisations in Zimbabwe and across the globe in
demanding the immediate release of all political
activists languishing in Zimbabwe’s prisons, and
supports the demand for the immediate deployment
of SADC and AU election observers for the 2013
elections in Zimbabwe.

Joint Media Briefing on Zimbabwe

T

he ZSF participated in a joint media briefing on
the 27th of March, at the Sunnyside Park Hotel in
Parktown, Johannesburg. The briefing was organised
by the Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition regional office,
the International Commission of Jurists and the Human
Rights Institute of South Africa (HURISA).
Speakers for the briefing were drawn from the
Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum, International Commission
of Jurists, Human Rights Institute of South Africa, and
Zimbabwe Civil Society Leaders from the Crisis in
Zimbabwe Coalition, Zimbabwe NGO Forum and
Zimbabwe Institute for a Democratic Alternative
(IDAZIM). The ZSF took this opportunity to present
a report by the regional election observers that

participated in the Zimbabwe Referendum. Key
briefing and discussion points focused on unpacking the
motives behind the continued arrests of human rights
defenders and opposition members in Zimbabwe
and debating the prospects of Zimbabwe embracing
the new constitutional dispensation and creating a
conducive environment for a free, fair and peaceful
election.
The ASC joins progressive civil society organisations
in Zimbabwe and around the world in demanding
the immediate release of all political prisoners
languishing in Zimbabwe’s prisons and supports the
demand for immediate deployment of SADC and AU
election observers.
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COSATU International Relations Open Forum
In the spirit of deepening a culture of international
solidarity, the Congress of South African Trade Unions
(COSATU) held an International Relations Open
Forum and Report-Back meeting on the 22nd April.
The meeting briefed a forum of civil society, labour
movements and diplomats on the outcomes of the
BRICS Trade Union Forum and the current state of
affairs in Zimbabwe, Swaziland and the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) as well as on the progress
made in relation to specific COSATU international
solidarity programmes.
Included in the programme was the presentation of
a report on the outcomes of the BRICS Trade Union
Forum held during the Fifth BRICS Summit in Durban
earlier this year. One of the critical outcomes of the
meeting was the identification of a need to establish a
coordinated mechanism consisting of representatives
from all trade union federations and civil society from
each of the BRICS Countries with the immediate task
of implementing the civil society-trade union’s BRICS
Declaration.
The Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum (ZSF), hosted by the
ASC, was invited to report on the recent referendum
held in Zimbabwe. As previously reported, the ZSF sent
a small team of referendum observers to Zimbabwe
on a fact-finding mission on 16 March. According to
the various groups they met, the referendum is widely
recognised as a milestone reached by Zimbabweans
and a necessity for the country to ascertain lasting
peace and democracy. The report concluded by

highlighting the need for fundamental reforms as
stipulated in the Global Political Agreement (GPA)
guidelines and political will from all the parties
involved in the GPA to ensure the creation of an
enabling environment towards free and fair elections.
Reports from Swaziland highlighted the continued
crack down on trade union and civil society leaders
and activists, especially during this period leading up
to the undemocratic Tinkhundla elections. Recently, a
trade-union-civil society election debate and workers’
day celebration were banned and many activists
were arrested. ASC will continue supporting the call
for democracy by the people of Swaziland.
The report from the DRC highlighted concerns of
continued exploitation of mineral resources by
international mining companies and the crackdown
by the Kabila government on human rights activists.
The administrative authorities and security services
placed restrictions on the freedoms of expression and
association. The report noted that the desperate state
of the DRC requires regional intervention in order to
move the country towards a democratic state.
After a full day of rich and in-depth report-backs
by prominent members of the international solidarity
community, the forum closed with a recognition of the
need for solidarity movements to come together with
a common agenda and a commitment to hold more
open forum briefing meetings in the future.

Communications Strategy Development Workshop, Zimbabwe

T

he ZSF was recently invited to take part in the Crisis
in Zimbabwe Coalition (Crisis) Communications
Strategy Development Workshop held in Inyanga,
Harare from the 11th to the 14th of April. The primary
objective of the workshop was to identify a clear
communications strategy going forward.
The development of this strategy included an
exploration of the linkages between the various
media components to provide a solid foundation for
a regional communications plan. The workshop sought
to enhance Zimbabwean Civil Society Organisations’
(CSO) knowledge of the sector and develop skills
for evidence based strategic message generation,
packaging, and effective information dissemination
both locally and regionally.

Emerging out of the Workshop, inclusive of a
presentation by renowned writer and columnist, Ray
Ndlovu, were a number of suggestions. In order for
Zimbabwean CSO’s to infiltrate this medium effectively
they have to adopt a number tactics. CSO’s need to
network with important role players in the media
industry and most especially with those who are in
the decision making positions; they need to research
various media houses in order to ascertain whom
their target audiences are; they need to make ample
use of social media in order to reach their younger
audiences; and finally, each CSO needs to strive to be
a credible organisation, known for the good work that
they do and for their achievements.
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Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum Roundtable

T

he Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum (ZSF) in partnership
with the Congress of South African Trade
Unions (COSATU) hosted a roundtable meeting on
Zimbabwe on the 13th June 2013 at COSATU House,
Johannesburg. Different stakeholders attended the
meeting, and its purpose was to give an update on
present political developments in Zimbabwe and to
revive the ZSF task team.
In her presentation Comrade Venetia Govender
spoke of the challenges civil society is faced with at
this critical point in time i.e. the targeting of strategic
organisations and individuals like ZIMRIGHTS’s
Director Comrade Okay Machisa and the illegal

incarceration of well-known human right lawyer
Beatrice Mthethwa as a ploy to destabilise civil society
efforts to promote democracy in Zimbabwe. She also
spoke of the challenges faced by people, especially
the youth, when they try to register for the elections.
The process is intentionally slow and in some areas
people are turned away. Moreover, the key outcomes
of this is that there is need for further consultation
with organizations in Zimbabwe, clarify the role the
Diaspora can play in encouraging others who are
able to go to Zimbabwe to go and vote, there is a
need to establish a permanent election solidarity
network in the region which can be called up at any
time to monitor elections in the region.

NEHAWU 10th National Congress

T

he ZSF over the years have built a strong relationship
with the labour movement in South Africa, and have
been invited to attend the 10th NEHAWU National
Congress held at the Birchwood Hotel, Boksburg from
the 26th – 29th June 2013 under the theme “Building
Workplace Organisation,
Class Consciousness
and Intern- ationalism”. The Congress continues to
be significant as the outcomes of congress play an
important role in shaping the socio- economic lives of
its members and sister unions in the region. NEHAWU
and the rest of the labour movement recognises the
strategic role solidarity movements play in influencing
policy matters and giving direction and momentum to
solidarity campaigns in South Africa and the Region.
In its mandate NEHAWU seeks to establish strong
worker leadership, worker solidarity and workers who
play a role in making democratic decisions. Moreover,
in its mandate NEHAWU strives to build solidarity
committees at the national level to support the people
of conflict prone countries such as Palestine, Syria,

Zimbabwe and Swaziland. These elements built on
the foundation of the discussions at the congress, and
supported the underlying belief that solidarity must
be sustained and kept alive.
As in all previous NEHAWU Congresses, the 10th
Congress again offered an opportunity for open
discussion and debate on key South Africa policy issues
and equally important, are discussions and subsequent
resolutions on issues of International Working Class
Solidarity, Political and Ideological work, Socioeconomic priorities, and above all resolutions on
international solidarity campaigns focusing mostly on
Cuba, the Middle East and Palestine, Basque Country,
Swaziland, Western Sahara and Zimbabwe.
The ASC and ZSF again played a significant role in
the lobbying of NEHAWU to support a resolution on
Zimbabwe i.e. support the call by Zimbabweans for a
genuine process towards free and fair elections.
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Zimbabwe Pre 2013
Elections:
Actions, Reflections,
Insights and Analysis

Briefing Paper on the Environment Preceding the Elections in Zimbabwe3
20 May 2013
Executive Summary

A

s the Heads of State gather here in Addis
Ababa for the AU jubilee celebrations and the
convening of the 21st Ordinary Session of the
AU Summit, we, civil society from Zimbabwe share the
successes which the AU has registered in the continent
in pursuing peace, democracy and stability. Zimbabwe
is a beneficiary of the AU’s efforts towards instilling
peace and stability. We commend the decision of
the AU in Egypt, for facilitating the formation of the
Inclusive Government (IG) in Zimbabwe after the
disputed election in 2008. The IG was tasked to hold
harmonized elections after adopting a new constitution
and implementing critical reforms such as media,
security sector realignment, setting up of independent
and professional commissions, electoral reforms and
observance of the rule of law among others. As
we speak, Zimbabwe now has a new constitution in
compliance with the Global Political Agreement (GPA).

harmonized elections are imminent and the date
remains uncertain. As civil society, we remain concerned
about the outstanding reforms that will facilitate the
conduct of free and fair elections – key legislative
and institutional reforms. It is against this background
that SADC and the AU as the guarantors of the GPA
are urged to adopt a more pro-active role in ensuring
the implementation of the said reforms, and other
measures that have been mooted by SADC through
several resolutions and others thereof. The role of
SADC in monitoring the progress and compliance of
the IG remains essential and imperative for the conduct
of free and fair elections. It is our belief that it is only
through implementation of the framework guaranteed
by SADC and the AU that Zimbabwe can be able to
have free, fair and peaceful elections whose outcome
will be respected by all political players, SADC and
the AU.

Following the adoption of the draft constitution by
the Parliament of Zimbabwe after a referendum,

For Zimbabwe to hold credible, free and fair elections,
the following critical outstanding reforms need to be
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implemented:
1.
Operating Environment for Civil Society
Organisations (CSOs) and Human Rights Defenders
(HRDs)
■■ The ongoing and intensifying clampdown of
CSOs and HRDs remain a matter of great
concern. The assault on CSOs has been strategic,
intentional, well planned, and well resourced and
implemented by state apparatus. It has targeted
organisations carrying out lawful activities that,
for unknown reasons, appear to be a threat to
certain institutions and actors. Since October
2012, eight CSOs carrying out lawful activities
have been affected by this unlawful clampdown.
■■ Between October 2012 and April 2013, police
have detained and/or arrested a total of 681
HRDs. Of the 681 HRDs, 360 were from CSOs
and only 20 have been prosecuted.
■■ We remain empathetic that such attacks are
unlawful and undermine our efforts towards
creating a conductive environment for the holding
of credible and democratic elections in the
country.
■■ Lawyers providing legal aid to CSOs and HRDs
have also been targeted to unsettle the sector and
instill fear through threats, arrests and prosecution
based on trumped up charges.
■■ Character assassinations of independent-minded
judges through the media and threats from
political players have been commonplace. This
has negatively affected public confidence in the
justice delivery system and independent judiciary.
2.
Media
• As civil society we note cosmetic attempts by the
IG to open the airways by registering two new
radio stations, however, we remain concerned by
the ban on the distribution, ownership and use of
shortwave radio receivers.
• The public media is partisan, unprofessional and
inaccessible to some political players and civil
society. In full defiance of the GPA, it continues to
churn out partisan propaganda and hate speech
(even on CSOs).
• Media practitioners and journalists continue to be
harassed through attacks from senior politicians,
unlawful arrests and threats of closure.
• Journalists continue to operate in a repressive
environment. The Access to Information and
Protection of Privacy Act, the Broadcasting

Services Act, Criminal Law Codification and
Reform Act, Official Secrets Act continue to be
selectively applied.
3.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Election management and
administration
The harmonization of electoral laws and the new
draft constitution remain outstanding leading
to the current confusion as to when harmonized
elections are supposed to be held in Zimbabwe.
The composition if the Zimbabwe Electoral
Commission remains a concern. Although new
commissioners were appointed, the secretariat
remains the same that presided over the
2008-disputed election.
Despite the fact the ZEC has limited capacity and
resources to conduct effective voter education and
registration, the exercise remains exclusionary and
chaotic. Onerous provisions in the Electoral Act
regarding provision of voter education alienate
CSOs.
The criteria for accrediting observers remain
unclear. In the referendum held on March 16,
2013, some CSOs were without just cause denied
the right to observe the referendum.
The role of ZEC in managing the voters’ roll and
voter registration continue to be undermined
through the delegation of the voter registration
and inspection exercise to the Registrar General’s
office. The Registrar General’s office has a
proven track record of unprofessionalism and
mismanagement.
The voter registration is in shambles. Limited
resources, lack of proper voter registration,
stringent registration requirements, inadequate
publicity, and inaccessibility of the registration
centres continue to affect the process.

4.
Security Sector
• In violation of the constitution of Zimbabwe and
SADC Principles and Guidelines Governing the
Conduct of Democratic Elections, security service
chiefs continue to deploy military personnel in
communities to intimidate and harass dissenting
voices.
The concerns raised above constitute a threat to
SADC and the AU’s efforts towards ensuring that
Zimbabwe holds a credible, free and fair election,
which guarantees peace and stability in the region.
We come in the same spirit to our brothers and sisters

The briefing paper was presented during a press briefing held at the margins of the African Union 21st Summit
in Addis Ababa. This paper was compiled by Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition, Media-Monitoring Project-Zimbabwe,
Zimbabwe Election Support Network, Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum and Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human
Rights on behalf of the Zimbabwe Civil Society Heads of Coalitions.
3
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to be assisted as we move towards a watershed
election and therefore kindly urge the AU to implore
the government of Zimbabwe to urgently consider the
following as the minimum conditions for democratic
elections in Zimbabwe:
1. Create a conducive environment for the holding
of free and fair elections by allowing civil society
organisations to carry out their lawful activities
without harassment, raids, restrictions and unlawful
arrests.
2. Ensure that the public media is accessible to
all citizens, political players and allow media
practitioners and journalists to operate freely
without intimidation, restrictions from repressive
legislation and harassment.

3. Reform and professionalise ZEC, realign and
harmonise electoral laws with the new constitution,
urgently establish the electoral court, carry out an
all-inclusive voter education, conduct a transparent
and acceptable voter registration exercise.
4. Allow interested foreign observer missions to
observe the election and guarantee safety and
security to local observers.
5. Professionalise and depoliticize the security sector.
In the spirit of democracy, peace and stability in
the region in general and Zimbabwe in particular,
we directly appeal to the AU in its capacity as the
Guarantor of the GPA to urgently deploy its election
observer mission to Zimbabwe so as to comprehensively
observe the whole electoral process.

Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum (ZSF)
Zimbabwe Update Seminar Summary Report
17 July 2013

The purpose of this summary report is to mobilise
strategic support from solidarity formations across the
region and within Zimbabwe and from a broad rage
of civil society organisations in the region, for specific
campaigns and initiatives highlighted herein.

initiatives that emerged recently when the
Constitutional Court of Zimbabwe pronounced that the
elections will be held on the 31st of July 2013. In an
effort to enable regional civil society and solidarity
movements to engage and analyse more effectively
these new developments, the following key objectives
defined the purpose of the Update Seminar:
◆◆ To discuss and analyse the prospects for credible
elections including unpacking the possible post
elections scenarios in Zimbabwe.
◆◆ To reflect on solidarity and explore opportunities
for deepening a regional culture of people to
people solidarity with the people of Zimbabwe
◆◆ Re-affirm and strengthen existing regional
solidarity networks, especially ZSF structures
across the region and deepen efforts to build a
regional culture of people to people solidarity
◆◆ Develop short and long term strategies that inform
practical regional and local solidarity actions
before, during and post the Zimbabwe elections.

The ideas that galvanised support for this strategic
seminar recognised the new terrain facing Zimbabwean
and regional civil society and the regional solidarity

A total of 100 participants drawn for the South
African labour, women, youth and faith organisations,
social movements and Zimbabwe Diaspora formations

Background

T

his summary report provides an overview of the
process, content and outcomes of the Zimbabwe
Update Seminar organised by the Zimbabwe
Solidarity Forum (ZSF) housed by the ACTION Support
Centre and support by the CRISIS in Zimbabwe
Coalition (CRISIS). It includes a brief background to
the Seminar, the main points of the presentations given
by key presenters in the morning session, a summary
of the main issues arising, including the outcomes of
the Commissions discussions that looked at developing
practically implementable strategies, before, during
and post the Zimbabwe Elections.
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attended the one day Update Seminar. Participants
also included delegates representing ZSF structures
from across the region especially from Swaziland,
Namibia, Lesotho, Tanzania, Zambia, Botswana,
Mozambique, Zimbabwe, and Lesotho, representatives
for Local Peace Committees from Alexandra, Orange
Farm and Soweto in South Africa and individual
solidarity activists, researchers and the media.
Reflections and Analysis
Whilst the first part of this Update Seminar focused
on discussing and analysing the prospects for
credible elections including unpacking the possible
post elections scenarios in Zimbabwe; reflecting on
solidarity and exploring opportunities for deepening
a regional culture of people-to-people solidarity
with the people of Zimbabwe and re-affirming and
strengthening existing regional solidarity networks,
especially ZSF structures across the region and
deepening efforts to building a regional culture of
people-to-people solidarity, this summary report
attempts to focus more in detail on the outcomes of
the discussions that took place during the commissions.
It is however important to highlight that the Update
Seminar re-affirmed the Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum
(ZSF) as a network movement of progressive South
African civil society organisations, including youth,
women, labour, faith-based, human rights and student
formations that are engaged in the promotion of
people-to-people solidarity for sustainable peace,
democracy and human and peoples rights in
Zimbabwe, engaged with and supported by regional
counterparts and solidarity formations in Botswana,
Zambia, Zimbabwe, Malawi, Tanzania, Lesotho,
Mozambique, Namibia, Swaziland and South Africa.
The Update Seminar acknowledged that ultimately the
solutions to the complex challenges in Zimbabwe must
be owned and driven by the people of Zimbabwe
and noted the current power imbalances and the
abuse of power by a minority militarized elite that has
captured the state with the intention of maintaining an
undemocratic position of power in Zimbabwe.
Further discussions unpacked that; at this critical time
progressive formations from across the region need
to continue providing people-to-people solidarity
support to the struggles within Zimbabwe and
acknowledged civic statements and position papers
emerging from Zimbabwe that draw attention to the
escalation of tensions, the ongoing forms of targeted
repression against civil society leaders and opposition
activists
The Update Seminar also reflected on the recently

conducted special vote, characterised by unimaginable
logistical nightmares and serious concerns over massive
deficiencies, revealing that the Zimbabwe Electoral
Commission (ZEC) is currently ill-equipped both
politically and logistically to run an election campaign
that will produce a legitimate election outcome
As Zimbabwe heads for elections, political reforms
outlined in the Global Political Agreement have not
been fully implemented, including on matters relating
to the security forces, the media, the judicial system
and legal framework and on fundamental rights
including freedoms of expression and of assembly.
The Update Seminar emphasised the importance
of the role that the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) and the African Union (AU) have
sought to play as signatories to the Global Political
Agreement (GPA) and as mediators between the
conflicting parties in Zimbabwe and could not ignore
the derogatory statements made by the Zimbabwean
President Robert Mugabe against the principal
mediator, the SADC appointed mediation team, and
the inflammatory and anti-democratic statements
made by members of the Zimbabwean military
forces that must be retracted before an election goes
ahead. As this context undermines these regional and
continental structures and threatens the peace and
security of the entire Southern Africa.
The civil society envisages the following scenarios post
the Zimbabwe Elections, a disputed ZANU PF victory,
an MDC led by Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai’s
victory, a no outright victory for both ZANU PF and
MDC –T and or an outright ZANU PF victory.
Exploring Ideas and Developing Strategies
Emerging from three strategic discussion commissions,
the following constitute the short, medium and long
term activities that the solidarity movement will
embark on, leading to, during and post the Zimbabwe
Elections.
The solidarity movement will embark on a programme
of mass action that will seek the maximum participation
of the citizens across the SADC region that seek to
express their solidarity support for the demands and
concerns raised by the people of Zimbabwe.
Strategies and initiatives emerging from discussion
commissions seek to prepare the ground for solidarity
networks, and strengthen systems and structures that
will be able to respond rapidly to an increase in the
levels of violence and displacement that are envisaged
if an election goes ahead under the current conditions,
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under such circumstances the need for practical forms
of people-to-people solidarity will be paramount.
COMMISSION ONE
Free and Fair Elections Campaign: Ideas for local
and regional activities during and post the elections.
Key Activities
◆◆ Picket/mass demonstrations against NIKUV at the
Israeli embassies across the region. NIKUV is an
Israeli based company believed to be support
ZANU PF in establishing election rigging systems
and infrastructure.
◆◆ Free and Fair Election Campaign. This will
involved a number of activities such as pickets,
concerts, mass media, and sit inns. CRISIS in
Zimbabwe has already started this initiative
and will be supported by the broader solidarity
movement from around the region. This will include
encouraging Zimbabweans to go and vote.
◆◆ Information sharing will be critical at this point. This
will involve sharing election updates and general
election and or solidarity related information
◆◆ Continue lobbying regional governments and
strategic institutions to apply pressure on the
Zimbabwe government to commit to reforms and
respect of human and people’s rights.
◆◆ Document and publicise incidents of violence and
or human and people’s rights abuse
◆◆ Disseminate a ZSF weekly news update on the
Zimbabwe Election
COMMISSSION TWO
Regional Observer Mission: Exploring ideas and
strategies for establishing a sustainable Regional
Observer Mission.
Key Activities
◆◆ Send a Regional Observer Mission during the
Zimbabwe Elections. The mission will be drawn
from various civil society and solidarity movement
representatives including youth, women, labour,
faith, and social movements from across the
region. The mission will combine accredited
and underground observers who will provide
the region with alternative information on the
Zimbabwe Elections.
◆◆ Regional Observer Mission briefing session.

◆◆ Establish an Election Information Centre in
Johannesburg South Africa that will keep regional
civil society and the media updated on the
Zimbabwe Elections.
◆◆ Organise a Zimbabwe Post Election Press Briefing
◆◆ Create an Election Update Twitter and Facebook
Account targeting hundred thousands of followers.
◆◆ Develop a Regional Observer Mission Report that
will be shared with all strategic organisations and
form part of the Press Conference and the PostElection Conference.
◆◆ Organise Regional Solidarity Activities, with 27
July ear marked as the date for these activities.
COMMISSION THREE
Post Election Scenarios and Deepening Solidarity
Action across the region
Key Activities
◆◆ Organise a Post Zimbabwe Elections Regional
Solidarity Conference.
◆◆ Use alternative forms of media to share
information on Zimbabwe Elections.
◆◆ Establish a Regional Task Team led by the ACTION
Support Centre and the Zimbabwe Solidarity
Forum.
◆◆ Create a Regional Database of organisations
and movements doing solidarity work.
◆◆ Need to strengthen Zimbabwe based civil society
where possible
◆◆ Establish and strengthen regional infrastructural
support in preparation of massive political
violence and the force exile associated with this
kind of violence
Concluding remarks
The Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum calls on all civil society
and governments in Southern Africa and beyond to
join the solidarity movement in demonstrating a strong
show of people-to-people solidarity by engaging
with this planned programme of mass action and
amplifying a unified voice that demands that the
Zimbabwean electorate be given the opportunity
to freely express their democratic will in selecting
their leadership without intimidation and in an open,
transparent and democratic manner.
To pledge your support please contact the host of the
ZSF Secretariat at info@asc.org.za
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Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum Update Seminar

O

n the 17th July 2013, the Zimbabwe Solidarity
Forum held the Update Seminar in New Town,
South Africa. The idea that raised the support for the
strategic seminar stemmed from the new environment
facing Zimbabwe and regional civil society and
initiatives when the Zimbabwean Constitutional Court
pronounced that the elections would be held on 31
July 2013.

by SADC, civil society and other stakeholders. Two
weeks before the election, it is evident that there
are five areas that will have an impact on the
forthcoming election, and these areas have not been
fully implemented. The areas include: Media reforms;
Agent of choice: voting registration, inspection, and
special voting; Alignment of laws; Role of SADC; and
Timing of the election.

The purpose of the Update Seminar was to discuss
and analyse the prospect for credible elections, and
also reflect on solidarity and explore opportunities for
deepening a culture of people-to-people solidarity
with the people of Zimbabwe.

In our fifth edition of the transition barometer, we
have argued that Zimbabwe is not on the verge
of regressing into darker versions of transitional
outcomes, namely blocked and precluded transition.
In a blocked transition there is no apparent intentions
of holding elections. On the contrary, in a precluded
transition the end civil war, chaos, armed rebels, and
loss of control by the central state characterize result.
Based on the analysis of political developments in
the past two and a half months, these transitional
outcomes remain unlikely. Zimbabwe is progressing
toward a prolonged transition if necessary reforms
are not expedited. However, this remains the problem
to this day. We posit that a prolonged transition is
a better version of a flawed transition that allows
for more democratic progress. Even if elections
were to be held on 31st July 2013, we cannot
classify Zimbabwe’s trajectory using Carother’s
thesis of an end of democratic transition paradigm.
Zimbabwe rather faces a prolonged transition path to
democratization. Even though the next election might
fall short of democratic ideals, as the clauses of the
constitution may not be followed with much conviction
or consistency, it would be wrong to undermine the
democratic progress made to date.

The seminar also aimed to develop short and longterm strategies that will inform practical regional
and local solidarity action before, during and after
elections. During the deliberations, it was agreed that
the solutions to the complex challenges in Zimbabwe
must be driven and owned by the people in Zimbabwe.
The Update Seminar brought together a large
number of civil society organisations, as well as
relevant stakeholders. Amongst these, the Crisis in
Zimbabwe Coalition also made use of the platform,
and presented a presentation on the Prospects of
credible elections in Zimbabwe and possible postelection scenarios. Further, a report that detailed the
seminar proceedings, the objectives, and the outcomes
of the seminar was developed.
Presentation: Prospects of credible elections in
Zimbabwe and possible post-election scenarios by
Nixon Nyikadzino
There is no doubt that Zimbabwe is heading towards
elections and political polarization is becoming more
and more visible. The Constitutional Court ruling,
followed by the Presidential decree on electoral
amendments, proclamation of the election date
before the SADC Special Summit, the reaffirmation
of 31st July as the bona fide election date by the
Constitutional Court, all point to an election that is at
the doorstep.
Be that as it may it is clear that Zimbabwe is heading
for an election without key reforms as enunciated
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1. Media reforms
The state media continues to function with a
strong partisan bias in favour of the Zimbabwe
African National Union Patriotic Front (ZANUPF) and in a disdain of other political parties.
The operation behavior of the state media
contravenes section 61(4) of the constitution
of Zimbabwe that provides for impartiality
and fair representation, including that of
political parties. This also breaches section
61(5) that specifies on freedom of expression
as merited right for all citizens and institutions.
The recent recommendations by SADC AT ITS

The Maputo Summit marked the climax of
SADC’s robust intervention in Zimbabwe.
However, these gains were watered down by
an arrogant and contemptuous response by
President Robert Mugabe through Minister
Chinamasa who went to the courts pretending
to be seeking an election date extension
when in actual fact he did not support the call
for an extension. The African Union Special
Summit on Zimbabwe can bring the much
desperately needed impetus to this circus and
maybe also bring President Mugabe to the
likes of the majority. The role played by South
Africa in this matrix is commendable and we
want to urge the facilitation team to remain
seized with the Zimbabwe issues based on the
agreement made by the parties bound by the
Global Political Agreement.

Maputo Special Summit on Zimbabwe held on
15 June 2013, to establish an inter-ministerial
committee to oversee pre-election media
reforms, can be triggered for positive change.
However, implementation in the limited time
available will be a considerable challenge.
2. Voter registration, inspection and special
voting
After phases of voter registration there has
been some normative positive developments.
For example, those who were previously
considered to be aliens were able to attain
full citizenship. In citing the Mawere v the RG’s
Office and others case, those regarded as
non-citizens based on having attained citizen
status in another country had their citizenship
by birth restored (section 36 of the constitution).
The proof of residence requirement was
replaced with the introduction of an affidavit
and voter registration was in this period
supposed to be ward based for easier access
by registrants. However, there are challenges
which emerged such as irregular guidelines at
registration centres, inadequate information
available to the public, irregular opening
times at some centres and skewed distribution
of registration centres suspected to be along
political dominant areas. On special voting,
the Zimbabwe Election Support Network
observed the special voting process and
reported that challenges that included the
late opening of polling stations, shortage of
sensitive voting materials such as indelible
ink, ZEC stamps, approved voter’s lists, ballot
papers and ballot boxes. In addition, on
the first day of voting, voting began as late
as 16h00 instead of 07h00 that was the
stipulated time by the ZEC. This was seen in
most of areas of the country. Moreover, the
observers reported that although voting
continued late into the night, many people
failed to vote because their envelopes had
not arrived at the polling station.
3. Alignment of the law
The elections were initiated through a
Presidential decree. Other repressive
provisions of legislation remain intact. Section
157(5) provides that after an election has
been called or proclaimed, no change to the
electoral law or to any other law relating to
elections has the effect for the purpose of that
election.
4. The role of SADC

5. Timing of the election
The Constitutional Court ruling pronouncing
the date for the election only cemented the
long held view that there are leaders who use
the courts when it is convenient for them to
do so. Therefore, the announcement of the
election should not have been done through
the court.
Post-election scenarios:
Scenario 1: In the event of a ZANU-PF victory which is
likely to be a disputed victory
◆◆ SADC intervention and a possibility of another
government of national unity.
◆◆ The International community is not likely to
embrace such an illegitimate electoral outcome
and Zimbabwe will remain alienated.
◆◆ Investor confidence will remain low and this may
even hinder the hosting of the World Tourism
Organisation (UNTWO) Conference. This may
also result to no direct international support.
◆◆ May result in a ‘Wait and see attitude’.
◆◆ There is a possibility that Mugabe might relinquish
power to his second lieutenant and retreat to this
rural home.
◆◆ Likelihood that the military may resist based on
the hardliner stance favouring Mugabe.
Scenario 2: In the event of an MDC-T victory
◆◆ The military factor may hinder a smooth transfer
of power unless if SADC intervenes, and that the
AU deploys a peacekeeping force that will ensure
a smooth transfer of power.
◆◆ However, with all things being equal, this may
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mark a new era in Zimbabwe with the international
community coming in to help rebuild Zimbabwe.
Scenario 3: No outright victory for both ZANU-PF and
MDC-T
◆◆ The possibility of a run-off, which may be marred
by violence, eventually leading to another
government of national unity.
◆◆ With united opposition parties, it is likely that the
opposition will triumph over the ZANU-PF.
◆◆ The stability in Zimbabwe and return to normalcy
will only be guaranteed if there is robust and
expeditious intervention by SADC, the AU and
solidarity networks in the region.

◆◆ Both regional and international communities
embrace the outcome and there is a normalization
of relations towards direct injection of
development aid. This scenario is backed by the
recent overtures by the international community
to engage with Zimbabwe by removing some of
the pressing sanctions that were imposed on the
country. This is also motivated by the aggressive
way in which China is overtaking the west in
economic interest in Africa.
◆◆ The discourse of human rights may be undermined
by economic interests.
◆◆ Unless overt violence or manipulation with
concrete evidence occurs, such a victory will not
be questioned by the regional and international
communities. [This is the worst-case scenario].

Scenario 4: An outright ZANU-PF victory

27 July 2013
Israeli Embassy in South Africa
428 Kings Highway
(Corner Elizabeth Grove)
Lynwood
Pretoria
0081
Dear Ambassador,
Re: PETITION AGAINST NIKUV INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

W

e, Zimbabwean residents in South Africa, Zimbabwe civil society organisations, concerned Zimbabwe
political parties and South African civil society organisations, organised in solidarity with Zimbabweans,
are gravely concerned about reports by political parties in Zimbabwe in the regional and international media
that NIKUV International Projects, an Israeli Registered Company, is involved in attempts to manipulate the
outcome of the forthcoming harmonized elections in Zimbabwe.
It is public knowledge that NIKUV is playing a direct role in preparing the voters roll for the forthcoming election.
Despite allegations of manipulation being refuted by NIKUV representative Ron Asher, there are still worrying
concerns of grave substance against the current state of the roll itself and of how it could be used to manipulate
the election outcome.
Recent research has substantiated allegations that the voter’s roll is being mismanaged. According to research
that has been conducted by the Research and Advocacy Unit, a million Zimbabweans who are dead or have left
the country are still on the voter’s roll; the roll lists 116 000 people older than 100; there are 78 constituencies
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Protest against NIKUV, Israel Embassy, Pretoria, South Africa

with more registered voters than adult residents; and two million voters under the age of 30 are unregistered,
despite their efforts to place themselves on the roll.
NIKUV has been accused of manipulating electoral systems in other African states including Zambia and Lesotho.
In Lesotho, where NIKUV offices were raided in March 2013, apparently in connection with an identity document
contract awarded last year under controversial circumstances and more recently in Botswana.
The extent of the truth underlying these allegations will be established in a criminal court of law, but as these
cases unfold it is our belief that Israel must be seen to be acting to counter the manner in which such tensions are
escalating levels of conflict in countries and contexts that are already vulnerable.
These allegations of voter’s roll manipulation in Zimbabwe pose a serious threat to the democratic right of the
people of Zimbabwe to express their political views. The role of NIKUV, and by implication the tacit support they
receive from the State of Israel, derail attempts by Zimbabweans to foster an electoral climate in which people
have trust and confidence in the systems that have been established.
We call on Israel to distance themselves from actions of NIKUV and to come out clearly in support of the
establishment of a free and fair election climate, untainted by the deliberate profit driven motives of external
companies such as NIKUV. A strong statement by Israel against the role NIKUV is playing would go a long way to
contributing to a more conducive democratic electoral climate.
An urgent and thorough investigation into the role and conduct of NIKUV and its representatives should be
immediately undertaken. We demand that the full outcomes of this report be made publicly available, and will
be following up as the Regional Zimbabwe Solidarity Movement and the Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition to ensure
that all necessary steps to hold those criminally accountable are fully instituted.
We demand that NIKUV and its subsidiaries keep their hands off the voter’s roll of African countries, and conduct
their operations in a manner that does not subvert the will of the African people.
Failure to do so must result in the immediate closure of NIKUV and all its subsidiaries in all African countries in
which it operates.
Signed,
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Protest against NIKUV, Israel Embassy, Pretoria, South Africa

PICKET AGAINST NIKUV (AN ISRAELI BASED COMPANY
SUPPORTING THE RIGGING OF ELECTIONS IN
ZIMBABWE)

The Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum and the Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition to lead a protest picket:
Venue: The Israeli Embassy in Pretoria, 428 King’s Highway, (Corner Elizabeth, Lynwood)
Date: Saturday, 27th July 2013
Time: From 11:00 am

T

he Israeli embassy serves as a symbolic target for
the international complicity that allows for a minority
militarised and anti-democratic elite in Zimbabwe to
retain hold on power at all costs. NIKUV, an Israeli
based company has been accused repeatedly of
supporting election rigging in Zimbabwe and across
the region. Israel, SADC, the African Union, and the
international community must condemn and isolate
these spoilers.

The protest picket also serves as reminder that in less
than a week Zimbabweans will go to the polls in an
election that is highly unlikely to produce a legitimate
and acceptable outcome. The people will be where
they started in 2008.
On the 17th July 2013, a multi-sectoral gathering
of civil society formations from across Southern
Africa, meeting under the banner of the Zimbabwe
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Solidarity Forum, resolved to commit themselves to a
solidarity action plan in support of their Zimbabwean
counterparts.
The Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition Feya-Feay Election
Campaign specifically targets NIKUV as a company
at the centre of the manipulated, corrupt and highly
politicized electoral systems within which the upcoming
election is scheduled to take place.
The joint Regional Zimbabwe Solidarity action serves
to galvanise support from across the region to call on
our governance to say that enough is enough; a culture
of un-manipulated free and fair electoral democracy
is at the heart of out collective struggles for freedom,
for liberation and for emancipation. Similar protests
will be organised in the following countries: Namibia,
Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania, Botswana, Swaziland,
Mozambique and Lesotho.
We will be embarking on a programme of mass
action that will seek the maximum participation
of the citizens across the SADC region who seek to
express their solidarity support for the demands and
concerns contained within the communiqués released
by Zimbabwean civics and outlined in the Feya-Feya
Campaign document calling for a peaceful free and
fair election.
The pickets will make the following specific demands:
Demands for the Israeli Embassy:
•
•

NIKUV – Hands off the electoral commission;
Israel – Hold your companies accountable for their
actions.

Broad Demands:
•
•

ZEC – Assert your role as an independent African
electoral body, not a puppet of the puppet master;
We call on SADC and the African Union, the
guarantor of the Global Political Agreement
to vigorously assert and uphold the principles
enshrined in the SADC Guidelines Governing
Democratic Elections and the African Charter on
Democracy, Elections and Governance;

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Political parties, the Zimbabwe Electoral
Commission, government institutions, the Justice
System, and all Zimbabwean institutions –
facilitate in words and deeds the creation of an
environment that allows the opportunity to enjoy
full and equal participation in the elections for
all Zimbabweans. Do not create bottlenecks,
technical obstacles, and deliberate frustrations.
Allow full and equal access to the media;
The judiciary must be independent and apply
the law equally;
Police must be impartial and professional;
Political party leaders to discourage intra-party
violence and hate speech and take appropriate
action against offenders – JOMIC must play a
crucial role in this;
Political parties to adhere to the Code of Conduct
on elections;
The security sector in Zimbabwe to confine
themselves to their constitutional mandate and not
become politically partisan and must in particular
desist from making pronouncements that will
adversely affect the process and outcome of the
election.

Finally, we reassert the importance of recognizing
that the concerns around the current climate in
Zimbabwe and the flouting of democratic principles
and values is not a concern for Zimbabweans alone.
Current events in Zimbabwe are a concern for all
progressive forces across the region and throughout
the African continent. We call on all civil society
and governments in Southern Africa and beyond to
join us in demonstrating a strong show of solidarity
by engaging with the planned programmes of mass
action and amplify a unified voice that demands that
the Zimbabwean electorate be given the opportunity
to freely express their democratic will in selecting
their leadership without intimidation and in an open,
transparent and democratic manner.
For more information please contact:
Philani Ndebele on philani@asc.org.za OR Jabulani
Sikula on programs@crisiszimbabwe.org
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Professor Brian Raftopoulos

Is Zimbabwe heading towards another disputed election?
By Professor Brian Raftopoulos

A

s Zimbabwe’s elections on 31 July approach,
the Southern African Development Community is
under pressure to complete its mandate from 2007.
In September 2008 the three major political parties
in Zimbabwe entered an inclusive government
following a contested election in June that year. The
Global Political Agreement (GPA), as it was called,
was facilitated by the Southern African Development
Community (SADC), and the facilitation was led by the
South African government.
After nearly five years under a very problematic and
intensely contested inclusive arrangement, the people
of Zimbabwe face another election on the 31st July
in a battle for the presidency, parliament and council
representatives. The setting of the election date
was announced unilaterally by President Mugabe,
following a decision by the constitutional court clearly
directed by Mugabe’s party.
This was contrary to the terms of the GPA which set
out that this decision would be made by consensus of
the three political parties, Zanu PF, MDC-T and the
smaller MDC formation. Mugabe’s failure to abide
by the terms of the GPA on this issue represented the
latest in a long list of infringements by his party on the
terms of the agreement.
Many of the key reforms envisaged under the GPA,

such as media reform, substantive changes in the
electoral laws and security sector realignment were
blocked by Mugabe’s party in the last five years. The
latter issue was particularly important given the fact
that the security establishment effectively blocked the
MDCs from translating their electoral victory into state
power in 2008.
As a result, the forthcoming election is taking place
under conditions which once again bode ill for the
conduct of a free and fair plebiscite. The combination
of a shortened voter registration period and a voter’s
roll which, according to recent reports contains serious
irregularities, point to further problems around the
electoral process. The chaos surrounding the recently
conducted special vote for the security forces provided
yet another indication of the lack of readiness of the
national electoral body for the July election.
The current state of unreadiness for the election has
also been a cause of continuous concern for SADC.
Since 2011 a series of SADC summits has pushed the
GPA partners to implement all the political reforms set
out in the GPA. At its June summit in Maputo the SADC
facilitator on Zimbabwe, South African President
Zuma, once again stressed the need for all matters
agreed on under the GPA to be implemented speedily
in order to ensure adequate preparations for a level
playing field for the forthcoming elections.
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Among the range of issues raised by Zuma in his report
was the key point that security sector realignment could
not be postponed any longer. The summit also called
on the Zimbabwe parties to seek an extension of the
election date from the Zimbabwe constitutional court,
in order to ensure greater readiness for the election.
Once again ZANU PF ensured the constitutional
court decision endorsed the 31 July election date.
In response to the recent disorganised special vote
process, SADC stated that it wished its advice had
been heeded on the need for a delay.
There have clearly been tensions between Mugabe
and his SADC colleagues over the problems of
implementing the GPA. Mugabe’s recent attacks on
one of the SADC facilitatiors, Lindiwe Zulu, over her
alleged criticisms of the electoral process, point to
some longer terms problems that Mugabe’s party
have had with Zuma’s arbitration.
Additionally the growing convergence between SADC
and the EU since the beginning of 2013 over the
conditions for a free and fair election, have triggered
concerns in ZANU PF. For much of the 2000’s including
the period of the inclusive government, Mugabe has

skillfully used the division between SADC and the
West over the sanctions imposed by the latter in the
early 2000’s on the Mugabe regime, to maintain the
support of the region. The gradual movement away
from the sanctions position by the EU, from 2012,
and the clear movement of the EU towards an EUZimbabwe re-engagement dependent on the status
of the upcoming election have closed the ground
between the EU and SADC.
The pressure is therefore on the regional body to carry
out the mandate that it set itself when the facilitation
began in 2007. In that year the SADC mediation set
out to establish conditions for a generally acceptable
election in Zimbabwe and to “ensure that everybody
concerned accepts that the results of the elections as
truly representative of the will of the people.” The
facilitator at that time, the then South African President
Thabo Mbeki, was keen to keep the West at bay and
to push for an African solution to an African problem.
That task remains to be completed in Zimbabwe, and
the stakes in the forthcoming elections are high not
only for Zimbabweans, but also for the credibility of
SADC.
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Zimbabwe Post 2013
Elections:
Reflections and Analysis:
Towards a new Democracy?
The Zimbabwe’s post 2013 election period has been characterised by uncertainties. Opinion pieces, analytical
and reflective articles emerged following the elections and many continue to be release as Zimbabwe navigates
through a very delicate socio-economic and political landscape.. Some labeled the Zimbabwe 2013 elections ‘a
sham’, ‘a farce’, ‘null and void’, ‘electoral fraud on a massive scale and a ‘loquacious tragedy’. While the official
observers from SADC and the AU have called the election ‘peaceful, credible and efficient’, ‘free and peaceful’,
reflecting ‘the will of the people’, with high turnouts and orderly voting.
Civil society called for a rejection of the ballot and the staging of mass resistance, but this call was abandoned
or did not receive enough support. This section consists of reflections and analysis information shared by friends
and partners of the Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum. They are not exhaustive but they seek to generate constructive
debates around the Zimbabwe question; challenges, opportunities and prospects for transformation.

Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum
Press Statement for Immediate Release
30 July 2013

T

hree of the Regional Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum
Observer Team members were detained for 6
hours, denied access to Zimbabwe last night, and were
deported back to South Africa on the net flight out of
the country.
On the 29th July 2013, the Regional Zimbabwe
Solidarity Forum, through the offices of the ACTION

Support Centre, sought to support a regional group
of election observers’ access to the upcoming electoral
context in Zimbabwe. Delegates were drawn from
Botswana, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Malawi, Tanzania,
Lesotho, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa and
Swaziland, representing a cross section of civil
society activists who sought to observe the elections
and establish a strong culture of people-to-people
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solidarity.
The intention was that these observers would be
deployed to those areas that have been under scrutiny
in terms of contentious pre-election tactics employed
by local officials with a history of using violence and
intimidation in the areas concerned. The refusal to
admit them suggests that there are still no go areas
in the country that ruling government officials would
prefer to keep out of the eyes of the public media.
Three of the observer team, despite having successfully
obtained the necessary accreditation credentials from
the Zimbabwe Electoral Commission were denied
entry into Zimbabwe. The imigration officials claimed
that a specific letter from the Zimbabwe Ministry of
Foreign Affairs giving permission to the observers was
required, despite this information never having been
clearly explained to the proposed observers, and the
fact that the rest of the team obtained entry without
any such formalities being requested.
The Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum is gravely concerned
that even those observers from within the region, who
have no agenda other than to provide support to their
civil soiciety counterparts, and to produce an impartial
account of the election process and the announcement
of the results, have been denied access.
If the Zimbabwean Government has nothing to hide,
and is confident that these elections are going to
provide Zimbabweans with an opportunity to freely
express their political will then there should be no
concerns regarding the intention of civil society to
monitor these election processes.
The ZSF acknowledges that while ultimately the
solutions to the complex challenges in Zimbabwe must
be owned and driven by the people of Zimbabwe the
current power imbalances and the abuse of power
by a minority militarised elite that has captured the
state with the intention of maintaining an undemocratic
position of power requires innovative forms of peopleto-people solidarity.
Observant of the derogatory statements made by the
Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe against the
principal mediator, Ambassador Lindiwe Zulu, and the
rest of the SADC appointed mediation team, and the
inflammatory and anti-democratic statements made
by members of the Zimbabwean military forces, there
are deep concerns over the climate leading into these
elections.
Concerned that the current Zimbabwean context
undermines SADC regional and African Union

continental structures and threatens the peace and
security of the entire Southern Africa the Regional
Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum: hereby commits itself to
a three-pillared programme of action:
1. We call on SADC and the African Union, as the
Guarantor of the Global Political Agreement
to vigorously assert and uphold the principles
enshrined in the SADC Guidelines on Governing
Democratic Elections and the African Charter on
Democracy, Elections and Governance knowing
that there is full support from progressive
civil society formations in this process for a
postponement of the proposed election date until
the necessary reforms that will level the electoral
playing field have been put in place
2. We will be embarking on a programme of mass
action that will seek the maximum participation
of the citizens across the SADC Region who seek
to express their solidarity with and support for
the demands and concerns contained within the
communiqués released by Zimbabwean civics and
outlined in the Feya-Feya Campaign document
calling for a peaceful free and fair election
3. We will be preparing the ground for solidarity
networks, and systems and structures that will
be able to respond rapidly to an increase in
the levels of violence and displacement that are
envisaged if an election goes ahead under the
current conditions. Under such circumstances the
need for practical forms of people-to-people
solidarity will be paramount
Finally we reassert the importance of recognising that
the concerns around the current climate in Zimbabwe
and the flouting of democratic principles and values is
not a concern for Zimbabweans alone. Current events
in Zimbabwe are a concern for all progressive forces
across the region and throughout the continent of
Africa.
We call on all civil society and governments in
Southern Africa and beyond to join us in demonstrating
a strong show of solidarity by engaging with the
planned programme of mass action and amplifying
a unified voice that demands that the Zimbabwean
electorate be given the opportunity to freely express
their democratic will in selecting their leadership
without intimidation and in an open, transparent and
democratic manner.
Released by the ACTION Support Centre – secretariat
of the Regional Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum
www.asc.org.za
Contact Philani Ndebele for more information on
philani@asc.org.za
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Southern Africa Regional Civil Society and Social Movements
Observer Mission
Preliminary Statement on the Zimbabwe Harmonised Elections
Held in July 2013
The Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition and the Zimbabwe
Solidarity Forum, hosted by the ACTION Support
Centre in South Africa, deployed a Regional
Observer Mission composed of representatives of
Civil Society Organisations, the Ecumenical Sector and
Social Movements, to the 31st July 2013 harmonised
elections in Zimbabwe.

and incorrect to declare that the announced outcomes
of the voting process reflect the will of the people. As
Zimbabweans work through these concerns regional
and international solidarity will remain critically
important.

The mission, whose participants were drawn from
South Africa, Mozambique, Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania
and Namibia, observed the environment in the run up
to the elections, the voting process, closure of polling
stations and in some instances counting. The mission
covered urban, peri-urban and rural areas. The
mission’s observations are premised on Zimbabwe’s
compliance or lack thereof, with the SADC Principles
and Guidelines Governing Democratic Elections and
the African Charter on Democracy, Elections and
Governance.

1.

Electoral systems are vulnerable to abuse and
manipulation. This is the reason underlying the
importance of the guidelines, principles and rules that
are developed at national, regional and continental
levels, and why they need to be used as the benchmark
against which pronouncements on the validity of
elections are made. In the case of Zimbabwe, the
greatest area of concern is that the voters’ roll was
not prepared in advance, or made equally accessible
to all parties. The observations of this mission, and of
others who have commented on the process are that
it is this element of the Zimbabwean electoral process
that was used to manipulate the voting outcomes.
Closer scrutiny by the observer team, and those who
worked with the team on the ground, point to the
disenfranchisement of a significant sector of the voter
public, and a number of discrepancies in the voting
procedures that were supposed to be followed to
ensure a free and fair election. While these voters’
roll issues remain unresolved it is both inappropriate

The mission observed the following:
Presence of Police Officers at Polling
Stations

The mission observed that there were an unnaturally
high number of police officers on duty inside and
outside polling stations. In a country where policing is
associated with human rights abuses, the environment
in most cases was highly intimidating. At some polling
stations such as Bindura Primary School in Mashonaland
Central, police officers were running parallel register
of statistics of voters and observer visits, duties solely
bestowed upon the presiding officer. This was blatant
interference with the electoral duties bestowed upon
the Zimbabwe Electoral Commission (ZEC) officials.
Further, the mission observed that there were a number
of police officers voting at most polling stations.
When asked to clarify this, these officers could not
answer satisfactorily as to whether they had a secure
mechanism to check whether or not the uniformed
forces had previously voted under the special vote.
2.

The Use of Voter Registration Slips

The mission observed that an unusually high number
of people voted using voter registration slips. These
slips were observed to be inconsistent in the type
of material used. In addition, the mission noted with
grave concern an incident in the Hatfield constituency –
where at least twenty fake voter slips were recovered
from people who intended to use them for voting –
as confirmed by the ZEC at a press conference held
on the 1st August 2013. The mission also noted with
concern that in some cases the voter slips were given
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back to voters after casting their votes without the ZEC
having recorded the details of the slips. The mission
was greatly concerned by the possibility of the election
having been manipulated through a porous voter slips
system that may have been abused by certain political
parties.

wards ended up voting in those wards. This blatantly
resulted in the violation of the Zimbabwe electoral
laws provision of a strictly ward-based voting system.

3.

The mission observed that at most polling stations
there were no facilities and requisite attention given
to people in need of special attention such as women
and people living with disabilities. This to a large
extent discouraged voters as some gave up while
some became disinterested in future elections.

The Use of Private Property as Polling
Stations

The mission noted with concern the use of private
property as polling stations. An example of which was
the use of a milling shop called Pote Store, about 5
kilometres from Shamva, along the Shamva-Bindura
Road in Mashonaland Central Province. The use of
non-neutral polling stations compromises the freedom
of choice as the environment may be intimidating to
some voters and not easily accessible.
4.

A High Number of Assisted Voters

Further, the mission observed that there was a vast
number of assisted voters at most polling stations, which
raised fears of well planned intimidation mechanisms
which also to a large extent compromised the freedom
of choice.
5.

7.

8.

Voters’ Roll Unavailability

The observer mission was seriously concerned by the
issue pertaining to the voters’ roll only being made
available to political parties in hard copy, 24 hours
prior to voting. Little efforts, if any, were made to
avail the electronic voters’ roll to the constituencies.
The mission is further concerned by the lack of a
meaningful and credible voters’ roll inspection by
relevant stakeholders ahead of the election. The
failure by the ZEC and the Registrar of Voters to avail
the voters’ roll in time has fuelled allegations of the
election being manipulated through the voters’ roll.

Voters Turned Away
9.

The mission observed that there as a high number of
potential voters who were turned away for various
reasons, including their names not appearing on the
voters roll, appearing a wrong polling stations and
voters not having the correct identification documents.
The mission noted that this highlights the fact that the
ZEC had not conducted thorough civic education to
prepare voters for this election. This was compounded
by the fact that the ZEC and the Registrar of Voters
failed to avail the voters’ roll for inspection by the
voters ahead of the crucial election.
6.

Lack of Facilities and Attention to
Special Needs Voters

The Bussing of Voters

The mission observed that in some constituencies, voters
were seen in buses and trucks being ferried to and from
polling stations. Example of which can be drawn from
the case in Mazowe (Mashonaland Central Province)
and Mount Pleasant (Harare Metropolitan Province)
constituencies. The mission is gravely concerned by the
bussing of voters by some candidates, and stressed that
this points to the possibility of a scam where people
who were not registered and/or not resident in certain

The Voting Day Environment

The mission further observed that in most locations, the
situation was relatively calm. There were no reported
incidents of violent attacks. The mission however,
observed that in some parts of the country, particularly
rural areas that were visited, the environment was
tense.
Conclusion
As demonstrated from the findings from the
observation mission, and the information from
fellow Zimbabwean Civil Society Organisations who
monitored the pre-election environment for a longer
period, the Observer Mission came to the conclusion
that these elections were heavily compromised and fall
short of meeting the SADC Principles and Guidelines
Governing Democratic Elections.
In addition, the elections failed the test when subjected
to the provisions of the African Charter on Democracy,
Elections and Governance. This is because the
election process in Zimbabwe undermined subsections

African Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance, Accessed at: http://www.ipu.org/idd-E/afr_charter.
pdf, Accessed on: 10 December 2013.
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(3), (6), (10) and (13) of Article 2 of the African
Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance
which provide for the main objectives of the Charter
mainly rooted upon promoting and holding free
and fair elections to institutionalize the legitimate
authority of representative government; supporting
and consolidating good governance by promoting
democratic culture and practice; establishing necessary
conditions to foster citizen participation, transparency,
access to information, freedom of the press, and
government accountability; and the promotion of
best practices in the management of elections for the
purposes of political stability and good governance .

the overall electoral processes and environment were
not conducive for the conduct of a free, fair and
credible election.
As a regional civil society movement, that seeks to
build a culture of people-to-people solidarity, we will
strategise together to develop more effective forms of
ensuring that where the people in positions of power
seek to marginalize or disregard the democratic will
of citizens in the region, the political costs for those
in power make it impossible and unfeasible for them
to do so. This will require a strengthening of out
regional efforts, robust and more coordinated forms
of regional action.

Although the environment was calm, resembling peace,

Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum
Regional Solidarity Statement on Zimbabwe
1 August 2013
The Regional Solidarity Forum notes with concern the
premature announcement by the leader of the African
Union Observer Team, Former Nigerian President,
Olusegun Obasanjo, who has provisionally declared
Zimbabwe elections free and fair as polls close after
a day of voting.
Concerns raised by opposition parties, in particular
those raised by MDC-T Secretary Tendai Biti, and the
numerous concerns regarding the electoral climate
raised in statements issued by Zimbabwean civics and
regional solidarity movements appear to have been
completely disregarded.
In particular the diabolical manner in which the
flawed voter’s roll has been dealt with, and the varied
forms of repression and intimidation that have been
well documented and clearly presented, cast the
AU statement that the election is free and fair in an
extremely dubious light.
The Regional Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum has
stated repeatedly, based on the SADC Guidelines
on Governing Democratic Elections and the African
Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance
that the credibility of an election does not rest on the
conduct of voters at voting stations on the days of the
election alone.

In the run up to the polling day the SADC Mediation
Team, speaking on behalf of the AU as a whole,
raised serious concerns about reforms which had been
deliberately ignored and purposively circumvented.
The failure to act on these reforms, agreed and signed
by all conflicting parties, and guaranteed by SADC
as a signatory to the Global Political Agreement are
a massive set back for the regional and continental
democratization processes.
Regardless of the outcome of the elections, efforts to
increase meaningful citizen participation in decisionmaking processes regarding their elected leaders
have been dealt a resounding slap in the face.
As the biased and severely tainted Zimbabwe
Electoral Commission sits on the results that trickle
in, ensuring that it has full control over how these
results are reported on, it will be important to seek
out and listen to the voices of those who have been
on the receiving end of decades of violent politics
that have failed to respond to the material needs of
ordinary Zimbabweans. Millions of people are likely
to remain living in poverty, and as the militarized
elite consolidates its grip on power the future for
Zimbabweans in and outside of the country remains
highly precarious.
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Lessons learned in the process of building a deep culture of people-to-people solidarity amongst citizens across
the region will have to inform and guide the next steps of these important forms of social organisation. Workers
struggles amongst those affected by an increasingly vicarious extractive sector, and a rapacious state, have
suffered further setbacks, and there is much work to be done to build solidarity across the working classes.
New forms of organisations will have to be found, and increasingly sophisticated ways of mobilising and organizing
people into new forms of power will have to be developed. We will need to find forms of organisation that
cannot be circumvented by the technically flawed and deeply circumspect current systems of voting that cannot
any longer be argued to be legitimate representations of the will of the people.
The Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum is a network movement of progressive South Africa civil society organisations,
including youth, women, labour faith-based, human rights and student formations that are engaged in the
promotion of people-to-people solidarity for sustainable peace, democracy and human and peoples rights
in Zimbabwe, engaged with and supported by regional counterparts and solidarity formations in Botswana,
Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania, Lesotho, Mozambique, Namibia and Swaziland.
On the 17th July 2013 at a multi-sectoral gathering of civil society formations from across Southern Africa,
meeting under the banner of the Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum, solidarity activists resolved to commit themselves to
a solidarity action plan in support of their Zimbabwean counterpart. This action plan continues.
Supported by representatives at the Regional Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum meeting held on the 17th of July.
Delegates were drawn from the following formations:
The Zimbabwe Solidarity
Forum Secretariat

Local Peace Committees
From Orange Farm,
Alexandra and Soweto

Media Coalition of Tanzania

ACTION Support Centre
COSATU
NUMSA

World Federation of Trade Unions
(WFTU)

Namibia National Farmers
Union
Gauteng Concerned
Residents

DRC Diaspora Forum
OSISA
PUDEMO

SAMWU
Treatment Action Campaign

Swaziland Solidarity Network

NEHAWU
Norwegian People’s Aid
SATAWU

Swaziland Democracy Campaign
Solidarity Peace Trust
SALO

SASCO
SACC

Zimbabwe-Mozambique
Solidarity Alliance

CRISIS in Zimbabwe Coalition

TUCOSWA

PASSOP
African Diaspora Forum

Zambia Social Forum
National Constitutional
Assembly

Zimbabwe Peace and
Counseling Services

Germany Trade Union
Congress
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ANC Branches / ANCYL
Regional Solidarity
Formations in Botswana,
Zambia, Zimbabwe, Malawi,
Tanzania, Lesotho, Mozambique,
Namibia and Swaziland

Botswana Civil Society panel discussing on the Zimbabwe elections, Gaborone, Botswana

Botswana Regional Meeting on Zimbabwe

O

n the 10th of August 2013 the Botswana Civil
Society Solidarity Coalition for Zimbabwe
(BOCISCOZ) hosted a regional Southern Africa civil
society workshop on the 2013 Zimbabwe Harmonised
Elections. The ACTION Support Centre (ASC)
participated in this crucial workshop.
During the workshop, members of civil society
organisations drawn from Zimbabwe, South Africa,
Malawi and Botswana raised concerns, based on their
election process observations in Zimbabwe and a
number of statements from different election observer
missions. The recurring issues were:
◆◆ Bias against urban voters in the voter registration
process
◆◆ Defects in the voters’ roll and its late release
◆◆ No equal access to the state media

◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆

Lack of peaceful conditions
Failure to implement agreed reforms
Excessive printing of ballot papers
No full participation of the citizens in the political
process
Suspiciously high number of assisted voters
Bussing in of people from outside constituencies
Contested election time and rules
Presence of police inside polling stations
Poorly managed special vote and
Use of voter registration slips

A comprehensive statement emerged from this meeting
and was submitted to the SADC Secretariat, the
SADC member states, national and regional media,
civil society, development partners and diplomatic
missions.
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Statement by Civil Society Organisations on the Recently Held
Elections in Zimbabwe
Issued in Lilongwe, Malawi, 15 August 2013

W

e, the representatives of civil society
organisations in Zimbabwe and Malawi make
the following statement regarding the election held in
Zimbabwe on 31st July 2013.
Noting the adoption and the recognition of the SADC
Principles and Guidelines Governing Democratic
Elections by all SADC states.

•

On the imposition of the election date:
•

Recognising the right to a peaceful, free and fair
election as guaranteed under Section 155 of the
Constitution of Zimbabwe.
Recalling the provisions of Article 2.2 of the SADC
Principles and Guidelines Governing Democratic
Elections which provides that “SADC Member States
shall adhere” to the following:
•
2.1.1.
2.1.2.
2.1.3.
2.1.4.
2.1.5.
2.1.6.

Full participation of the citizens
in the political process;
Freedom of association;
Political tolerance;
Equal opportunity for all political
parties to access the state media;
Equal opportunity to exercise the
right to vote and be voted for;
Voter education

intimidation and politically motivated violence,
particularly in rural and remote constitutencues;
Civil society organisations faced the criminalisation
of their lawful activities.

The imposition of the 31st July 2013 election
date by way of presidential decree after the
Constitutional Court ruling was a violation of
the GPA and against the SADC Maputo Summit
Resolution for the postponement of the election
to allow for adequate preparations. It triggered
a series of infringements on the Constitution of
Zimbabwe that ensued forcing the holding of an
election when the minimum conditions prescribed
under the SADC guidelines had not been met.
The SADC Heads of State recommended a
postponement of the election and that would
have assisted in allowing sufficient time to ensure
to compliance with the legal and practical
requirements to ensure a credible election.
The non-compliance compromised the electoral
environment and affected credibility and
legitimacy of the process.

On the electoral processes:

Noting Article 4.1. concerning Guidelines for the
Observation of Elections for SADC Member States
to determine the nature and scope of election
observation:
4.1.1. Constitutional and legal guarantees of
freedom and rights of the citizens;
4.1.2. Conducive environment for free, fair
and peaceful elections;
4.1.3. Non-discrimination in the voters’
registration;
4.1.4. Existence of updated and accessible
voters’ roll; among others.

•

•

Do hereby make the following observations:

•

On the obtaining of a political and operating
environment in Zimbabwe leading up to the election
on the 31st July 2013, we note that:
• In general, the lead up to the 2013 elections was
characterized by lower levels of overt violence
than the 2008 elections;
• However, there were continued incidents of

•
•
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The election management body, the Zimbabwe
Electoral Commission (ZEC) failed to conduct the
adequate voter registration process as provided
for under the Constitution of Zimbabwe and the
SADC guidelines. This led to a situation where
a large portion of eligble voters remained
unregistered and therefore disenfranchised at the
time the voters’ roll was closed for the imminent
election;
The ZEC was unwilling to accept assistance in the
process of voter education, despite the substantive
changes to our electoral system and the confusion
that abounded in the wake of the fast-tracked
election date.
The unwillingness by the R-G and the ZEC to
comply with the law and allow access to the final
voters’ roll until such time as access was rendered
meaningless has undermined the credibility of the
electoral process.
The ZEC failed and/or refused to avail an
electronic copy of the voters’ roll in searchable
and analysable form;
The printing of ballot papers by the police

•

undermined any remaining public confidence and
acceptance of the credibility of the vote;
A review of the voters’ roll has shown duplication
of at least 870 000 names. The implication of
the duplication is that the voters’ roll was inflated
and certainly not a true reflection of the number
of persons that are registered.

On the role of the media, we note that:
• The public broadcaster and the state-controlled
media’s coverage was one-sided, and in total
violation of the Constitution and electoral laws. The
reportage was replete with outright falsehoods,
hate speech and inciting language and content.
• The ZEC failed to take adequate and strong
steps to ensure that media practitioners produce
factual, balanced and ethical content for the
diversity of the Zimbabwean population.
• We submit that denial of equal media coverage
itself is a fraud to the electorate that has to
make informed decisions, and a violation of the
constitution and SADC Principles and Guidelines
Governing the conduct of Democratic Elections.
On the Election Day and beyond, we note that:
There was a litany electoral irregularity that seriously
undermined the credibility of the electoral process
and the legitimacy of the outcome, these include:
1.

Turning away of voters at polling stations

At least 750,000 voters were turned away at polling
stations mainly in urban areas. The majority of voters
were turned away on the basis that their names did
not appear on the voters’ roll or that their names
appeared in wards other than where they believed to
have been registered.
2.

Unlawful voter migration

There was bussing in of persons into constituencies
other than their own to inflate the number of voters in
those areas.
5.

Abuse of the special voting system

The special voting system was abused in that it allowed
room for service personnel who had voted in advance
to vote more than once during the election, thereby
inflating voting figures. There was no credible way of
ensuring that persons who had voted under the special
voting did not vote again on the main polling day. The
ZEC has to date failed to account for the number of
ballots used in the special voting.
6.

Voting under duress

There is evidence showing that more than 200,000
voters were forced to plead illiteracy and therefore
to have someone assist them to cast their ballots.
This problem was particularly rife in the rural areas.
Traditional leaders commandeered rural voters under
their jurisdiction to vote at specific times and to declare
illiteracy so that they would be “assisted” to vote. The
forced assistance of voters who are otherwise literate
and able to vote by themselves was deliberately
designed to emasculate voters’ rights to vote by secret
ballot, clearly a violation of the new Constitution and
the SADC guidelines.
Way Forward
In light of these irregularities that happened on an
industrial scale affecting more than a million voters, the
credibility of the electoral process and the legitimacy
of the result were severely compromised to an extent
that it significantly influenced the election outcome.

Presence of police inside polling stations

There was an ‘abnormally high’ number of police
officers on duty inside and outside the polling stations.
At most polling stations, police officers were stationed
inside, in contravention of the law.
3.

4.

Rampant misuse of registration slips

There is evidence of rampant misuse of the voter
registration slips that were ostensibly meant to allow
persons who had registered but whose names did not
appear on the voters’ roll to vote. The abuse of the
facility to use voter registration slips on an industrial
scale permitted otherwise ineligible persons to vote in
constituencies other than their own.

Further, measured against the SADC guidelines, the
conduct of the electoral process falls short of the
basic minimum standards. In the absence of a full,
independent and comprehensive audit and clearance
of the doubts around the credibility of this election, it
is premature to endorse the outcome of the election
given the dispute over the process and outcome.
Given that Zimbabwe has been under the African
Union (AU) and SADC political curatorship for four
years, it is appropriate that the GPA parties be given
an opportunity at the next SADC Summit to be held
in Malawi to report to and make submission over the
election and for the Summit to resolve conclusively
whether the matter has been successfully resolved or
to make any other recommendations to facilitate a
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lasting solution.
SADC and the AU should remain seized with the
Zimbabwean matter and should satisfy themselves
that Zimbabwe has passed the test after due
consideration of reports from all the relevant parties.

In conclusion, consideration should be given to holding
a fresh election under SADC and the AU. Only a
truly transparent, fair and open election would be
an appropriate way to bring finality to the political
problems of Zimbabwe.

STATEMENT OF SOLIDARITY TO THE PEOPLE OF ZIMBABWE
ON THE RENDITION AND ILLEGAL DEPORTATION OF
ZIMBABWEANS IN SOUTH AFRICA
14 October 2013

T

he Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum (ZSF) is a network movement of progressive South African civil society
organisations, including youth, women, labour, faith-based, human rights and student formations that are
engaged in the promotion of people-to-people solidarity for sustainable peace, democracy and human and
peoples rights in Zimbabwe, engaged with and supported by regional counterparts and solidarity formations in
Botswana, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Malawi, Tanzania, Lesotho, Mozambique, Namibia and Swaziland.
The ZSF acknowledges that ultimately the solutions to the complex challenges in Zimbabwe must be owned and
driven by the people of Zimbabwe, and stands ready to support the people of Zimbabwe in their attempts to
fight for their rights and freedoms.
The ZSF remains concerned of the rights violations, and brutal treatment of Zimbabwean migrants in South Africa.
The ZSF is disturbed to learn that several Zimbabweans have been subject to rendition – the illegal kidnapping
and transfer of a prisoner from one country to another – at the hands of South African police officials.
Being cognisant of the power imbalances and the abuse of power by police officials, the ZSF strongly condemns
police brutality and the illegal deportation of Zimbabwean migrants. Further, the ZSF strongly believes that
the abuse of power by state officials cannot be separated from the social context in which it occurs. Social
intolerance, prejudice, the manipulation of anti-foreigner sentiment and the absence or dysfunctionailty of systems
and structures that protect the human and peoples rights of marginalized groups are part of the wider problems
that need attention.
The ZSF recognises and appreciates the role that has been played by the investigators from the Independent
Police Investigative Directorate (IPID) in overseeing the investigation process of the conduct of the concerned
police officials, and expresses hope that justice will be done, and seen as such. The ZSF asserts the importance
of recognising that the concerns around the ill-treatment of Zimbabwean migrants, rendition and the flouting
of democratic principles and values is not a concern for Zimbabweans alone, but necessitates concern from all
progressive forces across the region.
Therefore, the ZSF calls on all civil society and government institutions in Southern Africa to demonstrate a strong
show of solidarity by engaging with Zimbabwean communities and amplifying a unified voice that demands an
end to police brutality, illegal detainment and rendition of Zimbabwean migrants in South Africa.
Further, the ZSF calls on the South African government to ensure that police officials take caution when executing
their duties, as well as align their responsibilities with the democratic principles and values of existing policy
frameworks.
The ZSF realizes that progressive formations from across the region can provide people-to-people solidarity
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support to the people of Zimbabwe, and affirms its ongoing commitment to the people of Zimbabwe in their
efforts to advocate for their collective and individual rights. In the spirit of democracy, peace and stability in the
region in general and Zimbabwe in particular, we the people of the ZSF stand ready to contribute to ending the
torture, illegal arrests, harassment, rendition and sadly, the loss of the lives of the victims of rendition.

YOUTH INITIATIVE FOR DEMOCRACY IN ZIMBABWE
(YIDEZ)
Building Youth, Building Dreams
Zimbabwe: Era of Re-defining Democracy

A

s 2013 shut down draws near, youths in Zimbabwe
look to the coming year with uncertainty and a
certain level of apprehension. The uncertainty was
birthed by the erratic transitional era that brought
in the Government of National Unity (GNU) in 2009
and the controversial elections of July 2013. The
establishment of the GNU geared young people in
Zimbabwe for transition from a gross political and
economic decline to an era of recovery and reforms.
However, it did not take long for youths to realize
that the anticipated recovery and reforms were not
going to materialize as players in the government
lacked the will power to drive the reforms. Leaders in
government spent their energies on strengthening their
political agendas rather than pushing for the interests
of the masses and more specifically the interests of the
young people. Unemployment, human rights violations
and dilapidation of social service delivery were
synonymous with the four-year life span of the GNU.
The youths in Zimbabwe bore the burdens with the
hope that the July 31st elections would bring the muchanticipated relief. In addition to calling for reforms,
youth organizations within Civil Society intensified
their efforts around mobilizing young people to
participate in the 2013 harmonized elections. Youth
organizations also played a critical role in advocating
for a peaceful election. The work carried out by these
organizations and civil society as whole yielded results
as the election was peaceful and voter turnout was
high. These efforts have however been dampened by
the election into power of a government that has had
sour relations with civil society.
The re-election of ZANU-PF into power created

controversy with allegations of rigging emerging.
ZANU-PF’s regaining of control of government has
left civil society and democracy activists exposed.
Young people who had put their hopes of social and
economic relief in the election of the opposition MDC
are now unsure of what awaits them in the future.
A few have hope that perhaps the government’s
Indigenization Policy will result in economic growth and
create the much-needed jobs. However, the majority
of young people fear that limited foreign investment
and corruption will mark government’s initiatives for
economic recovery and this is likely going to further
degenerate the already poor social service delivery
system. Signs of an economic meltdown have already
started to emerge as most banks have suffered from
an acute cash crisis post the elections. The industry has
continued to shrink as reports of company shutdowns
have been circulating in the media.
On the political front, MDC’s failure to prove the
election rigging allegations and the absence of a
concrete strategy on the way forward has weakened
its position as the opposition. Subsequently there have
been several new opposition parties created to fill up
the vacuum. Going forward it is likely that disgruntled
opposition party members who believe their voices
are being stifled by their current leadership will create
more parties. It is important to note that the ruling
government is also facing internal struggles around
issues of succession and if not managed, this infighting
can change the political discourse of the country in the
future, especially if the current President voluntarily
or involuntarily decides to step down. Young people
have had to adopt a “wait and see” attitude in terms
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of the political scope of the country.
As mentioned above, civil society’s operating space
has been threatened by the coming in of the new
government. Over the past years civil society has
had a good working relationship with MDC which
relationship flourished even more when MDC entered
into the GNU. Therefore the defeat of MDC has forced
civil society to come back to the drawing board and
deliberate on how it can structure itself in the current
environment and how to maintain its relevance. Some
members believe that the situation on the ground calls
for civil society to engage the government and find
ways of working together whilst others believe that
engagement of a regime that is not pro-democracy is

not an option. The majority of young people in the
community believe that civil society should rather shift
its focus to social and economic rights that address
their day-to-day needs. There is growing desperation
amongst young people for tangible efforts by civil
society to improve the livelihoods of the youths in the
communities.
Young people have also realized that advocating for
political, social and economic reforms is fruitless in the
absence of a strong leadership that has the interests
of the people at heart. This realization has seen young
people call for civil society to facilitate for the shaping
of a new crop of leadership that authentically stands
for the ushering in of true democracy in Zimbabwe.

Bleak outlook for Zim economy in 2014
By Tichaona Sibanda

T

he economy in the country is not responding
positively to last year’s election results, raising
concerns that it’s stalling and heightening pressure on
the ZANU PF government to deliver on its electoral
promises. This is according to lawyer and economic
analyst Bekithemba Mhlanga who said the economic
slowdown means the country may face a multitude
of problems, including financial sector meltdown,
increased unemployment and poverty, reduced
growth and slow social development.
Mhlanga told SW Radio Africa on Friday that
Zimbabwe’s economy has suffered dislocation over a
period of 16 years and that it cannot be repaired
over a period of 12 months unless drastic measures
are taken. With the economy spiraling downwards,
people losing their jobs, and companies closing down,
2014 will likely be remembered as one of the worst
years in Zimbabwe’s history.
Economists and experts warn that the potential crises
in 2014 could eclipse even the 2008 turmoil that
witnessed the inflation rate surging to 231 million
percent, before the dollarization of the currency.
Mhlanga downplayed reports that ZANU PF’s fiveyear economic plan, the Zimbabwe Agenda for
Sustainable Socio-Economic Transformation, will form

the bedrock of its attempt to spur economic growth.
Upon its implementation, the Zim Asset policy document
projects that the economic growth is expected to
average 7.3 percent, while forecast growth in 2018
is 9.9 percent. “This document is the work of fiction
than anything else. It does not address the issues on
the ground,” said Mhlanga amid reports production,
consumption, supply chain, investment, export and
import have already been badly hit by ZANU PF’s
victory, which is being disputed by the opposition.
Opposition leader Simba Makoni also scoffed at
claims by Patrick Chinamasa, the Finance minister
that his spending plan ushers in the birth of a new
economy, and the death of the old economy. The
Mavambo Kusile Dawn (MKD) leader told the Daily
News newspaper that for the largest majority of
Zimbabweans, life will remain as difficult in 2014, as
it was in 2013; if not worse.
Makoni said in spite of all the rhetoric about the $4,1
billion 2014 national budget being “policy driven”,
there were “no rational, viable, coherent policies that
can guide citizens, especially players in the economy,
to plan for the future with clarity and confidence.”
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Rebuilding a Ruined Zimbabwe
By Professor Ambrose B. Chimbganda

I

n William Shakespeare’s tragic play, Julius Caesar,
Brutus justified his assassination of Julius Caesar
by passionately claiming that he wanted to free his
Roman compatriots from Caesar’s dictatorship. The
Romans gleefully applauded this dastardly act; but
not until the eloquent Mark Anthony exposed Brutus’s
treachery by pointing out that the Roman citizens had
loved Julius Caesar because he had done so many
good things for them. Mark Anthony reminded them
that Caesar, in fact, had never harboured ambitions
of becoming a dictator, as evidenced by his refusal
to be crowned King. The subsequent events are as
tragic as the brutal killing of Julius Caesar: Rome and
its empire descended into anarchy, because neither
Brutus nor Mark Anthony had a preconceived plan
for the reconstruction of Rome after Caesar’s death.
(I hope you, the reader, will be able to see who Julius
Caesar, Brutus and Mark Anthony is in the context of
Zimbabwe)
This classic tragedy could easily repeat itself in
Zimbabwe because, neither the protagonists nor the
antagonists, the heroes nor the villains, the powerful nor
the powerless, have a clear plan for the reconstruction
of the country. Because the country is now in a state of
paralysis, it is imperative that not only should we find
a solution to deal with institutional decay, but also plan
for the economic recovery of the country so that we
don’t end up with the chaos that descended on ancient
Rome or present day Libya, Somalia, Central Africa
Republic, Syria or Iraq.
Unity of purpose
When one looks at the narrative of our struggle, the
gratifying thing is that there is already a foundation
for the unity of purpose from which all Zimbabweans,
whatever their tribe maybe, can draw inspiration from.
For instance, in 1896 in the firs Chimurenga war, our
people united to fight a common enemy: the settlers
who were usurping our land and imposing themselves
on us. With the growth of African nationalism, black
people united at various points to form a common
front that was intended to wrestle power from the
oppressors. In the 1950’s, for example, the formation
of the Southern Rhodesia African National Congress
(ANC) and later the National Democratic Party (NDP)
was intended to provide a common platform for the
articulation of grievances such as the limitation of how
much land and livestock an African could have, racial
discrimination, limited opportunities for education, etc.

When it became clear that the minority white settlers
were not prepared to share power, militant political
organizations such as ZAPU, ZANU and the Patriotic
Front (PF) were formed in the sixties and seventies,
respectively. Although there might have been some
differences in terms of how quickly the settler regime
could be forced to capitulate, there was consensus on
regaining our independence, self-determination and
the removal of all vestiges of colonialism.
In the meantime the British government wanted to
legitimize the unilateral declaration of independence
by the white minority; and in order to do so they
asked Zimbabweans to vote in a referendum in 1971.
The question was whether Zimbabweans, as a whole,
wanted independence under the then constitution.
There was a resounding “no independence before
majority African rule” (NIBMAR). Once again,
Zimbabweans of all political persuasion, religion
and tribe united under a common purpose to reject
the British machinations of trying to legitimise the
unilateral declaration of independence (UDI) by a
minority regime.
In the mobilization of our people to reject the British
maneuvers, on needs to acknowledge the distinct
role played by Churches and underground political
movements. In the towns and cities, farms and villages,
schools and colleges, trains and buses, beer halls and
bars our people were united in their resolve to reject
minority rule. This was grass root support, which arose
not because there was one person or one party leading
the agitation, but a swelling support emanating from
a deep-seated desire for emancipation. At this time
in the seventies, one also needs to singularly salute
the decision by many of our young people, both
boys and girls, to join the liberation struggle. Some
of our current leaders, including this writer, joined the
struggle because we saw it as a noble cause to fight
for our collective freedom and dignity.
In our current economic melt down and political
decomposition, we need to draw inspiration from the
spirit of the seventies, when the churches, our young
people, students, workers, teachers, lawyers, doctors,
academics, politicians, mothers and fathers united
together to fight for the removal of our shackles.
Virtually everybody stood up to be counted in the
march towards freedom. This spirit led us to our
`independence’, and we can invoke the same spirit
to make us confront the monstrous challenge of
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rebuilding our country in which political, social and
economic institutions are in ruins.
We can also draw inspiration from the fact that in
our post-independence era the MDC has tried to unite
our people: the Ndebele, Shona, Whites, Kalanga,
Nyanja, Tswana, Tonga, Shangaan and Venda. Our
people, like in the pre-independence era, have
found a common platform from which they can vent
their feelings. However, the leadership of the party
has taken the people for granted by not pushing
hard enough for a logical conclusion to the agenda
for social justice, equality, economic development,
political transformation, unity in diversity and above
all - hope for a prosperous Zimbabwe. The internal
split and wrangling inspires nobody but those driven
by egotism and self-aggrandisement.
Similarly, ZANU and ZAPU raised the hopes of many
Zimbabweans before and after independence,
especially by bringing independence and by making
education and health facilities accessible to more
people than ever before. However, because both
parties have been more obsessed with self-enrichment
and self-preservation than uplifting the lives of
ordinary citizens, they have fallen from the high moral
ground upon which they can speak and act on behalf
of the vast majority of our people. Spectacularly, the
two parties have failed to unite our people through
reconciliation. And, sadly, like many of the liberation
movements in Southern Africa such as the ANC, MPLA,
FRELIMO and SWAPO, they have now become the new
masters, land lords and exploiters who are above the
law and accountable to no one else except themselves.
This is, unfortunately, the unpalatable tragic irony of
our liberation.
What has gone wrong?
What has gone wrong in Zimbabwe is clear to every
right thinking person, and what I can write about here
is to reiterate what is common knowledge. Just to give
you an anecdote of how our institutions are despised
by some of our people, the other day a family friend
visited me with his wife and children. When I switched
on to ZTV, which I rarely watch, one of the children
as young as five years shouted: “Do you watch these
lies”? This speaks volumes about the integrity of our
institutions.
The first thing that comes to mind about what is
wrong in our country is the trustworthiness of our
leadership. While the President is a towering and
widely respected person whose political credentials
and academic qualifications are the envy of many
people, the same cannot be said about the integrity

of some of the ministers and politicians who surround
him. A simple audit shows that some of the ministers
have been involved in one form of corrupt activity or
the other, such as the abuse of power, farm grabbing,
money laundering, graft, diamond smuggling, game
poaching, housing scams, nepotism, debauchery and
unbridled property accumulation.
These ministers have not been brought to book, which
suggests that the laws of the land are meant for
other people, not for ZANU (PF). This has irreparably
damaged the image of the government both internally
and internationally, leading to a crisis of confidence in
the government and its institutions.
The second thing that has gone wrong is
misgovernment, which is directly linked with the rule
of law, accountability and corruption. For instance,
no one can forget the hyperinflation that Zimbabwe
went through in the last decade. Every one knows that
it was brought about by the reckless expenditure of
the government and a decline in the productive sector
due to self-destructive and crude policies of land
redistribution and indigenisation which reduced the
country to an empty basket.
You can shift the blame to sanctions, whites, political
opponents, bad weather, floods or anything you like;
but the fact of the matter is that the hyperinflation
occurred under ZANU (PF), which ruined the lives
of millions of Zimbabweans whose bank accounts
suddenly became worthless. The current liquidity
shortage is sounding alarm bells for a return to the
previous rodent economy, which only benefited the rich
and the well connected, when our people scrounged to
eke out a living and when life was worse than death.
And it shall go down in the annals of history that a
tiny country called Zimbabwe under a ZANU (PF)
government produced the highest inflation rate in the
world!
The other serious problem is the astronomical level
of corruption and lack of accountability. Again, the
reader probably has more accounts of corruption
than I have. What I can only do is to ask some
questions. Why is ZBC in the sorry state in which it
is? Why have some of the senior executives of Air
Zimbabwe been arrested? Why is Zisco closed? What
about the Harare city council, ZUPCO and Zimbabwe
Railways? Is it fair to pay obscene salaries to heads
of parastatals when those companies can hardly pay
their workers? Why are so many companies closing
down? And most importantly, how much money cannot
be accounted for from the sale of our diamonds? Why
is the government not acting on some of the glaring
cases of corruption?
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In seeking answers to these questions, one is tempted
to conclude that we have an uncaring government with
a thoroughly corrupt system, which lacks accountability
and has failed to reform itself. And the fear that many
people have is that the longer the state of decay
continues, the more difficult it will be to rebuild the
country. Therefore, the sooner all of us get involved
in an open discourse to find ways of rebuilding our
country the better. This should include civil society,
political parties, the diaspora, strategic multi-national
companies, SADC, our international friends and the
UN. In opening up space for dialogue, we need to
heed Bernard Shaw’s advice that “in order for evil to
triumph, let the good men keep quiet”.
Steps towards rebuilding
As a first step, we (writers, teachers, colleges and
universities, politicians, civic leaders, the church and
others) need to encourage our people to develop a
culture of speaking up against injustice, especially
against corruption and oppression because we are
the ones who are going to be hurt more. We need
to talk openly about the future of our country and
our children, the direction that we want our country to
take, the state of our economy, the political system, our
social organization and the bread and butter issues
that affect our daily lives.
Also, the churches need to wake up from their slumber
so that they can give the necessary spiritual fortification
and guidance to our people, to preach vociferously
about freedom, social emancipation, justice and
equality, deliverance and salvation. As an institution,
churches ought to side with the oppressed and not
the oppressors because Jesus and other prophets and
saints stood for the poorest of the poor, the hungry, the
voiceless and the downtrodden. This spiritual fulfillment
will restore hope to our people and will make them
realize that their indivisible human life and spirit, their
country and their inalienable rights are sacrosanct
gifts from God, which are worth living for.
I would also suggest that we, the civil society, should
establish our own independent organ for monitoring

governance, corruption and the activities of public
officers as well as those of the private sector. The UN
and other agencies that monitor corruption globally
can assist us. We need a completely independent
organ to monitor corruption because it is obvious that
a government appointed organ, which is paid by the
government cannot be expected to be free to ferret
corruption in state institutions. On this issue, I am aware
that in the present circumstances it will not be easy to
establish such an organ; but it is a noble effort, which
is likely to save our country from being bled to death.
More importantly (and I humbly avail myself to
such an initiative) we need to talk to each other as
Zimbabweans right across the political divide, which
should involve civil society, the diaspora, the business
sector, multinational companies, and other international
organisations. The objective is to convene an economic
recovery indaba for Zimbabwe which will focus on
drawing up specific plans for a short, medium and
long term economic recovery programme, as swell as
fostering national unity.
The emphasis should be on how to attract international
capital for industrial, mining, infrastructure and
tourism development, which will provide wider scope
for entrepreneurship as well as jobs for our people.
I am aware that different political parties have their
own blue prints for economic recovery. These different
blue prints can be used as starting points for a broad
consensus. Given the current political situation, each
one of us should swallow our pride because no
single political party or individual person can save
the country from inevitable ruin. We need to open
our hearts to one another, as brothers and sisters, so
that we can work together for the betterment of our
country.
In my final thoughts about the rebuilding of our country,
allow me to leave you with the precious advice given
by Bernard Shaw, one of the greatest orators of
our modern era, who has this to say: “We are made
wise not by the recollection of our past, but by the
responsibility for our future”.
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Vote counting during the 2013 Zimbabwe elections

Mozambique, Diaspora Vote:
Lessons For Zimbabwe

Andrew Kunambura 23 Oct 2014
The Financial Gazette, Zimbabwe
Mozambique recently voted in an election won by FRELIMO.
A few years ago, Mozambique was one of the most
ridiculed southern African countries. Following years
of a devastating civil war, its economy was failing and
the country’s citizens ventured out to other countries,
particularly Zimbabwe and South Africa for jobs.
Some Mozambican citizens permanently settled in
Zimbabwe.
Fast track to now, and the tables have turned and
roles have reversed. Mozambique is experiencing
an economic boom, spurred by exploitation of its
natural resources while its neighbour, Zimbabwe, is
experiencing serious economic challenges. The welldocumented effect has been that the latter has, of
late, been sending its citizens to other countries, even
to Mozambique but most commonly to South Africa.
The two countries — Zimbabwe and Mozambique —
are so inter-related that developments in either country
affect the other. Mozambique’s presidential elections
recently renewed the fierce Diaspora vote debate in

Zimbabwe. Should Zimbabweans in the Diaspora be
allowed to vote? This has been a daunting question for
the powers-that-be. While Zimbabwe has slammed
the door on its citizens living abroad, many other
African countries are increasingly including provisions
in their constitutions and legal statutes extending the
right to vote to members of the Diaspora in national
elections while in their host countries.
Mozambique has a lot to teach Zimbabwe in this
regard. Maputo has for long been allowing its citizens
living in other countries to vote in national plebiscites
and in last week’s polls, it set up a total of 11 polling
stations in Zimbabwe in elections also observed by
Harare. Mozambicans in South Africa were also
allowed to vote in the elections won by the candidate
from the ruling FRELIMO party, Filipe Nyusi.
The Zimbabwean government, as Finance and
Economic Development Minister, Patrick Chinamasa
has shown in his 2014 national budget, acknowledges
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the immense economic contribution by its citizens living
and working in other countries and encourages them to
invest in their home country. Still the country has paid
a deaf ear to calls by Zimbabweans in the Diaspora
to participate in national elections.
What it is afraid of, no one knows. But everyone,
including those in power, knows that the estimated over
two million people out in the Diaspora deserve to be
voting. Botswana is also going that route while there
is a fierce debate currently in Nigeria over the issue.
Nigeria holds its presidential elections next year.
Arguments for Diaspora vote are a result of the
emerging consensus that those living in foreign
countries hold greater potential to contribute to
the development of those nations. As is evident
from emerging economies, with appropriate policy
frameworks the Diaspora can be an effective force in
the development process.
Beyond remittances to support relatives, the
Zimbabwean citizens abroad could contribute through
investment in productive activities that support
economic growth and job creation and can be tapped
to contribute to policy dialogue as well as into the
transfer of knowledge and skills. Some countries like
Ghana have even gone beyond tapping into simple
Diaspora economic support and now include their
citizens living abroad in commissions and management
boards of state institutions.
Given the immense contribution to their home country,
it is quite justified that members of the Diaspora have
the right to participate in electoral processes in their
country and it follows therefore that they should not
be disenfranchised. While the ruling party, ZANUPF, is determined not to give them the vote, opposing
parties say denying citizens living in other countries
the right to vote is unconstitutional and therefore a
violation of one of the most fundamental human rights.
Section 155 of the Zimbabwean Constitution states
that every Zimbabwean citizen has the right to vote
and that it is the State’s responsibility to facilitate
for that. Yet, the recently amended Electoral Act has
no provision for that. MDC-T spokesman, Douglas
Mwonzora, who is a lawyer by profession and was
instrumental in the development of the country’s new
charter, said there was no basis at all to deny those in
the Diaspora their right to vote. “Our Constitution says
every Zimbabwean must be able to vote, not every
Zimbabwean in Zimbabwe. There is need to urgently
address the legal aspect to it,” he said.
“If Mozambique has done it, why can’t we? It is only

a matter of political will. The government should put
mechanisms to ensure that its citizens are able to
participate not only in economic development of the
country, but also in elections. We should by now be
talking about modalities of how they can participate
in national elections, not whether or not they should
vote,” said ZAPU spokesperson, Mjobisa Noko.
For a number of countries, the debate has progressed
beyond whether this community should vote but
to the logistics of implementing voting. Political
analyst, Rashweat Mukundu, said: “What is evident
is that the government, which is largely responsible
for the existence of such a vast community, is very
much afraid that a Diaspora vote could tip electoral
outcomes. Whatever the case, at any rate, the right
to vote essentially means that Zimbabweans abroad
must be given a voice to determine how their home
countries are governed and the surest way of doing
so is to give them their vote.”
“Sadly, Zimbabwean elections have never really been
about people’s choices but mere confirmation and
legitimising the political elite, hence the restrictions.
There is a huge mistrust between the Zimbabwean
political leadership and the citizens, hence the denial
of that particular basic right,” Mukundu added.
Another political commentator, Alexander Rusero, said
giving the Diasporas the right to vote would mean
they shoulder the responsibility of supporting the
operations of the governments they would help elect.
This, he said, would also empower the government to
collect taxes from them.
“The citizens dwelling in other countries do have the
right to vote and determine how they are governed,
but they also have a responsibility to pay for the
operation of their governments. Rights must come
with responsibilities. The debate then should progress
beyond implementing voting to logistics of taxing the
Diaspora such as allowing for deductions for taxes
paid in other jurisdictions,” he said.
The right to vote from outside the country is reserved
only for people who are in the service of the state.
Clearly, this kind of selectivity — based on political
and military office — strips some deserving individuals
of the ability to exercise their right to vote.
Such disenfranchisement is hidden behind the veneer
of resource shortages, as well as lack of information on
the whereabouts of citizens that are in the Diaspora.
This is because of a lack of willingness on the part of
the authorities that organise elections and procedures
that will ensure the fulfillment of the right to vote.
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Way Forward

T

Deepening a culture of people-to-people solidarity

he Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum is a network
movement of progressive South African civil
society organisations committed to building a
regional culture of people- to-people solidarity with
the people of Zimbabwe.

Building lasting relationships, creating crosscutting
linkages, mobilising across sectors and deepening a
culture of people-to-people solidarity remain central
to the work of the ZSF. The ACTION Support Centre
hosts the secretariat of the ZSF, and the initiatives of
the ZSF are coordinated by a Task Team comprised
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of civil society organisation representatives, solidarity,
trade union, and human rights activists, conflict
transformation practitioners, as well as policy makers.
In an effort to effectively coordinate and implement
ZSF’s initiatives, the Task Team organises regular
planning and reflective sessions, and update sessions
whose outcomes feeds into the broader solidarity
work of the ZSF.
Many policy briefs and papers on Zimbabwe have
been produced post the 2013 elections seeking to
articulate the best possible way forward for Zimbabwe.
In the light of the multilayered crisis in Zimbabwe, this
section attempts to offer some possible way forward
as shared by some of analysts. The insights are not
exhaustive but intended to keep the momentum around
the discussion on Zimbabwe and possible way forward.
To address the prolonging uncertainty and a possibly
deepened crisis, the Zimbabwe government (in particular
through the ruling party) should:
◆◆ Seek to rebuild trust and collaborations with
domestic and international constituencies by,
holding an inclusive national dialogue with the
people of Zimbabwe on political, social and
economic reforms; and clarify and act on key
policy areas such as indigenisation, land reform
and the rule of law, as well as anti- corruption
initiatives.
Civil society, alternative parties and social movements in
Zimbabwe should:
◆◆ Establish a consultative mechanism, in conjunction
with civil society, that seeks consensus and dialogue
across the political spectrum on priority – in
particular economic and governance – reforms;
and
◆◆ Review 2013 election flaws through a forwardlooking agenda that addresses major concerns
projected for the 2018 polls, such as, voters roll
and anomalies in electoral legislative amendments
and many other issues.

The SADC and AU should:
◆◆ Encourage Zimbabwe to address election-related
concerns identified in their respective 2013
observation mission reports.
◆◆ Encourage Zimbabwe’s government to promote
political inclusiveness and policy coherence in
efforts to resuscitate the economy.
◆◆ Take visible steps to strengthen democracysupporting institutions, including an independent
judiciary and human rights and election institutions,
as well as sup- port civil society’s capacity to
monitor and protect constitutional rights.
◆◆ New forms of organising and mobilisation need
to be developed. Many civil society partners of
the ASC working in Zimbabwe have committed
themselves to rebuilding structures at community
level, and seeking to develop fresh impetus
around building a grassroots based civil society
formation. These discussions also include civil
society repositioning itself in an effort to contribute
constructively to the transformation agenda of
Zimbabwe. A national discussion is required from
a cross-section of stakeholders to analyse the
current context and the dynamics of conflict and to
deliberate on the best strategies and tactics that
will effectively respond to the current problems in
support of a long term agenda.
◆◆ Dialogue by a broad section of Zimbabweans to
unpack the ongoing crisis is urgently needed. In
this, the regional, continental and international
community still has a big role to play in Zimbabwe.
Zimbabwe must find ways of engaging with
the rest of the world and of building a wide
scope of mutually beneficial relationships. These
partnerships will need to be unified behind a
desire to enhance and to further the needs of
ordinary citizens of Zimbabwe. Zimbabwe needs
friends, strategic partners, allies and promoters,
across the breadth of the international community.
A long term regional integration agenda and a
closer look at Zimbabwe’s international relations
policy requires urgent attention.

Regional solidarity movements:
◆◆ Deepen a regional culture of people-to-people
solidarity, including mobilising for a Zimbabwe
Diaspora vote.
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Conclusion

O

ngoing events in Zimbabwe points to new forms
of socio-economic and political challenges,
further fragmentation of movements and
formations, political tension within the structures of the
ruling party and opposition. This coupled with events
around the elections in South Africa, Mozambique,
Botswana and Malawi, tension emerging in Lesotho,
Burkina Faso and the ongoing attack of civil society
and labour movement in Swaziland including ongoing
conflicts in the eastern part of Democratic Republic of
Congo, South Sudan, and Mali, for example require
new forms of organising, mobilisation and formation
and movement building.
The clearest and most compelling strategic direction
for solidarity movements strongly emphasised on
rebuilding organisations at community level and a
focus on profound longer term structural and social
transformation. This involves deepening and building
on the existing culture of ‘Pan-African people-topeople solidarity’ that seeks to connect all the African
struggles and solidarity activists across the continent
in a manner that supports and inspires the efforts of
grassroots movements as they seek to find the most
appropriate strategies in response to their respective
challenges.
The need for more focus on organisation and movement
building, sharing skills and tools for engaging more
effectively with conflict and the need for greater
legitimacy and influence in carrying out lobbying and
advocacy activities should form part of the approach
that the solidarity movements should adopted. This

also should involve an ongoing process of refining and
sharpening them.
A regional and continental Pan-African solidarity
initiative focused on placing the concerns of grassroots
movements across the continent known as the African
Solidarity Caravan have been central to the
implementation of solidarity work around Zimbabwe,
Lesotho, DRC and Swaziland including other parts of
Africa. The African Solidarity Caravan recognises that
while the SADC region in particular remains affected
by its own challenges the involvement of regional and
international players is also becoming increasingly
important. Therefore, the strengthening of the African
Union, and the reiteration of the importance of
the Regional Economic Communities to the overall
intentions of the AU Commission and the programmes
of the Peace and Security Department for example
makes engagement at this level all the more important.
Through the Proudly African Campaign, African
Solidarity Caravan seeks to deepen the connections
between conflict transformation, peacebuilding
and solidarity activists in the region and across the
continent through a series of solidarity events hosted
by grassroots networks. These solidarity events
have intent on taking forward the vision of a world
of justice and peace in which all the basic needs
of people are met and peoples’ rights and dignity
are respected. This including deepening a culture of
‘Pan African people-to-people solidarity”. Visit www.
proudlyafrican.mobi to be part of the Caravan.
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